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t of each is up to us.
professional 101/2 -inch tape reels. Its
unique combination of bias and
equalization switching controls give 12
different settings to optimize the
performance of any tape on the market.
The RT-1050's 3 -motor transport
system is activated electronically by full
logic, solid state circuitry, triggered by
feather touch pushbutton controls. Its
transport is completely jam- and spill proof, permitting you to switch from Fast
Forward to Fast Rewind, bypassing the
Stop button.
The RT -1050 was specifically

r

designed for easy operation with a wide
combination of professional features like
extended linearity VU meters with
adjustable sensitivity, mic/line mixl'ng,
pushbutton speed selection and reel
tension adjustment buttons. There's also
an exclusively designed pause control and
independent control of left and right
recording tracks.
The same 2 -track recording system
studios use for better signal-to-noise
ratios and higher dynamic range is
incorporated into the RT-1050. Yet it can
be easily converted to 4 -track use with an

optional plug-in head assembly. Everything
considered it's the most versatile open reel deck you can buy. Professionals
prefer it for its studio -quality performance.
Everyone appreciates its completely
simple operation.
Pioneer open-reel and cassette decks
are built with the same outstanding
quality, precision and performance of all
Pioneer stereo components. That's why,
whichever you choose, you know it's
completely professional and indisputably
the finest value ever in a studio -quality
tape deck.

.

when you want something better

West: 13300 S.

U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp., 75 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074
Estrella, Los Angeles 90248/Midwest: 1500 Greenleaf, Elk Grove Village, III. 60007/Canada: S.H. Parker Co.
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Giving you the besa
High fidelity is important to us at Pioneer.
It's all we do and it's all we care about.
We are excited that cassette tape decks
have reached a level of performance that
meet the highest standards. We are
excited because we know that it means
more enjoyment for you from your high
fidelity system. We also know that you can
now get more versatility and more value
out of your high fidelity system than ever
before.
The great advances in cassette
technology have had impact on the
reel-to-reel tape deck concept as well. We
believe that the era of the small, inexpensive 7 -inch reel tape deck is past.
Neither its convenience nor its performance
make it a gooc value compared to the
new cassette technology. And it is now
possible for Pioneer to offer you a
professional studio -quality 101/2 -inch reel
deck at prices that compare favorably
with what you might expect from old
fashioned 7 -inch reel units. In our
judgment the old ideas must move aside
for the new ideas. And Pioneer has some
very intelligent new ideas in tape for you.

The convenience of cassette.
The performance of open -reel.
The stereo cassette deck has become
a

"must" in complete high fidelity systems.

Because of its convenience, price and
performance, it has virtually replaced
the once popular 7 -inch open -reel deck.
As Julian D. Hirsch, prominent audio
reviewer put t, "The best cassette
machines compare favorably with a good
open -reel recDrder in listening quality."
Pioneer proves it with four top -performing
models.
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Stacks compatibly with other components.

Our new CT -7171, with built-in Dolby,
difference. It's designed
with all controls up front so you can stack
other components on or under it. Even
the illuminated cassette compartment is
front loading, for easy access and
is a deck with a

visibility.
Performance features stack up, too.
Bias and equalization switches provide
optimum recording and playback for every
type of cassette tape made. You'll
produce distortion -free recordings
consistently with two oversized,
illuminated VU meters plus an instant acting peak level indicator light. And
for those unpredictable program source
peaks, there's a selectable Level Limiter
circuit. It's similar to the type used in
professional recording studios to prevent
"clipping" distortion.
Finding a desired program point in a
recorded cassette is simple with our new
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CT -7171. A memory rewind switch,
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working together with the 3 -digit tape
counter, plus an exclusive Skip button,
lets you monitor audibly at accelerated
speed to make precision cueing a breeze.
Automatic tape -end stop, dual
concentric level controls, separate
mic/line inputs, pause control, in addition
to many other features, make the CT -7171
the recording studio that fits on a shelf.
Whether you choose the sophistication
of the CT-7171 or Pioneer's CT -5151,
CT -4141A or CT -3131A, which share many
of its features, you're assured optimum
performance and maximum value. One
tradition that never changes at Pioneer.

Open -reel. A professional
recording studio in your home.
Professionalism comes with all
three studio -quality open -reel models.
The RT -1020L (71/2, 33/4 fps) is unequalled
in 4 -track units. With three motors and
three heads, it has virtually every
professional feature you'd want. Yet it's
extremely simple to use. In addition to
stereo record/playback, it also highlights
4 -channel playback. The complete extent
of its capabilities becomes apparent only
after you've worked with it. Then you'll
recognize the magnitude of Pioneer's
accomplishment.
Our RT -1050 is a 2 -track, 2 -speed
(15, 71/2 fps) 3 -head deck which, like all
our open -reel models, can handle

Bias & Equalization settings
optimize performance.
12

Whether you use
a cassette or
open reel deck
is up to you.
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Pick The Open -Reel Deck Features You Need
Model
Maximum Reel Size
Speeds
Number of Tracks
Wow & Flutter (at high speed)
Frequency Response (±3dB)
Tape Bias Selection
S/N Ratio
Equalizer Selection
Mic/Line Mixing
LED Peak

Indicator

Memory Recording
VU Meter Scale Selection
4 -Channel Playback
Motors
Price

Pick the Cassette Features You Need

RT -1050

RT-1020H

RT -1020L

101/2"

101/2"

101/2"

15 & 71/2 ips

15 & 71/2 ips

71/2 & 33/4 ips

optional)
0.06%
30Hz-22kHz
3 position

4

4

Tape Selection

Bias & Equal.

Auto. Tape Stop
Memory Rewind

yes
yes

2 (4

0.06%

0.10%

yes

30Hz-22kHz
3 position
55dB
2-Position
yes

40Hz-20kHz
3 position
55dB
2 Position
yes

yes

no

no

57dB
4 -Position

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

yes

yes

3

3

3

$699.95

$649.95

$649.95

Model
Dolby Noise
Reduction

Pause

CT -5151

CT -4141A

yes

yes
Bias & Equal.

wes.

no

Bias & equal.

Equal'zat on

yes

yes

ves
yes

nc

yes
no

Controlyes

Freq. Response*

30-16,000

Indicator
Level limiter

Motor Type
Wow & Flutter
(WRMS)

Price

Hz

30-16,OOC Hz

yes

30-11,000

yes
Hz

30-15,000 Hz
( Chrone Tape)
no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

58 dB
48 dB

58 dB
48 dB

58 dB

Peak

Skip cueing
Si
Noise
(Dolby)
SIN (Less Oolby)
Tape Heads

CT-3131A'

CT -7171

Ferrite
DC

Servo

Ferrite
DC

Servo

48 dB
Permalloy
I:2 Servo

47 dB
Per^nali!ay
DC

Servo

0.10%

0.12%

0.13%

013

$369.95

$269.95

$233.95

$179.95

'not
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The charisma, the freedom, the security of fine
audio. Discwasher system;
the finest long term protection for precious records.

purchase of special
meaning to reflect on the
person who cares.
Available from fine dealers
nationwide at $15.00.

Est.

1917"
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THIS IS A PROGRAM PANEL. WITH IT YOU CAN
MAKE 111C" PROGRAMMED TURNTABLES DO THINGS
NO TURNTABLE HAS EVER DONE BEFORE.
The BIC 980 and 960, like many fine turntables, use
a belt drive system.

What's unusual, however, is that BIC turntables can
be programmed to play a single side as many as 6 times...
or to play as many as 6 records in series. 'Til now, no beltdrive turntable has been able to do that.
How it works
The program lever (second from the bottom in the
picture at left) gives you 22 possible ways to play your
records in manual and automatic modes.
By moving the lever to "MAN", the turntable is turned
on and can be operated as a manual unit.
By moving the lever to "1", and tapping the cycle
button lightly, one record can be played fully automatically.
By moving the lever to 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6, you can play a
single record 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 times.
And this same program lever controls multiple play.
If, fór example, you want to play 2 records, simply put
them on the spindle and move the lever to "2". Or move the
lever to "3" and the second record will repeat once. Or
move it to "4" and the second record will repeat twice. And
so on, and so forth.
Must be seen to be appreciated
This program system is news all by itself. But it's far
from the whole story.
The BIC tone arm has features found on no other
tone arm.
The BIC motor is a major improvement over motors
in other belt and idler drive turntables.
But features aside, what's truly worth close scrutiny
is how all these new ideas are welded into a perfectly
balanced system which performs impeccably.
We'll send you more information about the 980 and
960 if you write to:
Andrew Stephens, Dept. 12A,
British Industries Co., Westbury, L.I. 11590.
But you really must examine them, touch them and
compare them, to appreciate their fundamental excellence.
After you've looked them over at your BIC dealer's (the
leading audio specialist in your area) we think you'll be
impressed.

B

This is the 980 with solid state speed control
and strobe. About $200.
The 960 is identical except
for these two features.
About $150.

BI

C is a

trademark of British Industries Co. A division of Avnet Inc.

approved.
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Why not get
all the music
you paid for?
You want pure, unadulterated
music. You're entitled to pure, unadulterated music: What you get,
frequently, is something less than
that ... less than you paid for. Unless of course, you already have
a Crown DC -300A Amplifier.
The quality of reproduction from
your present music library need not
be strained, clipped, distorted or
muffled. Nothing should come between you and the original music

...

its tones, its textures, its

nuances.

"Like lifting a curtain," was how
one Crown owner described the
experience.

Audioclinic
Joseph Giovanelli
Speaker Impedance Ratings
Q.
own a pair of JansZen Z-600
speakers which drive with a Dynaco
PAS3 and Stereo 70 combination.
This system has been just fine during
the entire eight years that have had
1

1

1

the system.
met another owner of the identical speaker model at a recent party.
He left me with a vexing problem;
it is more in my head than in my ears
(though there is a connection, yes?).
To be brief, he flatly stated that,
despite the manufacturer's claims,
the Z-600 is not an 8-ohm speaker.
My friend measured it as having a 4ohm impedance. (He made this meahis
surement
with
ohmmeter.)
Needless to say, was startled by this
information. On the following day,
1

1

That's what the Crown DC -300A is
all about. Hear it, you'll believe it.
Make this simple comparison:
(1) listen with a critical ear to your
favorite recording at home;
then
(2) listen to that same recording
with the DC -300A at your
Crown dealers. That's all.
We rest our case on your ears.

Is

Crown crazy?

To guarantee parts and
labor, and pay for roundtrip shipping for three full
years. (We'll even send you
a shipping carton if you

didn't save yours.) That
takes nerve ... and faith in
your product!

At Crown, reliability is a way
of life. Long life ... with you.

MMMM

crown
WHEn LISTEnInG BECOMES tan RRT.
Check No. 12 on Reader Service Card

borrowed an ohmmeter from a
neighbor. I disconnected the speakers
and measured them. Much to my surprise and chagrin, the speakers were
4.8 and 4.6 ohms respectively.
Is there something else that I am
missing? I have no knowledge in
the technical area of audio, so am sure
there must be a simple explanation
here. I really cannot believe that the
manufacturer would deceive the consumer in this way. It just does not

ohms rather than eight, no harm could
come to your amplifier, even with
wrong connections. Perhaps you
would obtain somewhat less power
than you would if the proper impedance tap was selected, but this would
only mean that your speakers would
be driven less hard than otherwise.
Therefore, no damage could occur to
the speakers.
While it is sometimes impressive
for an amplifier to have the highest
possible numbers related to power
output, there is no advantage at all
for a manufacturer to mislead the consumer -by a false indication of his
speaker's impedance. I think we can
assume that the speakers are properly
manufactured at their rated impedance.

I

1

make sense.
If it were so, is there any possibility of damage to either of the speakers
or to the amplifier because of an in-

correct output

connection?-David

Kraft, Jackson Hts., NY
A. The impedance of a speaker is
not measured with an ohmmeter.
You can measure d.c. resistance with
an ohmmeter, however, and this is
what you have done. D.c. resistance,
however, is not the same as impedance which takes into account
inductance as well as d.c. resistance.
(Inductance is present where a.c. is
involved, and tends to oppose the
flow of such current, just as resistance
opposes the flow of current, both d.c.
and a.c.) Unless you have access to a
variable resistor, an audio generator,
and a meter capable of properly
reading a.c. voltage, in addition to the
ohmmeter, you cannot measure impedance under home conditions.
Even if your speakers were four
4

Cueing with Headphones
Q. If am playing one phonograph,
how can I listen on a set of head1

phones or whatever, so that I can cue
another record on the idle turntable
and without the sound of the cueing

coming through the main loud-

West
speakers?-James
Golden,
Roxbury, MA
A. The problem of cueing with headphones can be solved by the use of one
of the small, headphone amplifiers
which are readily available. Means
must be provided so that it can be
switched between one and the other
of your phono equalizer outputs. In
other words, you must have a means
for paralleling the mixer and the
equalizer with the headphone amplifier. The switch will connect the headphone to either of the pre -amplifier/
mixer connections, but not both at
one time. When a disc is playing for
the dancers, you would turn down the
other mixer controls associated with
the second table. You could then cue
up the disc on that table without its
being heard in the room.
If you

have

a

problem or question on audio,

write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli, at AUDIO,
134 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. All letters are answered.
Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

AUDIO
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The new BOSE 4401 .. it just may be the quietest stereo preamplifier
available today. Its unicue METTM (M nimum Effective Temperature)
phono circuitry represents a breakthrough in low -noise technology.
And the BOSE 4401 is four-channel discrete, with optional SQ and CD 4 decoding modules.` Its incredibly flexible taping facilities permit full
use of tone controls and filters in both the record and playback modes.
These and many other advanced features make the BOSE 4401 preamplifier an ihiportant addition to your home stereo or quadriphonic
music system.
The introductory price remains in effect through December 31, 1974.
See it now al your authorized BOSE dealer.
A 16 -page corrprehensive gu de on the 4'401 s available for S1. Write BOSE Corporation,
Dept. AF, The Mcontain. Framingham, MA 01701.

_80SE1/1/01
'so

is a

trademarK of CBS Labs, Inc: CD -4 is

a

trademark of JVC America, Inc.

There are 159,090
reasons to buy it.
their reasons for choosing
a TEAC 1200/2300 series over any other tape deck.
Universities, record companies, audiophiles,
musicians, audio testing labs and recording studios all
159,090 owners had

-

with different reasons.
Yet all with the same reason: Reliability.
The innovation behind this unparalleled performance record?
TEAC's 3-motor/3-head tape transport system. (Three heads for
the individual functions of erase, record and playback. And three
motors, driving feed and takeup reels, and the capstan.)
Our 1230 became the yardstick of the industry.
Our 2300S is the same but
better, with significant
electronic improvements.
Total touch -button control
with logic circuitry
now enables you to shift instantly
from fast forward to fast rewind, and
to record from pause or directly
from playback. With total remote capability.
Bias and EQ switches adjust for the
new tapes. And there's more.
Check out the classic 2300S. And if you decide
that it is unbeatable in performance and
price, just remember you're not alone.

-

The classic 23005.
TEAC®

The leader. Always has been.

©TEAC 1973

TEAC Corporation of America - Headquarters: Dept. A-23, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, California 90640-TEAC offices in principal cities in the United States, Canada, Europe, Mexico and Japan.
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Behind The Scenes
Whyte

Bert
THE THIRD act of the

Audio Engi-

neering Society road show, otherwise known as the 49th Convention, opened on September 9th in its
usual venue, the Waldorf-Astoria in
New York.
As in past years, the ballroom of the
Waldorf was crammed with exhibits
of the sleek, glittering equipment of
professional audio engineering. As
usual, manufacturers who offer active
demonstrations of their products
were ensconced in rooms on the fifth
floor. The papers presented at the
various sessions were as informative
.and interesting as ever and, for the
most part, well attended. New at
this convention was a series of four
seminars: "Introduction to Programming for Desk -top Computers," "Application of the Desk -Top Computer
to Audio Engineering," "Tape Recording Alignment-Why, What, and
Where," and "Practical Studio Acoustics."
In other words, the usual ingredients for a successful AES convention
were on hand. Yet I couldn't help
feeling that the show was a bit
subdued ... rather low key. Maybe it
was a reflection of the depressing
times in which we are living. Perhaps
it was due to the fact that there
wasn't as much new equipment nor
new ideas, as we have come to
expect at the AES conventions. In any
case, whatever it is that gives a show
"pizazz" was a bit diluted.
Which is not to say that there
weren't some highlights, and some
very interesting items. It would be
a very rare AES convention indeed
that was totally bereft of provocative
ideas and innovative equipment!
In my report on the 48th AES convention, singled out the new BASF
"Unisette" 1A -in. tape cassette and
Howard Holzer's digital cutting -lathe
control system as very significant
advances in audio technology. Those
who had somehow missed the introduction of the "Unisette" concept in
Los Angeles were given the full
run-down on the system in a paper
presented by Klaus Goetz of BASF. It
I

appears that Willi Studer will still
produce the first recorders that utilize
the "Unisette," however, I have been
told that the introduction of these
units will be somewhat later than

anticipated, with a good guess being
late Spring of next year. It would also
appear that the original cost of the
recorders, stated as being "around 400
dollars" was extremely optimistic.
could not elicit any further information as to the "Unisette" activities of
Sony or Teac. Nothing really surprising
about all this
. "start-up time" is
usually a problem with most new
audio products. With an idea as exciting as the "Unisette," you can be sure
I'm going to watch its development
very closély.
At this convention Howard Holzer
was to have presented a paper on his
"Advance Headless Variable -Pitch/
Variable -Depth Lathe Control System." am very sorry to report that
Howard was killed in a private plane
crash in Mexico, several weeks before
the convention. This tragic accident
has deprived the industry of a most
dynamic man with one of the keenest minds in disc recording technology. Howard's son Mark presented
his paper, and
understand will
continue the operation of Haeco.
Although I am not certain of all the
facts, I believe that Atlantic Records,
here in New York, has, or will shortly
install, the first of the Haeco (Howard
Holzer's
company)
digital -delay
cutting systems.
look forward to
hearing some Atlantic discs cut with
this clever, new system.
A number of interesting new
items were being demonstrated in
the sound rooms on the fifth floor. For
example, old friend and audio pioneer Rudy Bozak was showing off a
new speaker system designed for
high -output Rock -music enthusiasts.
In an enclosure roughly twice the size
of his well-known 302 system, are
mounted four 8 -in. speakers of a
new design, which crossover about
2500 Hz, where a curved array of light
2 -in. tweeters carries on up to the
high frequencies. Rudy has also enI

I

I

I

10

tered the consumer amplifier market
with a husky 150-watt -per -channel
unit. The new speaker, driven by this
powerful amplifier really puts out a
lot of loud, but very smooth and clean
sound.
In the North American Philips
room they were demonstrating their
amazing
little motional -feedback
loudspeaker, along with the Model
209 electronic turntable. Also on display were a wide variety of AKG
microphones, which they represent
in this country, as well as the new BK 20 AKG professional reverberation
unit. recently visited Philips in Eindhoven and AKG in Vienna, and it was
a fascinating and most educational
experience. will report on this trip
shortly and discuss the above mentioned products in detail.
In the Panasonic/Technics room
they were demonstrating the new
IC -chip demodulator. This is the IC
developed by Lou Dorren of QSI and
made by Signetics. Rather surprisingly, the new SH -400 demodulator
is larger in size than the present
discrete SE -405 unit. John Eargle, the
newly installed President of the
Audio Engineering Society, visited
with me the weekend before the
Convention and brought one of the
new SH -400 demodulators with him.
(John's JME Associates consulting
firm has most of the CD -4 people as
clients). We played around quite a
bit with the unit and the quality,
separation, and the sheer "discreetness" of the music on a wide variety
of CD -4 recordings was truly outstanding. All that fancy new circuitry
obviously makes quite a difference!
A full report on this new ICdemodulator will appear soon.
At the Nippon Columbia demonstration room, Prof. Duane Cooper (new
President-Elect of the AES) was showing off the versatility of his UD -4
quadraphonic disc system. Mono
and stereo compatibility was emphasized, and then a recording would be
switched progressively through the
matrix modes and finally to four channel discrete. Very impressive,
I

I

AUDIO
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TheRectilinearS: end ofthe myth
vs.
of rock speakers
,
;
classical speakers.
.

""'

doesn't mean your speakers should impart those same
The new Rectilinear 5 is capable of playing very,
qualities to cymbals, triangles or high trumpets.
very loud. Rock -festival loud. Even with a medium (Stravinsky's transients can be as hard as rock.)
powered amplifier.
And if you like to listen at very high volume levels
At the same time, it's uncannily accurate. It sounds
(after all, that's what rock is aboutsweet, unstrained and just plain lifelike at all volume levels.
but so is Die Götterdämmerung),
The temptation is great, therefore, to one-up that
you still don't need a speaker that
prestigious manufacturer who some time ago announced
achieves high efficiency through
"The first accurate speaker for rock music."
spurious resonances. What you
But we refuse to perpetuate that mythology. It's
need is something like the
perfectly obvious that the Rectilinear 5 reproduces classical
Rectilinear 5.
music just as accurately as rock. We could never see how a
Everything in this remarkably
voice coil or a magnet would know the difference between
original design was conceived to
Jimi Hendrix and Gustav Mahler.
end the trade-off between effiSo we'd rather use this opportunity to set things
ciency and accuracy. The four
straight once and for all.
drivers are made to an entirely
Thus:
new set of specifications. The filter
There's no such thing as a rock speaker or a classical
yng°
network that feeds the drivers is
speaker. Any more than there's a late -show TV set or a
devague and spineless
bythespeaker.
totally unlike the traditional crossover
football-game TV set.
network. Even the cabinet material is new and different.
There are, however, speakers that impose a hard,
sizzling treble and a huge bass on any music. And others
Of course, those who feel threatened by all this fuss
that round off the edges and soften up the transient deabout accuracy and naturalness will point out that the
monitor speakers preferred by engineers and producers
tails of any music. That's the probable origin of the myth ;
in recording studios are usually of the zippy, superbut these aren't rock and classical speakers, respectively.
aggressive variety.
They're inaccurate speakers.
That's perfectly true, but the reason happens to be
It's true that an aggres- strictly nonmusical.
sive treble and a heavy
"I use the XYZ speaker only as a tool," a top
bass are characteristic of
producer explained to us. "I wouldn't have it in my house.
most rock music, even when It really blasts at you when you crank up the volume, so
that any little glitch on the tape hits you over the head.
heard live. It's also true
After eight hours in the studio, that's what it takes to get
that some record proyour attention. I know how to deal with those unpleasant
ducers exaggerate
highs ; they're in the speaker, not on my tape."
these qualities, someIt's easy enough to find out for yourself.
times to a freakish
Any reputable dealer will let you hear the
w :Freaakyysoundmadeeven
degree, in their final
freakier by the speaker.
Rectilinear 5 side by side with a "rock" or
mix of the recorded sound.
"monitor -type" speaker. Adjust each speaker
But that doesn't mean the speaker can be allowed to
by ear to the same high volume level, Rectilinear 5
add its own exaggerations on top of the others.
Contemporary
A loudspeaker is a conduit. Its job is to convey
making sure the amplifiers are
Laboratory
/floor
of good quality. Then listen.
musical or other audio information unaltered. If the prospeaker system,
To rock or classical.
ducer wants to monkey around with the natural sound that
Rectilinear
Then and there, the myth
originally entered the microphones, that's his creative
Dispersion
Base (patent
will crumble.
privilege. He'll be judged by the musical end results.
pending)
bad
design.
But if the speaker becomes creative, that's
optional.
By the same token, if some classical record producers
Bronx,
Blvd.,
N.Y.10454
Bruckner
Corp.,107
Rectilinear
Research
prefer a warm, pillowy, edgeless string sound, that
Canada: H. Roy Gray Limited, Ontario

RECTILINEAR'
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and it now appears that of all things,
the UD -4 system with software and
demodulators, will have its first
public outing on the English market.
I
had the pleasure of meeting Dr.
Takeo Shiga, Director of the Acoustical
Products division of Nippon Columbia,
and Takayasu Yoshida, Deputy Gen.
Mgr. of the International Trade Division. Dr. Shiga has visited the U.S.
many times and has been frequent
contributor to the AES Journal. A man

of

wide technical attainments, at

this 49th Convention he was awarded
the Silver Medal of the Audio Engineering Society at the presentation
banquet. I had a most interesting
conversation with these gentlemen,
and learned that Nippon Columbia
has a digital tape recorder and has
actually made some commercial
recordings with the unit. I have been
promised some of these PCM (Pulse
Code Modulation) discs and I am agog

with anticipation!
If the "Unisette" and the Haeco
lathe control unit were the outstanding new items at the 48th Convention, a new development from
Pioneer Electronic of Japan must
be reckoned as the most important
item at the 49th Convention.
Four engineers from Pioneer's

Acoustical
Engineering
Research
Laboratory presented a paper entitled
"Electro -Acoustic Transducers with
Piezoelectric High -Polymer Films."
The term "piezoelectric" has heretofore been in the audio vocabulary as
applied to cheap low -fi phono
cartridges utilizing ceramics such as
Barium titanate and crystals such as
Rochelle salts and quartz. Recently
we have had the high quality piezoelectric
tweeters
produced
by
Motorola and, in fact, there was also a
paper concerning them at this Convention. What the Pioneer engineers
have discovered is that a high -polymer
film of poly (vinylidene flouride) has

piezoelectric properties, with a piezoelectric strain constant almost ten
times greater that that of quartz.
Evidently research into the piezoelectric potentials of various substances has been going on for quite a
while. Russian workers found that
wood had piezoelectric properties
in the 1940's. In the 1950s highly
crystalline biological substances, such
as collagen, bone, and silk, showed
piezoelectric qualities. In 1959, a
biological high polymer, such as whale
bone and tendons, were actually used
in a phono cartridge!
Poly (vinylidene fluoride) is a flouro-

carbon resin. The process which
renders piezoelectricity to the high
polymer is described in the Pioneer
paper ... "The films (8 to 30 microns
depending on their applications as
transducers) are uniaxially stretched
up to four times the original length
at 60-100°C. Then aluminum is evaporated on both sides of the film as
electrodes. The films are then
polarized with a high d.c. electric
field at 80-100°C for about 1 hour. The
process is similar to that used for
piezoelectric ceramics. When a high
a.c. field is applied to the film, a
hysteresis loop between the applied
field and the polarization has been
observed." The piezoelectricity of
the film is quite stable even at 100° C,
and it is not affected by moisture or
dust.
In essence, this Hp (high polymer)
film involves the transducing functions in themselves. The application
of a.c. makes the film vibrate in a
transverse direction and when the
film is curved, the vibration is transformed into a pulsating or "Breathing" movement. Obviously this sort
of diaphragm can be used as transducers in such things as headphones,
loudspeaker tweeters, and even
phono cartridges and microphones. At

Wireless
It has been suggested that a perfect amplifier would be equivalent to a piece or
wire with gain.
A piece of wire? First of all it would hum, so we'd have to screen it. This would
increase the input capacity so we'd have to make the screening large or the
conductor small. Then we would have output resistance and, if of appreciable
length, we'd have inductance pnd termination problems as well. All in all a 303
power amplifier would be much easier.
The funny thing is; even if we had our perfect piece of wire with gain and
compared it with a 303, the two would sound exactly the same no matter how
carefully we listened.
Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Acoustical Manufacturing
Huntingdon PE18 71)13. Telephone (0480) 52561.

QUAD

Products of the Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
for the closest approach to the original sound.

QUAD is a Registered Trademark
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cartridge in a pear tree.
gift of the Shure V-15 Type III stereo phono cartridge will earn you the
eternal endearment of the discriminating audiophile who receives it. What
makes the V-15 such a predictable Yuletime success, of course, is its ability
to extract the real sound of pipers piping, drummers drumming, rings ringing,
et cetera, et cetera. In test reports that express more superlatives than a
Christmas dinner, the performance of the V-15 Type Ill has been described
Its sound is as neutral and
a virtually flat frequency response
as ".
uncolored as can be desired." All of which means that if you're the giver,
you can make a hi-fi enthusiast deliriously happy. (If you'd like to receive it,
yourself, keep your fingers crossed!)
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
A

...

In

Canada:

A. C.

Simmonds

&

Sons Limited

BRUIRE

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
Check No. 38 on Reader Service Card
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room upstairs in the Waldorf this
amazing film was being demonstrated. The first commercial application is in the form of Pioneer SE -700
High Polymer stereo headphones.
These $80.00 phones weigh in at only
13 ounces and are extremely comfortable to wear. With their HP
diaphragms, they can be plugged
directly into 4-16 ohm headphones
jacks on receivers or amplifiers. They
are quite sensitive, 3 volts giving 100
dB SPL. They can take inputs up to 30
volts and 120 dB SPL without clipping.
a

The sound was very wide range and
smooth, akin to the best electrostatic phones. Also being demonstrated was a loudspeaker of the

column type, with downward firing
woofer. This crossed over to a circular
"mid -range" HP film unit operating
from 2 kHz to 7 kHz, where a smaller
cylindrical tweeter carried on up to
20 kHz. The pattern of the two HP
units is truly omni-directional. The
sound is characterized by extreme
smoothness and excellent transient
response. We were also shown non -

working models of a mike and a
phono cartridge. spoke to Dr. Takeo
Yamamoto, Pioneer's Director of
their research lab, and he stated that
the HP diaphrams could just as easily
be direct -radiator types as well as the
omni-directional type on demonstration. When asked him about the
feasibility of making up say 4 -by -4 -in.
panels of the HP film in multiples, a
la RTR, Crown, and some other
electrostatic speakers, which would
permit high output with very low
distortion and full frequency range
without crossovers, he indicated it
was just a matter of implementation. Certainly this HP material opens
up whole new avenues of experiment in areas where light mass and
low mechanical stiffness and the self drive of piezoelectricity can be
applied to transducing functions.
Next AES convention will be the
"Golden Fiftieth," and will be held at
the Cunard International Hotel in
England during March of next year.
see by the calendar that this is the
Christmas issue, and
have a jimdandy of a present for anyone who
I

I

I

I

owns tape recorders and does any
sort of editing. This is a new kind of
tape splicer made by Nagy Research
Products, Box 289, McLean, Virginia
22101. If you've ever tried to cut mylar
tape with the usual single -edge razor
blade, you know how tough mylar
can be. It can wear out blades very
quickly. Mr. John Nagy uses the same
dove -tail splicing groove to hold the
tape as in the familiar Editall units.
But
his blocks are equipped with
stainless -steel, self -sharpening shears.
Remember to keep a bit of pressure to the left side of the lever type shear and the Nagy will cut the
mylar cleanly and as easily as a hot
knife through butter and sharpen itself at the same time. The simplest

...

The 700 watt club
You'll find the Phase Linear 700-B
power amplifier wherever fine speakers
congregate.
Quality speaker systems require tremendous amplifier power to accurately
reproduce recorded music.
With more than 700 watts of clean
power available, you never need worry
about clipping, or your speakers' inability
to attain the realistic dynamic range of
which they are capable.
The Phase Linear 700 Watt Amplifier
gives you the highest power, widest frequency response, lowest distortion and
most attractive design of any stereo amplifier in the world.
See your dealer ... and join the club.

Power -350 watts per channel, min. RMS.
at 8 ohms from 1 Hz to 20 kHz with no
more than .25% total harmonic distortion.
Protection patented electronic energy
limiters. Hum/Noise-better than 100 dB,
below 350 watts. Price-$799. Warranty
3 years, parts and labor, normal use.

-

-

eeemv Ate,ah x0 -,w
THE POWERFUL DIFFERENCE

PHASE LINEAR CORPORATION
P.O. Box 1335
LYNNWOOD, WASHINGTON 98036
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Model 6S25, is $16.95, the more elaborate Model 25STS with a splicing tape
dispenser costs $24.95. The one I have
is the top of the line TS -250 and it is
a real beauty. It has the tape -cutting
shear, then a splicing tape dispenser
mounted on a hinge, and when the
desired length of tape is pulled from
the dispenser, then the assembly
swings down on the hinge and positions the splicing tape precisely on the
two pieces of tape you want to join.
Now this is hard to visualize, but
there is yet another cutting shear that
cuts the splicing tape and through
the ingenious design does not cut the
magnetic tape. It all works much
easier than this description. With it
you get professional quality splices
with an absolute minimum of fuss.
At $49.95 this is a super gift for the tape
recorder buff.
14
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Empire's new
wide response
4000D* series phono
cartridge features our
exclusive "4
Dimensional
diamond
stylus tip.
This phenomenal
cartridge

ing prevents
any discernible
record wear.
Every Empire
long-playing cartridge
is fully shielded with 4
poles, 4 coils and 3 magnets
(more than any other brand).

will

track any record below 1
gram and trace all the way

For a free
r\ to 50,000 Hz. Guide to Sound
Design write to:
U U
EMPIRE SCIENTIFIC CORP.
Empire's "4
Dimensional
diamond has a
0.1 mil radius of
engagement yet
the very low force
Mfd. U S.A.
required for track IN,TITiJTE OF

HIGI FIDE JTY

*

EIVPIFE

Plays any 4 channel system perfectly. Plays stereo eval better than before.
Check No. 16 on Reader Service Card
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Audio ETC
Edward Tatnall Canby
By

now, my plastic, binaural friend

Ispy (see last month) has become
a conversation piece in my living

room, except when we venture out
for more recordings. find Ispy extremely useful as the Head Between
the Microphones-even though Sennheiser's tiny binaural electrets dangle
just as easily from my own ear lobes
as from Ispy's. The reason is that, as
quickly discovered, my head keeps
moving around involuntarily. Just
as nature intended. (spy's doesn't.
In binaural playback (which nature
did not intend), the sound moves,
not me. Egocentric predicament!
The world revolves, all too literally,
around the binaural listener.
We use motion, of the body and the
head, to decode many details of the
pairs of audible and visible signals
that reach our ears and eyes. (We
have a two -channel nose too, but the
smell ends up mono.) You will find
that it is difficult to keep your head
steady, with those binaural mics
attached. keep saying that this time
will not move; but I forget, and in
the playback there's the swing and
I

I

I

sway again.

Imagine me, for instance, at a
summer rock concert, big ski lodge
with green slopes above for the
audience, and me a quarter -mile
up, far out in the listening crowd.
Plenty loud! But at that distance, the
slightest head movement is translated into a huge displacement of
the sound source. So in playback the
rock band zooms dizzily from side to
side as though on some sort of jetpropelled cloud. Have to hear to believe. The binaural listener is always
stationary. It is the recording which
moves.
It seems that this very head motion
has much to do with our normal perception of sound out in front of us, so
curiously missing from the binaural

playback,

described last month.
proved this to me neatly.
They have a fancy binaural dummy
head with mics embedded in realistic ear canals (like the professionally
available Neumann head), the mics
direct -connected to phones. put on
the phones and the dummy head was
moved from side to side as somebody
talked directly in front of it. I was
told to move my head in the same
pattern-and immediately in my
as

CBS Labs

I

phones heard the sound right out in
front. The two motions were locked
together and was getting the message as nature intended. Unfortunately, we can't do this for binaural
playback of recordings; the mics and
motionally
listening ears aren't
tied together and so motion in either
one of them is falsified.
should add that in my own early
found that, since
experimenting
eyes and ears work together, the eyes
also have a lot to do with locating
sounds out in front. Back in 1954 had
a short movie made of a person talking (myself) and simultaneously we
made a binaural recording (not even
with a head-just two mics located
right at the camera) of the speech. The
instant we synced the two, we could
I

I

I

I

I

the voice, via the binaural
phones, coming straight from the
screen out in front. No trouble at all.
The eyes did it. So-head configurations, body motions, eye fixings, all
have to do with the frontal locating
of sounds in front, as of course does
the plain knowledge that the sound
is in front. Psychic power of suggestion! It helps. When these extra elements are missing, attenuated or
confused, we are unable to throw the
sound out where it belongs, though
sidewise sounds are easily perceived
via signal phase differences, plus
loudness and frequency contour.
It is possible to live with a bit of
unintended head motion if you are
careful in your recording.
use my
own head for portable recordings,
now with Sennheiser's mics, in the
past via my "Edward" cap with two
dynamic mics fastened on each side
above my ears. Works fine and frees
the hands. You carry your portable
recorder with one hand, use the other
to fend off tree branches, briars and
what -not, or to grab support if you
are climbing mountains or horsing
around slippery indoor swimming
pools. Just don't turn your head too
suddenly and things will be mostly
OK. (But if you turn outdoors when a
plane is passing, it suddenly reverses
and flies backwards.)
A million things to record with a
portable rig and no power cord. Outdoor music fests of all kinds. Games in
profusion. Auctions-great! Picnics,
get-togethers, walks, the sounds of
city traffic, street interviews. Anyhear

I

thing that seems utterly improbable
for normal recording. Just turn the
machine on and keep your head
steady. You can even walk, but the
playback will sound as though you
were stamping up and down in one
spot. No forward motion. The sounds
of birds in their natural environment,
off in the distance, my all-time
favorite binaural subject. Auto racesterrific! A natural, since the action
goes just where you want it to go,
from one side to the other. In binaural, those cars really zoom past and
none of the silly U-turns you get in
stereo loudspeaker recordings.
Indoors, there are also portable
situations. Basketball and hockey, in
the stands, right from your seat.
Assorted musical affairs where wall
sockets are inaccessible and trailing
wires unwanted. Meetings of all
sorts, recorded, again, right from your
place, wherever it may be. In all of
this, your own head with mics in the
ears is far less conspicuous than Ispy
and, anyhow, he is clumsy to carry
around on portable assignments.
use Ispy for stationary recordings
where a line cord is available, and I
have a 200 -ft. reel for extra flexibility
in that respect. Just set him up where
the action will be, and leave him.
He'll stay put. No motion. Meetings,
again, concerts, events where Ispy
will not be in the way. Above alltake him to parties. My last cocktail
party, with Ispy in the bushes nearby,
lasted an hour and a half (33/4 ips on
1 -mil Audua tape) and every minute
is a joy to hear. One participant
(named Joy) couldn't be pried loose
from the phones for fifteen minutes.
The hostess played the entire tape,
so she could hear all the delectable
I

things she missed at her own party.
Note that via loudspeakers this same
tape is just a jumble of voices and you
would not want to listen for half a
minute.
Now we get to practicalities. Is
binaural recording in any way cornmerical? The inevitable question in
our hard-nosed industry. Well, there
could be binaural recorded releases.
And binaural equipment, as per
Sennheiser-and see below. Any
hobby that fascinates the mind and
the ears for cash is potentially commercial. If the right route is taken.
But the wrong sort of binaural would
AUDIO
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of Fickerings cartridges makes possible...

The best
of both

worlds

For the World of STEREO AND MATRIX
XV -15 SERIES

For the World of DISCRETE 4 -CHANNEL
UV -15 SERIES

At the top of the XV -15 Series of 8 fine cartridges is the 1200E,
the furthest advance achievable today-and perhaps in the forseeable future-in stereo cartridge design and performance.
Its exceptional ability to pick up all the material recorded at the
lightest possible tracking forces plus its tracing ability at high
frequencies make it totally unique.
And all of Pickering's exhaustive testing shows that the 1200E
is superior in the flatness of its frequency response and channel separation in comparison to competitive cartridges.

The discrete 4 -channel system requires completely new cartridges that could not only faithfully reproduce the 20 Hz to
20 kHz AM signals, but also the 30 kHz FM modulated signals.
This requires exceptional ability to trace high frequency signals. The UV -15 Series cartridges perform in a superior manner by every test, and are capable of satisfying all technical
and aesthetic requirements for playback of both discrete and
stereo discs. Moreover, the stylus on UV -15 cartridges is designed to reduce record wear.
TM-Pickering Trademark

-

-

For further information write to Pickering & Co., Inc., Dept. A, 101 Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, New York 11803

The Best of Both Worlds...
Check No. 27 on Reader Service Card
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a super -dud.
for recording in binaural for
commercial release, we should never

end up
As

plan to record such standard subjects
as a symphony orchestra or a pop
band. Sheer waste of time. True, you
can get a startling binaural recording
of a musical concert. But perversely,
in the playback you are likely to find
that the "junk" which is normally
cut from the tape-talking, chairs
being moved, coughs, rustlings of
nearby
(programs
paper
being
turned), the noises that happen between the musical items, are more
interesting than the music itself!
It's all around you, this sort of noise,
shockingly close and real, right in your
ears, over your shoulder; whereas
the music just sits up there and plays.
If you want the music, then play a
standard stereo recording.
Recordings
engineers
haven't
worked all these years on loudspeaker-intended sound for nothing.
Loudspeaker hi fi is good, an immensely subtle and highly advanced
art. Binaural music recordings really
have no major advantage over the
sound of good modern stereo or
quadraphonic, even if the phones do
"surround" you-a dangerously easy
catch phrase for binaural publicity.
Forget it. Moreover, present "stereo"
phones already give us maybe 90
percent of the impact of a specifically
binaural recording of the same
material, even if the standard
recording was intended for loudspeakers, not phones. There is a
difference, but it isn't really a commercial difference. Stay away.
Binaural thrives on the zany and
unexpected. put phones on my visiting brother's head, without explanation, for a bit of that cocktail party
recording. You should have seen his
face. At that moment some small
kids had climbed into my bush to
investigate Ispy and they were right
at his shoulder. My brother jumped
as if he were shot-Hey, there's a
child right behind me! and he turned
around to look at the empty space
behind him. Uncanny, said he, completely baffled. What?-I didn't
explain. just smirked.
Commercial or saleable recordings,
yes, if they really exploit the binaural
quality. I have long tried (in vain) to
interest the bird song recording
fraternity in binaurally recorded
birds. They won't even listen. They
have a vested interest in those
complicated parabolic-reflector mono
recordings made with a truckful
of expensive equipment. Nevertheless, binaural bird recordings are
better, because you hear the birds-at
any distance-exactly as they are
heard on the spot. Again, uncanny!
Somebody, some day, is going to issue
I

I

binaural bird records and trust they
will ask for my help while my legs
are still under me. Any birdologists
interested in experimenting?
Sound effects in general, loosely
speaking and on a large scale, are the
most likely area for good binaural
record releases (disc or tape). Anything, everything that is hopelessly
difficult for loudspeaker recording. A
World's Fair tour, Central Park on a
Sunday, a noisy outdoor market, a
boiler factory or shipyard, the Marines in basic training (assuming
they'd let you). Spoken comment is
easy; just talk. (Or add later via mixdown.) The binaural attention span
is long, remember, and so these
recordings should be in depth, at
length,
never
those ultra -short
excerpts traditional in older sound
effects recordings. Hey-think of all
the ethnic music and drama, the
world over! 500,000 people massed
together in India for a religious
festival. African war games. I could
go on & on. These things in binaural
recordings you could really sell. Not
show tunes and symphonies.
About that name Ispy. Of course
had spying in mind, as well as the
famous Nixon tapes. But also all sorts
of non -clandestine voice recordings
such as are made by the million in
mono every day. Why in Heaven has
nobody yet tried to record these lively
discussions in two -channel binaural?
For every situation this would dramatically improve intelligibility and
impact.
You don't have to be literal. You
can put Ispy aside-no head needed.
Just two omni mics, a few inches
apart, optimally eight, though four or
five will do. Miniature mics are useful but big ones are perfectly OK. Just
sit them on the table, or hold them,
or fasten them to some sort of modest
support. Invisibly, they might go into
a fancy desk stand with pen and
pencil, a tiny mic at each end, or
maybe a pair of book weights-a
bookish "head" between. Or you
could build them into a phone base,
and maybe pick up the incoming
signal too. Whatever you do with
them, your recordings will be startling realistic. You are there.
am chary of clandestine recordings, as who isn't these days. But I
must observe that even the simplest
binaural set-up would increase the
basic communication by a huge
factor. Only the telephone is beyond
its use. The phone is irretrievably
mono. Mr. Nixon, if I am right,
used a half-track mono Uher (oneway only on the tapes) at 33/4 ips. Now
suppose an exactly equivalent machine with the much more common
four -track stereo configuration had
been used, and there were two little
I

I

I

mics hidden away at every locationjust think! No "unintelligibles". No
disagreement as to what was or
wasn't said in the midst of the sonic
interference. Every word as clear
as it was in the flesh at the time.
You are there, again. A breathtaking

thought.
Enough of clandestine recording.
Students! Rig up your recorders so
you, too, can take down two channels
of sound at lectures and the like,
for binaural playback. It isn't easy (at
the moment) to find a two -channel
battery portable, and the Uher and
Nagra IVS are for millionaires. Plug-in
a.c. cassette models are everywhere,
though, and the cassette is the obvious
medium, even a fancy stereo cassette deck if you can find a wall outlet near enough. Mount your two
omni mics from five to eight inches
apart, on the recorder, on your head
via a band on a hat, pinned to a
sweater, fastened to a block of wood
or a plastic rule-use your ingenuity.
Or just hold them in your hands. Or
clip them on a briefcase held in your
lap. With these, you are ready to
record at any distance, even from the
back row of a lecture hall with the
lecturer hundreds of feet away. If you
can hear him on the spot, you'll hear
him just as clearly in the recording.
Phones for playback, of course. No
loudspeakers. Even better for group
discussions, with lots of people talking
at once.
Aha-the Board Meeting! I saw a
fine plush board conference room on
Park Avenue in New York a few days
ago. Huge table, a dozen big chairs,
grand view over the city, etc. In the

middle of the table was a little casrecorder with built-in single
microphone. Idiots! 'Way off-mic
for every chair around the table, and
total chaos if more than one person
were to speak. Now, perhaps no one
ever speaks out of turn in such impressive surroundings, but imagine a
binaural recording, two mics, from
the same spot on the table, and
phones for playback at every seat.
Clear, natural sound, precise and
intelligble even with several people
talking. Even the "off the record"
jumble of conversation before and
after would be perfectly understandable. You are there! Ho, Mr. Board
Chairman, how would that be for a
100 percent improvement?
Now the clincher. Why improvise.
It's time some of our audio manufacturers got into these areas with
specific binaural equipment. Easy
enough. The stuff is largely already
on hand. Just minor modifications.
Make up an educational package,
for students. An a.c./battery two channel cassette recorder with two
built-in mics, maybe at the corners
sette
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BIG BSR.
We make

2 out of every 3
automatic turntables
in the world.

Good, too. Because to be big, you have
to be good. The quality has to be there. That's
Big, yes.

why we

outsell every other manufacturer.
where more automatic
turntables are made than anywhere else in the
world, 4 out of 5 sold are made by BSR.
They make more hi-fi components in
Japan than anywhere else, and 9 out of 10
automatic turntables sold there are made in
Great Britain by BSR. Surprised?
In Great Britain,

Well, right here in the United Statesthe worlds biggest hi-fi market-more BSR
automatic turntables are sold than all the other
makes combined. Any company that makes
and sells that many record changers must be
doing something right.

We

are.

You'll be doing something right when you
choose BSR for the automatic

turntable in your system.

Bi
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McDONALD
BSR

(USA) Ltd

Blauvelt, N Y 10913
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Wolver in cheap/ clothing.

of one end, a la Sony. Limiter circuits
to control level. No speakers. Sold
with or without phones. (Many students already own phones.) A fancier
model could be a composite, with
speaker or speakers for conventional
cassette material. You could sell
thousands of these to students, once
the idea got around.
For the more opulent board meeting trade you could work up an impressively fancy range of Binaural
Recordings
Systems,
Conference
with trimmings galore. It has to be
expensive, for such places. High quality miniature mics, of course,
maybe mounted on a flossy board table centerpeice, with the firm's
logo optional in gilt. A showy table
recorder or, better, a side -of -the room or remote control recorder,
cassette or reel-to-reel. You name it.
And don't forget a row of shiny buttons
for the Big Boss to push. All this could
be very impressive, but I can say with
certainty that such a system would
benefit thousands of management
officials, corporate, governmental,
educational. How about a simpler,
plainer system (at a third the price)
for school boards and town meetings
and zoning committees and the like?
It would be just as good in the sound.
A brief word about those Senn heiser Open Aire headphones, which
came to me along with Sennheiser's
'spy and mics. They are excellent in
sound and unique in operation. Bipolar reproducers, you understand,
with slots right through to the outside-you can talk and hear straight
through them. For full bass, you do not
need the usual ear seal and pressure.
The phones just dangle loosely, and
you hear all. Light as a feather. am
enthusiastic about them for many
uses, though not quite all.
They are fine for music listening if
there is no outside noise around. (Or
if you want to hear outside voices,
catch the phone ringing, etc.) But
you lose that "other world" privacy
of the usual surround -ear phones. And
in noisy situations, conversation,
the inside signal is hopelessly tangled
with the outside. Use them for wonderful listening when you have the
place to yourself.
It strikes me forcibly that the biggest need for these Open Aire phones
is professional-in the sound studio.
Wow! How many years have I dangled one phone off an ear, to hear
what goes on outside? Haven't you?
With Open Aires you can hear in full
stereo and communicate with your
colleagues without taking the phones
off. A great economizer, and Senn heiser should be able to sell a host of
these to our trade, once the idea gets
around. So-a merry Xmas in binaural, and a good night to all.
I

Design charlatans around the world have found a lucrative business
in selling spurious replacement styli. And because Shure phono
cartridges are asked for by more knowledgeable hi-fi enthusiasts
than any other cartridges, our styli seem to be imitated more than
any others. Now, flattery notwithstanding, Shure design engineers
see red when they see these impostors, because they know that
the performance of your Shure cartridge absolutely depends upon the
so
genuine Shure stylus assembly
to protect your investment and to insure the original performance of your
Shure cartridge, insist on the real
thing: Look for the name SHURE on
the stylus grip (as shown in the photo,
left) and the words, "This Stereo
Dynetic® stylus is precision manufactured by Shure Brothers Inc." on the
box.

-

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204
In

Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited

SF-IVF=2E=

Check No. 38 on Reader Service Card
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HOW TO UPGRADE
A $250 TAPE DECK
FOR AN EXTRA GUCK.

You paid a lot of your money for that

deck because you wanted high -quality sound...
sound that maybe you haven't been getting.
Don't blame the deck. Blame yourself and those
discount cassettes you've been using. A tape deck can only
sound as good as the cassette it's playing.
Try a TDK ED cassette next time, and you'll hear the sound you
paid for.
TDK ED costs about a buck more than the tape you're likely using,
but here's what you can get for your money:
clearer cleaner highs, less hiss, less noise,
and more of those vibrant details that give
Wait till you hear
music its life.
what you've been missing.

&11.0K

Check No. 41 on Reader Service Card
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Mikes of the Pre -War Era
Bob Paquette
THE HISTORY

of the microphone should probably

start in the year 1667 with Robert Hookes "Bull
Roarer," a system similar to the two tin cans and a
string that every kid interested in communication has tried
at one time or another. However, while the period from
1667 to 1837 would show very little progress, the period
from 1837 to 1876 would turn up experiments on practically
every known microphone in use today, (some being set

aside temporarily and later revived when other associated
apparatus made them more feasible). The period from 1876
to 1900 spent primarily in developing loose -contact devices
which evolved into carbon transmitters (or microphones)
and the improving of these transmitters.
The term "microphone" was used by Wheatstone in 1827
to describe an acoustic device, by Berliner in 1877 to describe his loose -contact transmitter, and by Hughes in 1878
to describe his loose -contact devices. Aside from these few
instances, the term "microphone" was generally associated
with broadcasting and later with sound systems and motion

pictures.
One of the first wireless transmissions of speech was in
the summer of 1900. Using this as a starting point for
broadcasting, we can consider the telephone transmitters
of that era as our first microphones and thus establish a
starting point for the development of the microphone. (See
Fig. 1.). By the year 1900, over a million telephones had
been manufactured and telephone parts were readily available to anyone who could afford to buy them.
The early radio experimenters used telephone transmitter elements on low -power radio transmitters but found
that as they increased their radio power, the transmitter
element (only able to handle 10 to 20 mA.) would get hot
and burn up. The problem was the modulating of the r. f.
energy with the microphone in the antenna circuit. It was
obvious that if they wanted to increase their radio power
using this technique they would have to develop microphones capable of handling much more current. Some
followed this line and came up with some mighty unusual
microphones. One early high -current microphone was
made up of 25 Berliner microphones, each coupled to a
metal tube and all these tubes gathering into one large
mouthpiece. (See Fig. 2.) Another used a larger than usual
microphone element with forced air cooling via a fan
mounted under the microphone. (See Fig. 3.) A third used
water cooking, and a fourth used a process of continual
granule replacement. (See Fig. 4.) Some of these microphones were capable of handling currents up to 15 A.

*Editor's Note: Mr. Paquette is assembling a history and
museum of microphones, and presently has more than 300
different models in his collection of U.S.-made mikes. He
also collects literature, catalogs, spec. sheets, etc. relating
to mikes, and he believes that his collection is the most
complete in the country. He welcomes offers of any additional microphones or literature, and he can be contacted
at Select Sound Service, 443 No. 31st Street, Milwaukee,
Wisc. 53208.

Needless to say, they were large and cumbersome. Meanwhile, others were improving modulation circuits which
eventually made it possible to use telephone transmitter
elements in the same way that they were used in telephone
circuits. (See Fig. 5.)
Western Electric was the largest manufacturer of telephone apparatus and consequently the most qualified to
develop and improve microphones and associated apparatus. From 1915 to 1920 the most popular microphone
was probably the W. E. candlestick telephone, less receiver.
It wasn't too long before they removed the receiver hanger
assembly and replaced it with a push lever, giving us a
push -to -talk desk microphone. (See Fig. 6.) This same
phone was further modified by removing the base, shortening the stem and installing a plug in the end of the stem
with a hole for the cord, thus giving us a hand mike. (See
Fig. 7.)

One of the first microphones designed specifically as a
mike was the Western Electric D14298 or MW10B. (See Fig.
8.) The patent for this mike was applied for in 1913. It was
designed to Army Signal Corps specifications for air -to ground communications. Since it was to be used in open
aircraft, it was designed to be directional, or as the advertising of that day put it, "will not detect any sound waves
except those directed straight into the microphone." This
microphone was used during WW and later became a
surplus item. Many radio amateurs, experimenters, and
early broadcasters modified them by removing the breastplate and straps and using them as hand mike or making a
small base and using them as desk mike.
Magnavox produced a similar mike for Navy aircraft
around the same time and later advertised it as "a notable
win -the-war invention." Their advertising quoted Acting
Secretary Roosevelt as saying "a special feature of the
telephone sets is the anti -noise microphone, which is so
constructed that the engine noises are not heard. This is
accomplished by having the back of the microphone open.
The exterior sound waves strike the back as hard as the
face of the diaphragm, and therefore the effect is neutral.
The voice waves strike only the face of the diaphragm, and
the radio sets receive enough effect to modulate the transmitted wave."
The invention of the Audion and the development of the
audio amplifier between 1906 and 1915 resulted in more
experimentation on previous ideas and new microphones
began to emerge. In 1916 the condenser and in 1917 the
crystal microphones were developed. The crystal at this
time was a very specialized microphone for an underwater
project similar to sonar. The first commercial use of a condenser microphone was in the sound system setup for
President Harding's Inauguration on March 19, 1921. This
was the Western Electric 394 condenser element, later to
be used in their 47A, 7A, 8A, 9A, and 10A amplifiers and
I

housings. (See Fig. 9.)
The carbon microphones used up to 1920 were singlebutton microphones. In 1920 Western Electric introduced a
double -button carbon mike with a stretched diaphragm,
AUDIO
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which improved sound quality, as frequency response was
extended, resonant peaks smoothed out, and harmonic
distortion reduced considerably. One minor disadvantage
was the reduced sensitivity which required a little more
amplification. The first model was the 373W, followed by the
improved 387W and 387. Then came the 389 which was
smaller in size and fit into a candlestick stand. This was
called the 1441CJ announce mike. The last mike in this
group was the 600A, identical in size to the 373 or 387, and

A

with more improvements. (See Fig. 10.) A Model 41A hiss
filter fastened on the back of any of these three. Aside from
the 389, all were spring mounted in rings, though housings
were available to give them a more finished appearance.
The most popular of these were the 1A and 1B housings.
The only difference between these two is that the 1A came
with a three -wire cord attached. (See Fig. 11.)
The early carbon mikes had many problems-if they
were moved or jostled while in operation, arcing would

B

1-A, American Bell Telephone Model 299 on 1915
candlestick stand; B, Berliner transmitter, and C, Century
Telephone Construction Co. mike, off of box telephone.
Fig.

6-Western Electric 323 on candlestick stand with
push -to -talk switch.
Fig.

2-C. Lorenz Co. multiple transmitter (after Wireless
Age). Below left.
Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

7-Western Electric

323 hand

Fig.

8-Western Electric

D14298 or MW10B.

mike.

3-Heavy-current Berliner microphone transmitter with

fan cooling (after Wireless Age). Above right.

A

B

9-A, Western Electric 47A condenser, and B, Western
Electric 7A condenser.

Fig.

4-Scheidt-Boon Marzi high -current microphone transmitter (after Wireless Age).
Fig.

A

A

B

C

D

E

10-Five Western Electric spring -mounts: A, 373W;
387W; C, 387; D, 600A with hiss filter, and E, 1441CD with

Fig.

5-Three mikes capable of 21/2 amp currents: A, B,
Electra Voice, and C, Universal High-Frower Telephone Co.
Fig.

AUDIO
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389
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Fig.

11-Western Electric

1B

housing.

occur within the granules and against the diaphragm, the
result being a deterioration in performance and a shorter
time between granule and diaphragm replacement, and
in extreme cases the carbon granules could fuse together
rendering the mike inoperative. If the mike sat in one
place too long or if the granules absorbed moisture, they
would pack and result in very little output. The studio engineer would usually tell the people using the mikes to keep
an eye on him in the control room, so that if the mike
stopped working he could signal them to give it a few
quick shakes to loosen it up.
These mikes could only be used in a vertical position and
since the diaphragm was easy to get at in most units, they
had to be handled with care. The diaphragm, being stretched
and under tension, could split if touched with a sharp object.
The diaphragms in the Western Electric double -button
mikes were made of two -mil duralumin and the condensers
used one -mil duralumin. To replace the diaphragm and
carbon granules in a mike of this type took a minimum of
21 hours. The double -button carbon mike was the standard
of the broadcast industry from 1921 to about 1931 and many
were still being used up to 1940.
In the early 20s Western Electric was the only company
producing quality microphones and purchasing one from
them was quite difficult. They sold complete systems which
included a mike or two, but rarely sold an individual mike
except under special circumstances. The situation seemed
to get worse in the mid -twenties when Western Electric
developed their talking motion picture and a new method
of electrical recording and reproduction of phonograph
records. They licensed Warner Bros. in the motion picture
process and Columbia and Victor in the recording process.
This gave them the opportunity to lease practically everything they produced.
Dr. Phillip Thomas of the Westinghouse Laboratories
developed a glow discharge mike in 1923 and used it on
station KDKA for a while. Apparently there were problems
with it since it never got into production.
In about 1923 or 1924, RCA was selling a double -button
carbon mike made by Kellog, which wasn't as good as the
Western Electric's but was probably the next best available.
Kellog also sold them to others and helped to fill the demand

for mikes.
In 1924 RCA introduced their 3A box condenser mike,
which did not measure up to the quality Western Electric

Fig.

12-RCA 4A box condenser on announce stand.

condensers but was available to anyone and it became very
popular. It's main problem was that it was very noisy. The
original design used 199 -type tubes that were inherently
microphonic, creating a very noisy mike whenever it was
touched, bumped, or vibrated. This problem was solved
when they redesigned the circuit to use UX864-type tubes.
The new model 4A was a vast improvement over the 3A
but still didn't meet the standards of the Western Electric
condensers with their quieter liquid resistors and more
stable gas -filled condenser head. (See Fig. 12.) Replacing
diaphragms in these early condensers was also quite a project, particularly in the Western Electric which took about
six hours.
Between 1920 and 1927 Western Electric and RCA were
the only big companies producing many microphones, but
these were nowhere near enough to supply the expanding
broadcasting, sound and recording industries, not to mention amateur radio people. The prices paid for these mikes
were higher than the amateur or sound shop could afford,
so microphone companies popped up all over to supply the
demand for lower -priced mikes. Ellis, Shure, Electro -Voice,
American, Universal, Gavit, Astatic, Jenkins Adair, Remler,
Amperite, Lifetime, Bruno Gibbs, Seco, Amplion, Brush,
Bud, Connecticut, Chrisell Acoustic, Electro Acoustic, Federal, Frost, Miles Reproducers, Radio Receptor, Sampson,
Telephonics, Thomaston Labs, Transducer Corp, Turner,
and E.F. Johnson were some of the companies that produced
mikes in the later 20s and the early 30s. Most of these companies produced a cheaper version of the same types of
microphones already being marketed.
The year 1931 was the start of a new era in microphone
development, as Western Electric introduced their moving coil microphone, RCA their ribbon velocity microphone,
and Brush their Rochelle -salt crystal microphone.
Western Electric's first moving coil mike was the 618A,
followed by their 630A, 632A, 632C, and 633. Because of
their appearance, the 632C and 633 were nicknamed the
"saltshakers." (See Fig. 13.)
RCA's first ribbon velocity was their Model 44, a large
cylinder containing a preamplifier with the ribbon element
hanging from the bottom of the cylinder in a separate,
perforated housing. This unit was first sold to their photo phone franchise holders for motion picture work. One
trade journal of that time said, "the new mike will give to
photophone franchise holders at West Coast studios the
same advantages for noise elimination as those accorded
Western Electric when the latter, in December, completed
development of its new `noiseless recording system', now
in use at practically all Hollywood studios using Erpi sound
systems." This was in reference to the Western Electric
618A moving -coil mike.
The 44 was followed by the 44A and 44B and later by the
44BX. These three models were excellent microphones and
were probably the most popular mikes used in radio in the
later 30s and throughout the 40s. The 44A was antique
bronze, the 44B was black with a chrome screen and chrome
(Continued on page 28)

C
D
B
A
Fig. 13-Four Western Electric mikes: A, 618A; B, 630A;
C, 632C, and D, 633A.
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YOUR stereo system may be great, whether
it's SONY, MARANTZ, H -K, SHERWOOD,
PIONEER, KENWOOD, or... ?...
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SPECIFICATIONS and FEATUR

of ten octaves on each channel, ± 11db each octave
FULL -SPECTRUM LEVEL CONTROL for each channel AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS MONITORING by Light E /lifting Diodes
(L.E.D.'s)
for visual warning of overload in output circuits VISUAL ZERO -GAIN
EQUALIZATION BALANCING on music, white noise or pink noise
LINE OR TAPE equalization selector
- TAPE MONITORING at any time
TOROIDAL and ferrite -core inductors, ten octave -bands per channel
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO: Better than 90 db @ 2 v. input
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: ± 1/2 db from
2)-20,480 Hz at zero setting HARMONIC DISTORTION: Less than .1% THD @ 2 v., Typ: .05% @ 1 v.
IM DISTORTION: Less than .1% @ 2 v., Typ:.05% @ 1 v.
SIZE: 71A" x 20" x 111/4".

-

i11SC1 E1E=OCTl1VE EQUALIZATION CONTROL

-

Illustrated above

..

.

Same specs as RF2212,
except no L.E.D.'s, no
Tape Equalize on front

$34950
$29950

Both models include walnut -grained cabinet or rack mounts.

I

tayaliltr- /Pried? my

Just plug 2 cables into your receiver's tape monitor jacks, and you are ready to enjoy a new
experience in musical enjoyment!

RP2212

Ln,rns>.í. /1 tr Tty s
tß,craY+-/t-

GUARANTEED to enhance and improve
any fine system!

-
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"Why's and How's of Equalization",
an easy to understand explanation of the relationship of acoustics to your environment. This
8 page booklet also contains many unique ideas

on "How the RP2212 Equalizer can measurably

enhance your listening pleasure," "How typical
room problems are eliminated by Equalization,"
and a "10 -point self -rated Equalization Evaluation Check -List."
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NEWPORT CIRCLE, SANTA ANA, CA
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74B.
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14-Four RCA mikes: A, 44A;

;+s

{

-''

D

B, 44B; C, 44BX, and D,

fittings, and the 44BX was biege with chrome screen and
fittings. All were quite large and weighed 81/2 lbs. each. A
later model, the 74B, was much smaller and only weighed
21/2 lbs. This mike was referred to as the "Junior Velocity"
and its response characteristics were much less than the
44 series. (See Fig. 14.)

Our very definite advantage of the ribbon mike was its
figure eight or bi-directional pickup pattern. Being dead
from the sides, top, and bottom, this mike could be positioned to eliminate studio sounds, noises, and reverberation.
In motion picture work camera noise was always a problem,
and special "blimps," sound proof booths, and baffles used
to quiet these sounds could be eliminated by positioning
a ribbon mike properly.
In 1934 RCA introduced the 77A microphone which went
a step further in directional characteristics and is the first
uni -directional or cardiod pattern microphone. By using a
ribbon clampled down in the center and using the upper
half of the ribbon with the back enclosed and controlled,
this upper ribbon became a pressure type mike. The combination of the pressure and velocity made the cardiod pattern
possible. (See Fig. 15.) This mike was followed by the 77B,
77D, and the 77DX, each of these mikes being an improvement over the previous model. (See Fig. 16.) Another old
ribbon velocity mike made by RCA was the 1-0001. Specifically designed for boom use, it was a sphere about 7 -in.
diameter and nicknamed the "skunk mike" as it was all
black with a white stripe down the perforations in the
case.

Although the ribbon mike had very definite advantages
over the moving -coil type, they also had some disadvantages. If you tried to work the mike too close, it would be -

Fig.

A
Fig.

15-RCA 77A.

come very boomy due to proximity effect. In later ribbon
mikes, equalizers were built in with a switch labeled "voice"
-"music" to take care of this problem. It also required a
special windscreen if it was to be used on a boom or moved
while being used. For the same reason, outdoor use of this
mike without a windscreen was virtually impossible if there
was any wind at all. A light breeze across the ribbon would
create thunder in the speakers rivaled only by a good storm.
For public address work where you had little control over
the user, it was a disaster. Asking people not to blow into
a microphone seemed to be more of a challenge than a
request. Invariably, some one would blow into it and destroy the ribbon.
Replacing a ribbon is not a hard job but it is an exacting
and tedious job, requiring a clean area with no air movement (including heavy breathing), non-magnetic screwdrivers and tweezers, a little spit, a toothpick, a magnifying glass, scotch tape, and plenty of patience.
RCA introduced another type microphone in 1935; it was
called an "inductor" mike and the first model was the 50A.
This was actually a pressure mike but used a type of construction very similar to the ribbon. A single 0.010 -in. conductor was rigidly coupled to a diaphragm and located between the poles of a permanent magnet with its length
perpendicular to the magnetic lines of force. Its performance was quite similar to the moving -coil mikes. It was
later followed by the SK45, also an inductor mike used
primarily for announcing or paging. (See Fig. 17.)
Crystal mikes were of two basic types, the diaphragm
and the sound cell. The diaphragm type was economical to
make, had high output voltage and fair frequency response.
The sound cell was more expensive, had low output voltage,
and an excellent frequency response. The diaphragm type
became very popular with amateurs and P.A. operators.
The sound cell types were used more in radio stations and
recording studios; however, having extremely high impedance, they were soon considered obsolete for studio use.
The losses in high impedance cable were critical as cable
length increased and became more susceptible to hum and
noise pickup. The studios began to standardize on low
impedance microphone input circuitry, which meant that a
crystal mike needed a matching transformer. As this occurred, the quality of the moving coil or dynamic mikes
improved and the crystal mikes began to disappear from
the studio scene. Another factor influencing this disappearance was that the crystal mikes were more fragile
and susceptible to heat and moisture. Many microphones
were destroyed on automobile seats with the sun shining into the auto, or in the sun on a windowsill in the
studio. Also, if a crystal mike was stored for a long time in
a very humid place, the crystal would begin to decompose.
The Brush Development Co. held all the patents on crystal
devices and produced a line of microphones. (See Fig. 18.)
They also licensed many other companies to use their patents so crystal mikes were very plentiful for many years.
RCA's uni -directional mike solved many noise and feedback problems, and the other mike companies had to follow
(Continued on page 92)

B

16-Three RCA mikes: A,

A
77B; B, 77D; and C, 77DX.

Fig.

17-Two RCA mikes:

28

A, 50A, and B, SK45.
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Why many choose the highest -priced Dual even though
our lowest - priced model has all the precision your records need.
Even the lowest -priced Dual, model 1225, is a
perfect example of Dual's basic design concept: to
bJild every Dual turntable with mare precision than
you are ever likely to need.
The 1225's vernier-adjust, counterbalanced
tonearm can track flawlessly with the most
sensitive cartridges available-at as low as one
gram. Tracking pressure is applied exactly as with
the highest-priced Dual -around the vertical pivot,
maintaining perfect balance in all panes. And the
anti -skating system has separate cc.librations for
conical, elliptical and OD -4 styli.
Other operating features
include a single master switch
for all start/stop operations,

pitch -control, viscous -damped
cueing and a hi -torque,
constant -speed motor.
The 1225 also provides
the same high quality materials,
carefully finished parts, and the
meticulous
quality control
that have long
earned Dual a

Although the 1225 has all the precision your records
need, the 1229Q has refinements you may well want.
For example, the 1229Q is a full-sized turntable with
a 12" dynamically -balanced 7 lb. platter. It is driven
by the powerful Continuous-Pole/synchronous motor.
The gimbal -mounted 8-3/4" tonearm can track at as
low as 0.25 gram, and vertical tracking angle adjusts
for single or multiple play. The 1229Q also has an
illuminated strobe, and cueing is damped in both
directions to prevent bounce.
Dual's other mult'.-play turntables, the
1226 at $159.95 and 1228 at $189.95, offer
one or more of these refinements.
Considering all this, it's no
wonder that readers of the leading audio magazines own
more Duals in every price
range than any other
quality turntable. Your
records will be protected
even bythe lowest -priced
Dual.. How far you go
can best be decided at
a franchised United
Audio dealer.

reoutation for
reliability.
Considering
all this, why
do so many

Dual
United Audio Products
1;0 Sc. Columbus Ave.,
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 1(553

serious
music lovers
spend
$259.95 fcr
the 1229Q?

E

c

lusive Dis-ribuiion Agency for Cool

From -ront to rear: Dual 1222Q, $259.95 Dual 1228, $139.95; Dua 1226, $159.95; Dual 1225, $129 95
Check No. 4E on Reader Service C=rd
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Directory Addenda
SSU-1800, $199.50 each; Model SSU-1600, $149.50 eách;
Model SSU-1400, $109.50 each; Model SSU-1200, $79.50
each, and Model SSU-1100, $99.50 per pair.
Toshiba's Model ST -500 tuner, which was listed with an
incorrect price, actually retails for $239.95.

N THE receiver section of our October product Directory,
the Sherwood and Kenwood lines were unfortunately
placed together. We apologize to our readers, as well as
to these firms, for the inconvenience, and we herewith
present the two receiver lines as they should have been
shown.
A number of prices were incorrectly listed in the Sony
Corp. lines of receivers, turntables, and speakers. The correct
prices for the receivers are: Model SQR-8750, $669.50; Model
SQR-4750, $479.50, and Model STR-6036A, $229.50. Correct
prices for turntables are: Model PS -2251, $429.50, and Model
PS -1100, $99.50. Correct prices for the speakers are: Model

The forms covering Fisher Radio and Great American
Sound products were received too late for inclusion in the
Directory, and we herewith present those firms' data. Address for them are:
Great American Sound Co.
Fisher Radio Corp.
8780 Shoreham Dr.
11-40 45th Road
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101 West Hollywood, Calif. 90069
(Continued on page 65)
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Series 70
Recorder/Reproducers
When you've got more talent
than money
TASCAM Series 70 recorder/reproducers
were designed for people who've outgrown
high -end consumer audio products but can't
afford full professional studio gear.
Whether you need single, two or four channels, you define the Series 70...it doesn't
define you. Your choices are expanded instead of restricted without paying a performance penalty.
The versatile Series 70 electronics come in
two versions, one for direct recording and
one for use with a mixing console like our
Model 10. Either way you'll find uncommon
quality and reliability.

Series 70 recorder/reproducers When
you've got more talent than money.

U TIISCAM CORPORATION
5440 McConnell Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif. 90066
Check No. 42 on Reader Service Card
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Mike
Technique

And
Sound
Effects
A. R. Jourdan

AUDIO's editor asked this
amateur sound collector to do
an article on microphone technique and sound effects, the first thing
to do in preparation was to look up
the word "technique" in the dictionary. After all, it does help to know
what it means-which is "the best
way of getting results." Actually the
article is the product of some long
years as a hi-fi bug and of the knowledge shared by some nice people en route.
Good recordings were made during
the early 1900s on both cylinders and
discs-even before the use of electrical
recording commercially. The carbon
mike has a long history, as have the
dynamic and condenser mikes, and
naturally they have undergone some
changes over the years. The first electrical recordings were made with
the telephone units. Kevin Brown low, in this book Parade Gone By
When

(Knopf, $14.00), mentions a cutter
invented in 1909 by Arthur Kingston
for French Pathe which allowed direct
talkies to be made. It used a series
of microphone relays for driving the
aerophone (compressed air) unit in
the speakers. Cameron, in his books
on movie projection, has given considerable data on the wide range of
ideas for both films and sound.
Although the triode was invented
in 1906 and Bell began development of
it for amplifiers after 1912, speech
had been transmitted over the Atlantic to Scotland and between Newfoundland and Ireland. The mike used
in these transmissions had platinum
electrodes, was cooled by a water
jacket, and had a load current of 15
amperes. These were installed almost in the antenna line. There's
more about all this in Read and
Welch's From Tin Foil to Stereo (Sams

/Bobbs-Merri II).

Acoustically, the first recording
studios were considerably better than
the radio stations, and conversion
to electric recording was done quite
easily. It was necessary to improve
on the spring -wound and gravity feed turntables, although the latter
could be taken on field work. Some
wax lathes were taken in large trucks
to do effects as well as on -location
recording of orchestras. It is probable
that more of this was done in Europe
than in the United States if you exclude the Library of Congress and some
musicologists.
The early radio stations were quite
primitive, but in due time grew to a
size proportional to the present-day
TV stations. It was not unusual for
the average station to have more than
one studio-at least one capable of
holding a modest -sized orchestra and
actors. At the present time, the station may be little more than one an AUDIO
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nouncing booth with

a few turntables
and tape -playback facilities. Any
spare space is most likely to become
offices, since remotes are taped. If
the station doesn't have a network
feed, it is more likely to use the remotes including local churches, which
are sometimes of dubious quality,
due to conditions beyond control, and
occasionally a thankless job.
Vital to a small station's good management is considerable know-how
in many fields. For example, until

recently there were only two libraries of sound that could be fed directly
through the console, if you exclude
transcriptions and tapes, those from
Standard Radio and Silver Masque
(Engineer). The usual method is to
have two turntables and three pickups for the ten -in., 78 -rpm discs. Larger
studios would have more turntables,
placed in units or groups, and possibly
some workable cueing procedure.

AUDIO

Tape is used presently, and it is much
easier to work with unless cross -mixing is needed.
Prior to the use of recorded effects,
studios relied on gimmicks and for
voice such men as Brad Barker and
Don Bain. More recently, of course,
TV has given birth to such "voice personalities" as Mel Blanc and Joanne
Worley, and "voice overs" are a standard practice in TV advertising to
combine the "proper" voice and face.
Such skilled mimics have been around
for quite some time, and a Boston

paper of the

30s described a Count
Cutelliani (sp?-Ed.) who used some
ten gimmicks for effects.
The first professional library of 78s
was made by the late Harry Gennett
at the suggestion of Thomas J. Valentino. Gennett came from a Richmond, Ind., family which owned
Starr Piano, and Valentino was a
piano tuner at the time. After set-

DECEMBER 1974

ting up the East Coast offices in 1932,
Valentino handled much of the work
there. Gennett also developed a
new series called Speedy -Q, which
were much better than the first set
and had fewer rejects on auditions.
These carried a change of sound, or
cue, on the spiral connecting a sound
effect. A panel truck was used to go
on location, and a sound film process,
which could reproduce up to 8 kHz,
was used for the master track. The
series was stopped at the beginning
of WW II, and Gennett's passing in
the late 50s ended hopes for a revival.
In fact, most of the Richmond discs,
along with those from RCA and Columbia, stopped at that period, though a
few did continue. Valentino started
his own Major series in 1936 and began importing EMI mood music prior
to the war. Postwar, he commissioned his own mood music for mastering in New York City studios. He
33
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also began conversion of his 90 effects
discs and mood music to LPs in the 60s.
This mood music, taped in Europe,
possibly was under the composer's
direction. The discs were mastered
by Rein Narma at Gotham studio with
a new amplifier cutter and had impressive sound. At present Valentino
is retired, though his three sons continue the business.
Charles Michaelson took over the
Gennett series and the Standard
Radio library after Alex Sherwood
retired. He was written up in the
Saturday Evening Post during the late
50s and sold the EMI series for a while
before giving up effects to go into TV
films. I had read of Valentino and
Masque Engineering in a book on
radio production, and he and I had
quite a few interesting chats until
1967 when

stopped going to New
York City. Masque now operates under new ownership and supplies
effects and sound gear for stage plays;
Standard Radio works from the West
Coast only. Valentino does have some
special pressings for some plays, including music for The Glass Menagerie.
The RCA set, mentioned above,
includes some 44 records, with the
same sounds on each side of the disc,
and sold for $1.50. Sound quality of
the material was only fair to poor.
The Columbia series, all made in
England, had 28 records and was a
little better in sound quality.
Sad to say, the pioneer Gennett
series of discs were not up to the
standards of the Speedy -Q though they
were produced by the same man.
Speedy -Q derives its name from the
fact that the sound on the disc is not
interrupted by the spiral connecting
the changing sections but that the
visual cue point, the spiral, also has
sound. The first truly hi-fi discs were
brought out by Masque Sound, and
their trains and boats are very good.
Tom Valentino used the Fairchild
199 lathe and RCA sound on film in
a station wagon to go on location.
His recording of news effects was
spotted by the Dick Tracy cartoonist,
Chester Gould, and used for a story
line.
Valentino once told me that he had
spent some $10,000 doing a chime series together with organ music at the
Collegiate Church with Dr. Norman
Vincent Peale and that it cost him
$1,000 to find the right place for the
microphone. later went to visit the
late Col. Richard Ranger at his Ranger tone plant in Newark, N.J., on the day
received some fresh vinyl pressings
from Valentino. While in the plant
I
saw the process of making those
chime records (from the Rangertone
organ) on a Presto cutting table. The
I

I

I

disc was flowed on soft and had a
blue color and was baked to a golden
yellow after cutting.
There are a number of effects discs,
besides Valentino's 16, including 15
from Audio Fidelity (there is no number 13), all quite well done; 14 from
Elektra plus a three -disc set titled
"Most Asked For Effects" and another
three -disc set of mood music; three
discs from Cook; nine from Offbeat,
and some on Folkways including two
of mood music and one of novel space
sounds. Quite a few discs on other
labels could be called effects recordings. These include Philips "African Asian Music," the Monitor disc on
China (from a documentary film),
one from Columbia on Scandanavia,
and some from Capitol and Decca on
Europe, Mexico, and Japan. Not too
long ago I counted 28 bird discs, 24 of
Indians, and some 33 train recordings
listed in the Schwann catalog; there
are probably so/ne others around.
Mike Placement & Use
Regardless of location, we have two
rules to start with in regard to placement of mikes. The mike is placed
off center of the studio and toward
the dead or dull side. The usual height
is five feet and working distanceto start off-is about two feet. The
mike least favored under these conditions would be the omni. The use
of a cardioid or figure eight mike allows placements to be made to
maximum advantage, supplemented
by sound baffles, rotating vanes for
acoustical control, or even isolation
booths, as for a singer with orchestra.
The present-day mikes vary from
small hand-held or even smaller
lapel types to shotgun units for remote
pick-ups and mikes on long booms
to follow the action. Especially useful are the current condenser types
which allow more mikes per studio

thanks to their cardioid "spotting" of
individual instruments.
The usual range of distance and
height for a 25 -man orchestra is five
to seven feet, on up to 15 to 25 for a
full symphony. If a single unit is used,
the mike is often near the conductor
or at least in front and not too far
away. Placements for solo or individual instruments seem to relate
to the sort of musical instrument
and its sound level, and the mike
generally faces the source of the
sound. In strings, this is the F hole,
the bell for woodwinds or brass, and
the soundbox of a harp. Woodwinds
and treble strings can be miked at
two feet, some further away, while
brass should be further still, about six
to 10 feet. A compromise for a grand
piano is eight feet with the top open.
For a church organ, the distance should
be half the length of the church if it is
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large, but much depends on the
musical scoring and the choice of
stops used. If there are too many stops
in use, the sound will be muddy. If
the organ is played at too high a volume, the echoes will be shrill.
AUDIO has carried several informative articles on mikes in recent years,
including Jim Long's in Dec., 1972, to
Feb., 1973, and D.L. Josephson's in Dec.,
1973, and July and Aug., 1974. There
is one book on sound effects, but most
data on capturing them comes from

factory bulletins, standard references
such as the Audio Cyclopedia, the
Frayne and Wolfe test, and those on
radio production. Though now unhappily no longer publishing, the fine
magazine
Tape
Recording gave
many hints, including a good series
by L. I. Farkus.
The number

of mikes available
today as compared to the earlier days
is fantastic, with a virtual "forest"
growing from RCA, E -V, Sony/Superscope, Neumann, and others. However, even in the old days there was
a good choice from Shure, Astatic,
Brush, and E -V, not to mention the
imports via the mail-order houses
from Telefunken and others. One
midwestern sound service engineer
has made a hobby of collecting mikes
from the 1920-1940 period and presently has more than 300 of them. The
poorer designs from the period all
too often had response patterns in
which the horizontal and vertical
fields did not match up, and substitution of a new ribbon for the original
may make very little difference. The
present-day ribbons, including those
from such European firms as Beyer,
are made pretty ruggedly and some
models even have replacement ribbons which the user can install. The
ribbon is still a basic mike, and in general offers smoother response than a
a mild treble rolloff
trouble with "pops" and

dynamic with
and

less

"spritz." The present-day dynamic
developed from a speech -only
mike into the all-round super-cardioids, such as the E -V RE -20. The transition point-for the E -V line at leastwould be the 650 "hammerhead,"
a literal grandchild of the 630-635 series and father to the 655C as well
as the new cardioid series. The 650
has high output and almost flat response from 40 Hz to 15 kHz, while
the 655 has a better bass, though not
deeper, and treble response out to 20
kHz. Though a few complain of the
E -V treble,
find only a slow rolloff at
both ends relative to a good condenser
mike.
Westrex introduced four dynamics
from 1931 to 1939, and these include
the 618A, the 630 "eight -ball," the 633
"saltshaker," and the classic 639 with
has

I
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The ADCXL1VI `:..in a class by itself."

That's the way Stereo Review described our XLM. High Fidelity headlined their review, "Superb new pickup from ADC" and went on to say,
K
...must be counted among the state of the art contenders" And Audio
echoed them with, "The ADC-XLM appears to be state of the art:'
With the critics so lavish in their praise of the XLM, there's hardly any
necessity to add anything. Far better to let the experts continue to speak
for us.
Frequency response The CBS STR-loo test
record showed less than± 5dB variation up
to 20.000Hz. Stereo Review
response is within ±2dB over the entire range. Audio
Frequency response is exceptionally flat. High Fidelity
1

Tracking This is the only cartridge we have seen
that is really capable of tracking almost all stereo discs
at 0.4 grams. Stereo Review
The XLM went through the usual torture test at
0.4 grams (some top models require more than a
gram). High Fidelity
The XLM is capable of reproducing anything found on
a phonograph record. Audio

Distortion Distortion readings... are almost
without exception better than those for any other model
we ve tested. High Fidelity

The XLM has remarkably low distortion in comparison
with others. Audio
At 0.6 grams the distortion was low (under 1.5 per
cent) Stereo Review

Hum and noise

The XLM could be instrumental
from the first stEge of a
modern transistor amplifier. Audio
The cartridge had very good shielding aga nst
induced hum. Stereo Review
in lowering the input noise

Price This would be a very hard cartridge to surpass
at any price Stereo Review
We found it impossible to attribute superior sound to

costlier competing models. High Fidelly
Priced as it is it is a real bargain in cartridges Audio

The High Definition
ADC-XLM $65.

AOC

AUDIO DYNAMICS CORPORATION
P

BSR Company

New Milford, Conn. 06776
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Maxell offers
a huge improvement in

cassette tape.

Magnified 10,000x
so you can see it.

ribbon and dynamic units. RCA offered several mikes in this period,
the 88, a 50 series, the 44, and a 77
ribbon, and this 77 series were the
first cardioids in movie use. Westrex
and RCA also offered condenser mikes,
but the first break came with the
Cook -Capps low-cost units, followed
in later years by the Stephens and the
two Syncron mikes, these last being
made by Cerwin-Vega. AKG and Sony
have some fine condenser mikes,
and have a friend who likes the Altec 21-B introduced in 1950 for its wide
range of response. Among the Neumanns, the U-47 is the quietest and
the 201 the smoothest; another favorite is the U-67. AKG's 451E is also a
good example of this type. Two key
factors led to lowered costs of these
mikes: One was the JFET, the other
the electret principle, finally made
I

practical.
In this brief space, it is difficult to
give very many basic and firm rules,
without immediately having to start
listing exceptions. One thing I do
recommend strongly is the use of
headphones, since after you have
worked with them for a while you
will be able to "hear" the acoustics
and sense the proper location for the
mike from the nature of the sound to
be recorded.

Introducing our

cassette is

a

timing
we've

new Ultra Dynamic cassette. We've added several
new improvements to the cassette. And
a little more Ultra to the Dynamic.
Our smallest improvement is

leader. And
marked the place where it
starts with three little arrows so you'll
always know exactly where you are.

We reduced the size of the tiny PX
gamma ferric oxide particles on the surface of our tape. The Hz now go up to
22,000 Hz so you get even higher highs.
The signal-to-noise ratio's now 8dB
more than ordinary cassettes-which
means you get less noise from your cassette player and cleaner, clearer sound
from your cassette. And the dynamic
range is wider so you can turn the sound
up loud enough to disturb the neighbors without worrying about distortion.

Butthe leader's alsoa head -cleaner
and what's amazing, new and miraculous about it is that it doesn't rub as it
scrubs as it cleans. Because ifs nonabrasive. So it keeps your tape heads
clean without wearing them down.

our biggest improvement.

Amazing new miracle ingredient
fights dirt fast !!!

Our new long-playing
cassette is shorter.

Our new UDC -46 is twenty-three
minutes per side. Which very conveniently just happens to be the approximate playing time of your average longplaying record. (Our other cassettes
Little pad
finally gets grip on self.
are 60, 90 and 120.)
Every cassette has a little pressure
And that's our new improved Ultra
pad to keep the tape pressed firmly Dynamic cassette.
against the tape head. Other cassettes
And its ultra dynamic new imkeep their pads in place with glue-or provements.
rather don't keep their pads in place with
glue. So we've designed a little metal
frame that holds the pad in a grip of
steel. And now the tape can't push the
little pad out of place-and you don't
need to worry about signal fluctuations
and loss of response any more.
An improvement

you can see but can't hear.

maxell

The first five seconds of our new

The answer to all your tape needs.
Maxell Corporation of America, 130 West Commercial Avenue, Mobnachie, N.J. 07074

Check No. 23 on Reader Service Card
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Once you've gotten your effect
down on tape, there are some tricks
you can do with speed changes and
graphic equalizers. For example, a
train or trolley will sound as though it
is going into a tunnel if you increase
the level at 320 Hz, and it will sound
as if it is crossing a steel -beam bridge
if you pulse the 2.5 kHz control. If
you do both, the train will enter New
York City and head toward Grand Central Station. It is also possible to make
monsters of chickens by halving the
speed and zebras of dogs by doubling
the speed. I also had a tape of a storm
at the seashore into which
added
some variations at 640, 1280, and 2500
Hz that subjectively seemed to be
rumble, whine and echo (sounds like
some comedy team).
If you feel ambitious enough, you
might want to transfer your effects
to disc, using either a commercial
service or-as this collector has donewith a home-brew "Rube Goldberg"
cutter and table. Details on this will
have to wait for another time, as
they are outside the proper scope of
this mikes and effects article. However, if you're intrigued by such a project but put off by the amount of work
involved, let me tell you about Matthius Baldwin, a Philadelphia watchmaker, who in 1832 built a steam
locomotive. The moral is,
guess,
that there's still some hope for us
I

I

amateurs.
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What's natural sound reproduction? It's sound so real
you can see swaying palm trees and grass skirted dancers`.'.. feel the sun -warm sand
beneath your feet .. and smell the salt sea air ... right in your own living room.
Making a speaker deliver sound this accurate takes years of experimenting and
testing as well as solid engineering know-how. Here at UTAH, speakers are our only
business. Our sound specialists never stop trying to find ways to improve the quality
of our speakers. In fact, we design, engineer, and produce more speakers and
speaker systems than any other manufacturer in the country.
When you play your favorite music through a UTAH speaker, you're hearing
those clear, thrilling highs, deep, resonant bass notes, and smooth,
mellow mid -range tones as closely as you can to the way they were
originally recorded.
Natural sound reproduction. What else did you expect from the
country's largest speaker manufacturer? The best ... naturally.
Write for the name of the UTAH dealer nearest you.
.

MP

3000.

This superb speaker system boasts 2 tweeters, 1
mid -range, and woofer.
Featuring separate controls for tweeters and
mid -range, the MP -3000
handles 50 watts program material (100 watts
peak). Frequency response: 20-20,000 Hz.
Cabinet: 27" x 201/2" x
14". Shipping weight: 70
lbs. $199.95
1

Utah

A

UTAH ELECT RONICS
1124 E. FRANKLIN ST.

Check No. 47 on Reader Service Card
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HUNTINGTON, INDIANA 46750

New Loudspeaker
With
Extended Bass
William H. Watkins*
OME OF THE MOST popular high-performance loudspeaker systems designed for the home utilize the
acoustic-suspension or sealed -box principle. During the
past several years, many improvements have been made in
the woofer for this type of loudspeaker. New and improved
materials and processes, such as polyurethane surrounds,
vacuum -formed cones, and high -temperature voice coils,
have contributed greatly to power -handling ability and
smoother upper -range response. The performance below
500 Hz or so, however, has not been significantly improved,
with the low bass response and distortion of the better
units of some 20 years ago being essentially equal to those
of present day design.
A problem with conventional design is that the laws of
physics determine the maximum piston -band efficiency
and low -frequency cutoff that can be obtained in a system
with a given cabinet volume. If more efficiency is desired,
bass response must be sacrificed, and conversely to obtain
more bass, it is necessary to sacrifice efficiency.
One known method of circumventing this physical
limitation is the negative -spring principle (1), which is
somewhat complex in design. Another is the use of electronic equalization to modify the amplifier response, and
this requires additional wattage for any gain achieved.
The purpose of this article is to describe a third method that
is both simple to implement and that requires no additional wattage from the amplifier.

5

Back EMF
Since the above problem is related to the motion -induced
back EMF generated by the speaker at fundamental
resonance, we need to understand its nature. The magnet voice coil assembly of all dynamic speakers of the type we
are discussing is a motor. An induced voltage is produced
whenever an electrical conductor moves through a magnetic field; this effect is exhibited by all motors, whether
rotary (the conventional type) or linear (such as a speaker)
and is termed "back EMF" because its polarity is always
opposite to that of the externally applied voltage. So this
motion -induced back EMF opposes the amplifier voltage,
raises the speaker's impedance, and reduces the current
flow through the voice coil.
Since this back EMF is caused by the motion, i.e., velocity
of the cone -voice coil, let us see how velocity and thereby
back EMF, behaves. In a sealed -box, the enclosed volume of
air is not a controlling or limiting factor above the region of
resonance. Velocity is low, the air in the box is compressed
and rarefied very little, and the air volume reactance is
*Watkins Stereo,
1244 Caribbean Dr.
Kingsport, Tenn. 37660

negligible. The output is determined by the cone area,
motor, and mass of the cone and voice coil (2). Starting at
500 Hz, then, as we come down in frequency, the mass
is "easier" to move due to decreasing mass reactance, and
velocity doubles with each lower octave. In this area, and
down to around 100 Hz, velocity is low, very little back EMF
is generated to oppose the amplifier voltage, the back
EMF is not a principal factor in determining current flow
through the voice coil, and current flow is determined
mainly by the d.c. resistance of the voice coil. This is the
piston -band of operation where the decreasing air load
resistance is offset by the increasing cone velocity, and the
speaker output is approximately flat. As we move below
100 Hz or so and approach resonance, the air in the box enters
the picture. The mass begins to resonate with the compliance of the air in the box, and velocity increases. When resonance is reached, the moving mass is at any instantaneous moment supplying energy to the air in the box (compressing or rarefying it) due to its kinetic energy, or the air
in the box is supplying energy to the moving mass (forcing
it in or out) due to its pressure or rarefaction. Thus, the mass
and elasticity of the air in the box neutralize each other at
resonance and velocity is greatest. With velocity greatest
at resonance, the back EMF is greatest, and will raise the
impedance by a factor of about 3 to 6. If the voice coil d.c.
resistance is 4 ohms, the back EMF will add about 1 ohm at
the resistive point in the 100 to 500 Hz range for a total of
5 ohms impedance in a typical woofer. Then below 100 Hz
the increasing velocity may add 16 ohms at the resonant
point due to the large back EMF, and the total impedance
will be 20 ohms. This is shown in Fig. 1. Since the two points
are resistive, we can calculate the power input to the voice
coil by

E2

Watts

=

R

25

20

15

TOTAL
IMPEDANCE

D.C.

RESISTANCE

10

5

020

loo

IN

FREQUENCY-

21<

Hz

1-Typical impedance curve. The total impedance is
the d.c. resistance plus the reactance due to the back EMF.
Fig.
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You'd swear it had

lOWreels and 15ips.
Sony's New 3 -Head Stereo Cassette Deck.

FxF

;ea

liniferer

t»,.El ream, cLo..o

Loom

o,L o.m.r.,.

0
.....

Immiegin

Built-in dual
process Dolby*
Applies Dolby Noise Reduction
to both recording and playback
simultaneously for Tape/Source

monitoring with signal-to-noise
ratio of 63db.

Three ferrite heads.
One ferrite erase head. Two separate
ferrite and ferrite record and playback
heads. Inside: core and pole pieces are
solid ferrite. Outside: another precisely
machined layer of ferrite. Ferrite and
ferrite heads last up to 200 times longer
than standard permalloy. They give you
wider frequency response and dynamic
range and better tape -to -head contact.
And Sony's exclusive three -head system
provides_he added advantage of Tape/
Source monitoring.

0.07% wow and

flutter and at 1'/8 ips.
The TC-17 7 SD features the same
Closed Loop Dual. CapstanTape Drive
system as Sony's finest reel-to-reel
decks. Isolates the tape path in the
tape head area from external vibration and abnormal tape movement.
Eliminates the cause of modulation
distortion and optimizes tape -to -head
contact.

Professional feather touch relay controls.
Provides smooth, precise and
immediate response for all tape
travel modes.

Mic/Line Mixing.
Previously available in reel-to-reel
only. Records two different sources

simultaneously: microphone inputs
and line inputs (receivers, turntables,
other tape decks). Provides precise
fade-in/fade-out and cross -fading
techniques.
The Sony TC- 177SD Stereo Cassette
Deck also features separate 3 -position
bias and EQ selector switches, peak
limiter, dual VU meters with LED

peak indicators, memory counter,
stereo headphone monitor jack and
echo capability with the optional
SB -200. This top -of-the -Line Sony goes

for $699.95 at your Superscope dealer.

SONY®
Brought to you by

SUPERSCOPE

® 1974 Suoerscope. Inc., 8146 Vineland Ave., Sun Valley, Calif. 91352. P ces and models subiect to change without notice. Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Superscope dealer.
Send for free catalbg.''TM Dolby Labs, Inc.
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Where

E

=

R=

Voltage from the amplifier in volts
Resistance in ohms.

So

V

Bli

-

Zm

(3)

To find the current, the total electrical impedance (5) is

With E essentially constant, and with a voltage of 10
volts, the voice coil is absorbing 20 watts at the point above
resonance and only 5 watts at resonance. Since a speaker
is more efficient at resonance, this condition produces flat
response in conventional design. It is clear however, that
while the back EMF was not a principal factor in determining current flow and wattage through the voice coil above
resonance, it has become the dominant factor at resonance
and has severely limited the wattage intake of the speaker.
In fact, if the power intake at resonance could be brought up
to 20 watts and electro -mechanical losses were negligible,
the relative bass output would increase by 4 times, that is,
it would be elevated 6 dB above the higher -frequency output. If the output at these higher frequencies above resonance could then be increased, the net result would be an
over-all higher output.

B212

ZET = Rc +

Where Rc
motion.

=

Z-

m
(4)
Electrical impedance of the voice coil with no

Now, above resonance (Fr), Rc dominates, and the current

i

is

Eg

(5)

Rc

Where Eg is the amplifier voltage.
Substituting for in Eq. 3, velocity above resonance
i

ti

V>Fr

BI

-

BI

Eg

(6)

Rc Zm

Zm

B2 i2

Dominant Parameters
While the device to be decribed may be characterized in
terms of QT (shape of curve at resonance), it is believed that
the approach used here offers a better "feel" for the principle involved. Although some approximations are necessary
due to different factors in dominant control in given areas,
the pattern of behavior is clearly shown (3).
The reasonable assumptions made are that the inductance of the voice coil below 500 Hz is negligible, that the
amplifier source resistance is negligible (a high damping
factor), and that good design is used throughout, and in
particular in keeping proper control of the mechanical and
acoustic resistive elements (4).
Since acoustic power output is proportional to velocity
squared times the radiation resistance, and back EMF is
also proportional to velocity, we will work mainly with
this term. In the region above resonance and below 500 Hz,
say at 200 Hz, where the cone of a 12-in. woofer is vibrating
as a piston, the cone velocity is
V

Where

-

(1)

Zm

F = Force applied to the voice coil
Zm = Mechanical impedance

And

F

Where

B =
I

= Bli

=

Flux density in the air gap

Length of voice coil

(2)

wire in the

magnetic field
i = Current in the voice coil

+10
+5

i

/

i

MOTOR TOO LARGE
MOTOR OPTIMUM
MOTOR TOO

SMALL

lo
15

IK

100

FREQUENCY

2K
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Fig. 2-Response for different values of motor strength in
the region of fundamental resonance with conventional
design.

Zm
, the motional imThen at resonance in eq. 4,
pedance term which is responsible for back EMF dominates, and the current is

i

Eg

Eg

8212/Zm

Substituting for

i

Zm

(7).

B212

in Eq. 3, velocity at resonance

VFr BEgB, Zm
I2
I

And

(8)

Zm

VFr'

Eg

BI
(9)
Zm varies with frequency, is a minimum at Fr, and eq. 4
shows that this low mechanical impedance at Fr is reflected back into the electrical circuit by the back EMF as
a high impedance. So, as noted before, the voice coil does
not absorb nearly as much power at Fr as it can above and
below. Equation 9 shows that motor (BI) is mainly in control
of output at Fr. Since back EMF is proportional to B I, a higher
B I gives more back EMF at resonance, and the velocity and
acoustic output go down. Equations 6 and 9 show that for a
given speaker, that is, a given area of cone, mass, and volume there will be an optimum value, neither too small or
too large, of B I product that will give the flattest response.

The See-Saw Effect
Now let's look at the performance of a loudspeaker system
in which the sealed volume, cone area, and mass are kept
constant and plot the results of changing motor strength.
In Fig. 2, as shown by Eq. 6, in the 70 to 500 Hz range if BI is
increased output will increase, if it is decreased output
will decrease. However, around resonance the reverse
happens. As shown by eq. 9, increasing BI decreases output
and decreasing BI increases output at resonance. The results
shown in Fig. 2 are very similar to what would be obtained
by denormalizing the standard Qt curves of .5 and 2 in Fig. 3
(6). The curves of Fig. 3 are generally referred to in discussing
bass response. However, it must be noted that they have
all been normalized with respect to actual flat band efficiency of each; i.e., the O dB point on the vertical axis is
redefined for each speaker, regardless of actual efficiency.
This normalization process does however, have a disadvantage, in that when adjusting the BI product, it does not
clearly show that a highly damped speaker will be more
efficient above resonance than a less damped unit which
peaks at resonance.
From Fig. 2 it can be seen that for a given speaker system,
and where flat response is desired, the motor must be of
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After 87 years,
almost everybody is still
evading the problem
of tracking error.

Our leading position
in the industry carries the
obligation to solve the nagging
little pro3lems, too.
We spent seven years
of our corporate life to devise
a method that would keep

The tonearm of the original Emile Berliner
gramoputime of 1887 had tracking error.
Wry? Because it was a pivoted arin with
a fixed head, traveling across the record in an arc.
Just like almost every tonearm today.
The main difference is that today's
tonearms don't have a big horn attached to them.
But they have tracking error for the same inescapable reasons. The laws of geometry.
Mr. Berliner didn't talk about tracking
error. He had bigger news for the world-and
more important causes of distortion in his
machine.
Today's manufacturers, on
the other hand, have every
reason to talk about tracking
error, but they don't. They've
refined their designs to the
point where they call the
All conventional arms tracking error and the resultwith a fixed offset have
tracking error.
ing distortion "minimal,'
like
and they don't
to think about that
lion Pies
irreducible minimum.
Except us. Garrard.

the tonearm head at a constant 90° angle to the line
drawn through the stylus
tip and the turntable spindle.
So there'd be no distortion at all from that source.
The basic concept was simple. Why not
put a hinged rather than a fixed head on the
tonearm? Then the head could keep correcting
its angle during play.
It was the execution of the concept that
took all that time. We had to develop a whole
new approach to tonearm engineering, from
pivots to inertia distribution.
The result is available in the top models of
the current Garrard line. The Garrard Zero
Tracking Error Tonearm. Nobody else has anything remotely like it.
How important is the new development?
High Fidelity magazine called it "probably
the best arm yet offered as an integral part of an
automatic player."And the first Garrard turntable
to incorporate it received the Emile Berliner
award for"An Outstanding
Contribution to the
World of Sound."
That's poetic
justice.
Consumer Products

For your free copy
of The Garrard Guide, a 16.page full.color
reference booklet, write to Garrard, Dept. G.12,
100 Commercial Street, Plainview, N.Y.11803.

Check No. 17 on Reader Service Card
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the proper strength. Balancing the bass response to the flat
band is much like balancing a see -saw, with the pivot
point at 70 Hz or so. If the motor is too small, efficiency is
low, and there is a bump in the bass. If it is too large, efficiency is high, but the bass response is down. This also
shows that purchasing the speaker system with the larger
magnet (it is often assumed that the speaker with the
largest magnet is best) could buy one a speaker with less
than optimum bass response. By juggling motor then,
there is an inevitable trade-off between bass response and
efficiency in the flat band.
With a given size enclosure, the foregoing discussion
shows the limitations which must prevail. Efficiency in
the 70 to 500 Hz midrange area is tied to efficiency in the
bass range, and the see -saw effect prevails. When driven
by modern-day solid-state amplifiers with their high damping factors, measurements and/or reference to reliable
test report curves will show that many of the better speaker
systems will begin to fall off in bass response above resonance. This is due to the motor having been increased
(the "see -saw" tilted up in favor of the midrange) in order
to obtain reasonable efficiency, i.e., a total power output
above resonance of about 80 dB SPL (sound pressure level), re
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resonance for different values of QT.
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CONVENTIONAL
VOICE COIL (#11

TO

AMPLIFIER

SECONDARY
VOICE COIL (#21

4-Circuit for a dual -motor woofer. L and C are adjusted
to resonate at the same frequency as the fundamental
acoustic resonance of the woofer. The tuned bandpass
circuit formed by L and C allow the secondary voice coil to
operate only in the region of resonance.
Fig.

to .0002 microbar at 1 meter distance for 1 watt of electrical
input. So in the final analysis, the crux of the problem is
due to the see -saw effect of varying motor strength. For
good efficiency above resonance, we need a large motor;
for good bass efficiency, we need a smaller motor.

Dual Motors
A solution is to provide the speaker with two motors.
This would cut loose the see -saw effect, and we would be
free to adjust upper range and bass separately, and without
one affecting the other. The usual practice in adjusting
motor strength is to vary the magnetic strength, that is,
the B in the BI product. To construct a speaker with two
different magnetic field densities to drive the same cone
would be both expensive and difficult to manufacture.
Let's look at the BI product in a different way. In a con-

ventional speaker, it is constant with frequency. Suppose
we could in effect make vary with frequency in such a
manner that a lower value of BI in one frequency range
would not affect a higher BI product in another range, and
vice versa. Figure 4 shows a simple method of doing this.
A second voice coil is wound over or under the conventional
voice coil and is driven by a series LC resonant circuit adjusted to resonate at the same frequency as the fundamental mechanical -acoustical resonant frequency of the
woofer. With proper design of the inductor L and capacitor
C, the LC circuit presents almost zero impedance at resonance, and a sufficiently high impedance one octave either
side of resonance to effectively remove voice coil 2 from the
circuit. Thus of voice coil 2 can be adjusted to eliminate
the high value of motion -induced back EMF at fundamental
resonance, a lower impedance path is provided at Fr for
current flow, and bass response at Fr can be adjusted at will
and independently of midrange response above Fr and response below Fr. Taking our example used before, this will
allow the impedance to be lowered to say 5 ohms (compared to 20 ohms before) at resonance, and the wattage
intake can be brought up if needed to equal that above
resonance (20 watts). At this point it should be noted that
no attempt is made to violate the laws of physics. A second
motor is added that generates less back EMF and offers a
lower impedance to the amplifier, allowing more wattage intake to the speaker in the region of a resonance, and
providing more bass response. We are simply using the
wattage in a given amplifier that was there all the time,
but not being used in the bass range.
The additional cost of building a woofer of this type over
a conventional woofer is a pleasant surprise. A voice coil
gap of twice the width is not required (a wider gap requires
a larger magnet to obtain the same flux density) to accommodate the extra voice coil. The outer and inner clearance
spaces are the same as usual, and since a single layer coil
with a notch in the top plate for the return end of the coil
has proved satisfactory, the gap width need only be increased by about 25 per cent. Any extra money put into a
larger magnet can be utilized to provide benefits that can
be put to good use.
Once it is realized that the motor can be increased to the
point of gap saturation with the attendant overdamping
of bass compensated for by the second voice coil, the dividends of the design are apparent (as the flux density is
increased, the impedance at resonance is increased, and
fewer turns may be used in the second voice coil without
its impedance falling to an unacceptable value). More overall efficiency, a smaller enclosure, extended bass as noted,
or a combination of these may be achieved, according to
how the parameters are chosen, and with the usual tradeoffs in these areas minimized. For the same shape of curve
and volume of box the maximum realizable efficiency
gain is calculated to be slightly over 3 dB.
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What makes Bose speakers unique?
Both the 901.,", and 501 speakers
lu-ilize two key elements essential to

BOSE loudspeaker design: direct
and reflecting sound, and flat -power
response. Additionally, the 901s
ircorporate multiple full -range
divers acoustically -coupled to a
common chamber, and active
equalization.
These features, resulting from
twelve years of university research*,
ihave made the BOSE 901 the most
h chly reviewed speakert in the
h ch fidelity world. And our
SYNCOM'" II computer assures you
Hof extremely high quality control
standards.
Just A -B the 901s or the 501s
with any conventional speakers.
Comparison will prove, the
d Verence between a fine sound

system and a great one is the
speakers. It all begins with BOSE
speakers.
*FD- a description of this research see :he
article "Sound Recording and Reproduction"
published in Technology Review (M.I.T.)
Vol. 75, No. 7 June '73. Reprints are available
from BOSE for fifty cents.
t For your complimentary copy o' these
reviews plus nformation or our speakers
write: BOSE, Dept. AF, The Mountain,
Framingham, MA 01701.

Check No 9 on Reader Service Card
Shown above: (iefft to right) new walnut and white 901 Continentals; ebony, white, and walnut 901s:(center) 501. Pedestals optional.
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Several variations of the principle involved were tried,
but more research is needed in some areas. While using
the circuit of Fig. 4, if the main voice coil is disconnected
at resonance, a further increase in acoustic output occurs.
The measured EMF across it is higher than the amplifier
drive voltage by about the same ratio as the ratio of turns
of wire in the two voice coils. Inserting a parallel LC circuit in series with the main voice coil allows the increase
to be utilized.* The Q of the LC circuits are controlled in a
straightforward manner by the LC ratio. Mutual coupling
of the two inductors in the two LC circuits can also be
accomplished.

Performance
Figure 5 shows the frequency response of a woofer in
which a gain of 51/2 dB at 30 Hz was achieved. In all the tests
the speaker was sunk in the ground with the front edge
flush with the ground surface, and well away from any
buildings (180 -deg. solid angle, free -field conditions), and
the microphone was at 1 -meter distance, on -axis with
the geometric center of the speaker.
The following test equipment was used for the performance figures shown:
Hewlett-Packard 200 -CD audio oscillator, HewlettPackard 400-H A.C. vacuum -tube voltmeter, HewlettPackard 120-B oscilloscope, Hewlett-Packard 330-B distortion
analyzer, Crown DC -300A amplifier, B & W 410 a.c. vacuum tube voltmeter & distortion analyzer, General Radio 1390-B
random noise generator with p2 pink noise filter, General
Radio 1564-A sound and vibration analyzer, General Radio
1962 1/2 -inch condenser microphone, General Radio 1560-P42
microphone preamplifier, General Radio 1562-A sound
95
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Fig. 5-Frequency response of a dual -motor (1 watt into
rated impedance of 4 ohms), mike at 1 meter on -axis,
180 -deg. radiation angle, and free -field conditions.
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Fig. 6-Total rms harmonic distortion with free-field conditions as noted previously. The sound pressure level was
held constant for each curve, and the frequency lowered
until the distortion reached 10 percent.
*A capacitor in series with the main voice coil was used in the test speaker
for this article.

level calibrator, custom-built a.c. impedance bridge, and
Eico 377 square wave generator.
The woofer is a 12 -in. unit (91/2 -in. actual cone diameter),
mounted in a box of two-cubic -foot net internal volume,
and the box filled with a suitable amount of fiberglass.
In constructing this unit, primary emphasis was placed
on extending the bass, slight emphasis on efficiency, and
none on reducing enclosure volume. The reason for this is
that the writers experience has shown that, other things
being equal, the loudspeaker listener will usually prefer the
speaker with the cleanest and most extended bass
response.
Taking 87 dB SPL (reference .0002 microbar) produced
with 1 watt input (2 volts into a rated impedance of 4 ohms)
as reference, the response is flat to 30 Hz, and down only
3 dB at 25 Hz. The response is flat ± 11/2 dB from 27 thru 600
Hz. It has been stated (7) that a range of 30 to 15,000 Hz is
required to reproduce orchestral music with no discernible
frequency discrimination. This is in agreement with the
lowest musical tones generally found in recorded program
material of the piano, double -bass viol, harp, organ, and
drums. The curve of Fig. 5 is unusual, considering the 2 -cubic foot volume, the overall efficiency, it being flat to 30 Hz,
and that no amplifier equalization is used.
Total rms harmonic distortion is shown in Fig. 6. Note
that the curves are for constant sound pressure levels, not
constant wattage input. A specification showing low
distortion down to 30 Hz with a constant wattage input is
not very meaningful, if the acoustic output of the speaker
is down 10 dB at this frequency.
Free -field specifications can be taken as statements of
fact and offer data for direct comparison, but an assessment
of performance in the listening room-even an "average"
room-involves many variables, and becomes a difficult
task. Furthermore, no standard has been adopted on either
the maximum SPL needed or the limit on distortion. These
are subjective matters, and it is therefore difficult to assign
rigorous figures. The effect of boundary reflections on the
response in the listening area is also of importance. Much
work is now being done in these areas, and we can expect
more useful information to become available.
Nevertheless, it is desirable to assess the performance
of a new device in terms of practical use, and an attempt
will be made to present the low bass capability in a manner that will allow the reader to make his own evaluation.
We need to decide on the lowest frequency to be reproduced, the SPL it is to be reproduced at, and the amount of
distortion to be tolerated. Let's set the low frequency at 30
Hz as mentioned earlier, the SPL at 100 dB (extended
listening at levels much higher than this can cause hearing
impairment), and the distortion limit on the order of 5
percent (this level of distortion is tolerated in loudspeakers
designed for demanding use at higher frequencies and
lower volume levels than we are talking about here). At
30 Hz and radiating into 180 deg. free -field, the distortion
at 97 dB SPL at one meter is 5.2 percent. Now if we move

the speaker into the listening room, place it against a wall
and add another unit for stereo use, the SPL will double
and will be 100 dB. In an "average" room of 2500 cubic feet,
and at this low frequency, the reverberant field SPL should
equal the direct field SPL at about one meter (8), so the 100
dB SPL should prevail in the listening area. On this basis,
we have a woofer in a two -cubic -foot box, flat to 30 Hz,
with a stereo pair producing 100 dB SPL at 30 Hz in the
listening area at a distortion level of only 5.2 per cent,
and with a power input to each of only 10 watts. If the SPL
is lowered to 95 dB, the harmonic distortion drops to 2.3
percent, and at 90 dB it is 1 percent. This 5.2 percent low bass harmonic distortion in a woofer still allows for a
surprisingly clean waveform, if clipping of the peaks and
sharp aberrations are missing. Figure 7 is an oscilloscope
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EVEN A MILLIONAIRE

MIGHT NOT BE ABLE TO BUY
THE MIRACORD

50H MARK II.

Not because it cost so much. But because it might
be a little bit difficult to locate.
We'll admit that trying to track down a Miracord
can be a trifle trying. But it's well worth the search.
Because the fact is, that feature for feature, there isn't
a better automatic turntable in its price range than the
Miraccrd 50H Mark II.
Here's why:
The Miracord Magic Wand spindle holds hours of
music. Ten records at a time. And it lifts out of the
way; you remove the record stack without pulling
them up through the spindle.
Miracord and only Miracord in its price class has an
incomparable hysteresis synchronous motor. Professional studios and broadcasters rely on this kind of
motor for absolute long-term speed accuracy.
Our speed control varies 5% with lighted stroboscopic speed monitoring on 33 and 45 rpm.
Our operating cam is metal, not plastic.
We can repeat a record continuously. Or replay a
record in the middle of a stack without dropping the
next record.

With Miracord's simple cartridge installation, overhang problems are eliminated. All you do is mount
the cartridge, then adjust a micrometer screw to the
built-in overhang gauge. It's as fast as it is accurate.
The 50H Mark II has a feather-light viscous-damped
arm descent to the record surface. And the light touch push-button panel reduces the chance of the
arm skittering across the grooves.
Those are just some of the reasons that make the
Miracord 50H Mark II so popular. If you'd like the full
story on our full line, just write to us at: Miracord
Products, Benjamin Electronic Sound Co., 40 Smith
Street, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735.
The Miracord 50H Mark H. When you find one, you
don't have to be a millionaire to afford it.

50H MARK II.
Damn hard to find. Damn hard to beat.
THE MIRACORD

Check No. 7 on Reader Service Cad
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photo of the acoustic output at 30 Hz at the SPL producing 5.2
percent distortion.
The impedance curve for a complete system is shown in
Fig. 8. In one prototype, the curve was ruler flat below 200
Hz, however, the best overall results were obtained with
some deviation from this ideal, and the curve shown is
the one obtained from the design giving the other data
presented in this article. The minimum is 41/2 ohms at 25
Hz, the maximum is 7 ohms at about 2200 Hz, and a 4 -ohm
rating is appropriate. It does not fall under 5 ohms below

Fig. 7-Acoustic output of the woofer at 30 Hz and 97 dB SPL.
Free -field conditions as noted previously. (Oscilloscope of

microphone output).
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system using dual -motor woofer.

Fig. 9-Acoustic

front of

a

output of the woofer in response to the step low -frequency square wave.

above 20,000 Hz, there is a gradual rise due to the
usual inductance of the tweeter voice coil. The conventional bump at bass resonance is missing, due to the effect
of the second voice coil increasing the power intake in this
20 Hz, and

region.
Transient response refers to the ability of the woofer
to follow the starting and stopping (attack and decay) of
sudden changes in the electrical signal. In a woofer, this
is a function of the system Q. It is generally considered
that a Q of one offers the flattest response with a minimum
of ringing, and the response curve of Fig. 5 conforms to this
shape. Since the woofer is driven by a series resonant LC
circuit, we need to see if the transient response follows
the rules. It has been shown (9) that a woofer in a sealed box with a Q of one will have about 33 percent overshoot
to a step -signal, and will decay within one cycle. Figure 9
is an oscilliscope photo of the wave -form of the acoustic
output in response to the step -front of low-frequency
square wave. The overshoot past the neutral or start position
is exactly that expected with a Q of one, and shows that the
woofer is properly damped both acoustically and electrically. This test was made indoors, and the small ripples
in the waveform are due to room boundary reflections.

System Performance
The frequency response of a complete system consisting
of a 12 -in, woofer, 41/2 -in. mid -range, and 1 -in. dome
tweeter is shown in Fig. 10. One -third -octave bands of
random noise were used to produce the curves. The dotdash line is the on -axis response, and the solid line is the
average of five frontal curves; one on -axis, and four at 45
degrees, with the microphone at the sides and ends, one
meter away from and aimed at the geometric center of
the box. Taking 851/2 dB SPL as reference, the lower curve (a
good indication of the overall response), shows the system
to be ± 3 dB from 23 through 20,000 Hz. The system's impedance curve is that of Fig. 8. Although the output of the midrange driver needs to be increased slightly, the response is
relatively smooth.
In listening comparison using program material with
deep bass content, the low bass is simply "there." The lowest notes are reproduced cleanly at equal volume, and the
temptation to turn up the bass control is missing. The low
notes have an "easy unstrained" sound, which is attributed
to the linearity and low phase shift of the load presented
to the amplifier.
In summary, the design does not involve trade-offs in
areas of performance, requires no additional amplifier
power or equalizer, has the advantage of simplicity of construction, and offers an improvement that is readily discernible on listening.
A patent application has been allowed for the loudspeaker system described in this article.
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This is

what makes the

Sansei 771 so great:
Specs. Features.
Looks. And Price.
ScnsLi, already famousfor quality and value has again outdone itself with the 711 receiver.
Look a- the specs: 35 watts per channel, min. RMS both channels driven into 8 Ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz. ct
below 3.5% Total Harmonic Distortion more thar enough to power two pair of weaker systems.
FM sersiti4ity of 2.0, V(IHF).

-

Lcok at the features: two tape monitors, two auxiliary inputs, three pairs of speaker selectors,
two filters (ni & lo) and more even a microphonecircuit. Visit your nearest Sansuifranchised dealer and
listen to the tremerdous Sarsui 771. Then listen to the price.

-
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qt.

.1.1V"--.,17.
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SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.

Wooaside, Newlbrk 11377 Gardena. Calibrnia 90247
SANSJI ELECT2IC CO., LTD Tokyo, Japan SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Antwerp, Belgiam
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS (Canada) Vancouver 9. B.C.
S.rvcce Card
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Martin Clifford
The signal that appears at the output of the demodulator
or a first audio amplifier in either a tuner or receiver is
like a new born babe-in no position to be disputatious,
but nevertheless full of promise. At this point in the electronic circuitry, the audio signal has left the womb of its surrounding carrier and now is naked and unsupported. What it
needs is substantial nourishment in the form of voltage and
current to enable it to grow to cope with the realities of an
outside and demanding world. In the case of the audio signal, that outside world is a speaker system.
There are two basic components that will help the audio
signal achieve maturity. One of these is the pre -amplifier,

more familiarly known as the pre -amp, while the other is
the main or power amplifier. At its entrance to the pre amp, the signal is still in its electrical form, whether the
signal comes from the tuner, a cartridge, or a tape unit, and
so can be modified by all the electronic circuits we have at
our disposal. In the case of the tuner, it would be nice to assume that the signal at this stage is a perfect replica of the
original audio modulating signal used in the broadcast studio. However, in the process of getting to your tuner, the
signal was forced to undergo a rather horrendous experience.
At the station, it was converted from sound energy to electrical energy with the help of a microphone, unceremoniously loaded onto a carrier wave, and then literally thrown
out to fend for itself in space. In its travels it was unmercifully harassed by noise signals, and all other kinds of signals
as well, finally arriving emaciated and almost non-existent
at your receiving antenna. Here it was picked up, given an
invigorating dose of amplification, cleansed of miscellaneous unwanted voltages that clung to it like so many
burrs, finally arriving at the output of the tuner. At this
juncture it is strong enough to produce sound in a pair of
headphones, but that is about all. At this point also the signal
should be a faithful replica of the original energy conversion
process-that is, the change of sound energy into electrical
energy by the microphone. Whether it really is depends on
more than just the electronic ability of your tuner or receiver.
In FM broadcasting, high fidelity starts at the broadcasting
station-or it should. It is entirely possible that your hi fi components might be superior, electronically, to those at the
station, since such is the advanced state of the art in the hi -

ii i
Fig.

1-Integrated stereo amplifier.

b

fi components industry. And you may also not know whether
the signal followed a direct path from the station to your
receiving antenna, or used a multipath, a situation in which
the signal competes with itself-the direct signal and that

portion that is bounced off buildings or other structures. And
so the assumption of an FM signal input to a pre -amp is
high-fidelity isn't always justified.
Sound Sources
The FM signal is just one of several that can be fed into the
pre -amp. You might opt for records, or for signals supplied by
a cassette deck, a tape deck or a microphone. All of these
sound sources require additional amplification-amplification that can be supplied by the pre- and main amps. Note
the economy of this arrangement. The same amps can be
used for a number of different sound sources.

Terminology
The pre -amp and power amp can exist as separate components. The pre -amp then becomes the intermediary
link between the tuner and the main amp. An integrated
amp (Fig. 1) consists of a combination of pre- and main amplifiers in a single enclosure. The advantage is that the pre amp does not require any connecting cable to the main
amp. There is also some economy since both units are housed
in one box. However, this joining of the pre- and main amplifiers is at the expense of component flexibility, and so
some integrated units have a provision to let the owner use
either the pre- or main amps separately, or as an integrated
unit. This gives you the best of both worlds. Of course, if you
have a receiver instead of a tuner, the problem of separated
or integrated amps does not arise, since the receiver is
equipped with both amplifiers. Originally, amplifiers used
in hi-fi receivers were rather low -power types, making separated or integrated amps preferable. However, modern
receivers now have amps whose power ratings are substantial. The disadvantage, of course, is that if you want to modify
or upgrade a system that has a receiver, then, in effect, you
must dispose of a tuner cum pre -amp cum amp, for that is
what a receiver is.
The receiver with its built-in amps has powerful arguments in its favor. One of these is economy. A combined
component such as a receiver costs less to manufacture. The
receiver needs less room than a tuner -pre-amp -power -amp
combination. And, finally, there is no need to make connections. But in the face of all these considerations, the separate
tuner, separate pre -amp, separate power amp (or integrated amp that has provision for operating the pre- and
main amps separately) supplies flexibility. It facilitates
moving up to a multiple -amp system or to a quadraphonic
setup without sacrificing equipment. Individual components also supply the satisfaction of having a custom-built,
rather than an "off the rack" hi-fi system.
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Don't take our word
that a new era in speaker

performance is dawning.
Listen to the critics.
"Even if we had never listened to the ESS amt 1, its
measured frequency response alone would invite
the use of superlatives. This is one of the few
speakers we have tested in a normally 'live'
room, whose overall frequency response and
smootiness are comparable to those of good
high-fidelity amplifier
and that is no small
achievement! We were glad
though hardly
surprised
to note that the amt
sounded as
good as its measurements indicated."

-

- -

1

STEREO REVIEW, America, July 1973
"I can t saiji whether or not ESS speakers are
the loudspeakers of the century, but the innovation
which they claim to have made in the field of
sound is real and authentic
The amt 1 is
reserved for perfectionists, for persons who are
never satisfied, for those who, in search of
musical fidelity, have listened to all the great
loudspeake .s of the world. They are superior
both to dynamic and electrostatic speakers for
their unmatched definition of timbre and great

...

dynamic capability."
STEREOPLAY, Italy, May 1974

.. after listening to the amt for a period of
time, there was a great temptation to ignore
the measurements, good though they are, and
simply assest that it is a superb speaker ..
This is the hind of performance that is extremely
difficult to F relict from the standard test results.
Great c arity, coupled with a wide, even response
and no coloration is the almost unbeatable
combination that puts the amt right up front "
1

.

1

AUDIO SCENE, Canada, November 1973
for once, we are witnessing a real innovation
in the f eld of electro -acoustic reproducers
the frecuency response curve of the amt 1 is
flat *- 1 dB from 150 Hz to 20 KHz, something that
is truly extraordinary. There is not another loud.

..

speaker to cur knowledge capable of furnishing

similar performance."

SON MAGAZINE, France, October 1973
1
is the first new speaker system
to be rereased tor many years
the amt 1 uses
an entirely new type of midrange/tweeter drive
element, totally different from any other
speaker befcre. It is called the 'ESS Heil air motion transformer'... Whilst not perfection
itself, it is such a long way along that path
compared w th the majority of conventional
speakers that we say categorically that it has
to be heard o be believed."

"The ESS amt

...
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ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL,

- -+

Australia, August 1974

Don't even take the critics' word for it that
yesterday's f igh fidelity standards cannot be
applied to the ESS Heil air -motion transformer.
Hear today's standard for yourself. Visit a
franchised ESS dealer, one of a handful
courageous and farsighted enough to premier the
first real'y new approach to loudspeaker design
in over five decades. Listen to ESS, you'll
hear sound as clear as light.
Check No. 15 on Reader Service Card

c.1) i1lC.
9613
ESS

oafes drive

-

sacramento, ca. 95827

prc duds are available

in CANADA through CAZ -TECH LTD.
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Position of the Amp

(A)

3 shows a sophisticated arrangement using
pair of record players, two tape decks (one of which could
be a cassette type and the other open reel), stereo headphones which can plug into the front of the integrated amp,
one or more microphones, and a pair of speaker systems.
Still another arrangement, known as a multi -amp system, is shown in Fig. 4. In this setup, there is one pre -amp
contained within the integrated amplifier. The integrated
amplifier also has a main amp, a power amp that is used
solely for the bass tones. There are two additional power
amps, both driven by the pre-amp-that is, they receive their
input signal voltage from the one pre -amp in the integrated
amplifier. One of these power amplifiers handles all the
mid -range tones while the remaining power amp takes
care of all the high range. An electronic crossover network
is used to supply each of the power amps with signals in the
mid- and high ranges.

be used. Figure

The position of the amplifier with reference to the other
components in the hi-fi system depends on whether we are
talking of a receiver or a tuner. Figure 2 shows a receiver
(A). Since both pre- and main amps are contained within
the receiver, the question of position does not arise. Connect an FM antenna to the receiver "ant" terminals, a
pair of speakers to the speaker terminals, and the hi-fi
system is ready to go. With a tuner, though, we have more
choices: an integrated amplifier (B) or separate pre- and
main amps (C).
These are all fundamental hi-fi systems and do not take
advantage of the fact that other input signal sources can also

0.00..000000
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PRE -AMPLIFIER

Some Basic Differences
The pre -amp and the main amp are both audio amplifiers. ,The basic difference lies in their responsibilities. The
pre -amp is a voltage amplifier; its function is to strengthen
the signal voltage, to increase its amplitude without modifying the input signal waveform in any way. The main
amplifier is also a voltage amplifier but since the speakers
will be connected to its output, must deliver current in addition to voltage. But a combination of voltage and current
means power. With this as its primary function, the main
amp is sometimes called a power amp. The pre -amp
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4-The integrated amp can serve in a multi -amp in stallation more easily when its pre and main amp sections
can be worked independently.
Fig.

pre -amp or integrated amp can act
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number of hi-fi components.
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AUTOMATIC

PROGRAM
F/NO/NG.r..

EL/IV/MATES

With other ca ;set e decks, finding
your tap; selectioi is hit or miss.
stopYou 3ress fas: forward
fast forwardrewiad stop
over and over in a mad search for
each selectior. But not with
Sham's RT -4$O. Just press fast
forward or rewind. Our Automatic

-

-

-

Prag -am Finder firds the precise
begirning of your selection. And
does it automatically. No funbling,

bumbling, or mumbling.
We eliminate the hiss as well as

the miss. With a built-in Dolby
"B"` type noise reduction system.
The RT -480 is professional all

the way. With Micro Crystal Ferrite
heads for Cr02 tapes. A selector
switch for normal, low -noise, and
Cr02 tapes. Pause control for
editing. Automatic shutoff in every

mode. Lighted, expanded scale VU
meters. Advanced hysteresis

synchronous motor forinaudibe
wow and flutter: 0.15%, W., ens.
S/N ratio: 58 dB, with Dolby or.
And the frequency response is fom
45-15,000 3 dB, using Cr02 tepe.
All this, plus great styling, 2
microphones and dust cover. And
under $250. For the name of your

MAKES OTHER CASSETTE OECKS OBSOLETE. THE RT-480. ONLY FROM
'Dolby

o a

eradema:k of

lolby Laboratories, Inc.

Check No. 37 on Reader Service Card
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nearest Sharp hi-fi dealer,
contact "Audio",
Sharp Electronics Corp.,
0

Keystole Pl.,

Paramus, N.J. 07652.

must strengthen the audio signal to the point where the
output amplitude is strong enough to satisfy the signal input voltage requirements of the main amp. In turn, the
main amp must furnish enough signal power-that is, both
voltage and current-to operate the speaker system (or systems) to your listening satisfaction. Thus, the output of a
pre -amp is measured in volts; that of a power amp in watts.
The voltage output of a pre -amp, since it is a signal voltage,
will be a.c. Its amplitude will be somewhere in the region
of 1 to 5 volts, depending on its overall amplification. Some
pre -amps do deliver more voltage than this; others less.

sty

?

(9!

8

O
ü
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POWER/SPEAKER SWITCH
VOLUME CONTROL
MUTING SWITCH
MODE SWITCH
SELECTOR SWITCH
MIC JACKS
TAPE DUPLICATE SWITCH
TAPE MONITOR SWITCH
PHONO.2 MM/MC SWITCH
LOUDNESS SWITCH

o

BALANCE CONTROL
HIGH FILTER SWITCH
LOW FILTER SWITCH
BASS CONTROLS
TREBLE CONTROLS
PHONES JACK

Fig.

5-Front panel controls of

The amount of input is sometimes designated as the pre amp's input sensitivity and in manufacturer's spec sheets
is given in terms of voltage at a specific frequency, quite
often 1 kHz. A turner, for example, might supply 200 millivolts to the pre -amp's input to produce 3 volts rated output.
However, even though the pre- and main amps can be, and
sometimes are, separate entities, they are related in the
sense they must function as a team.

The Pre -amp as a Control Center
The pre -amp does more than get the signal ready for introduction to the power amp for it works as a control center
for the hi-fi system whether it exists alone as an individual
component, as a combined component with a power amp,
or set up as an integrated amp. If a receiver is used instead
of a tuner, then the only difference is that the pre- and main
amps are contained within the receiver, and the concept of
the component as a control center is still applicable. And so,
front panel controls on a receiver, or on a pre -amp, or on an
integrated amp (Fig. 5) can include bass and treble controls,
a loudness switch, volume control, speaker balance control,
a mode selector switch, 'phone and microphone jacks, tape
duplicate and tape monitor switches, various noise filters,
a speaker selector control, etc. Naturally, not all pre -amps
are so thoroughly equipped since the degree of sophistication
of the pre -amp depends fairly directly on what you are willThe Rear Panel
Modern hi-fi components such as receivers and amps are
distinguished by the fact that the rear apron or rear panel
(Fig. 6) is as busy an area as the front. Again, what you have

an integrated amp.
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ing to pay.
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Sometimes a manufacturer's spec sheets will indicate two
different voltages for the pre -amp's output. One will be
rated output; the other maximum. A pre -amp might supply
3 volts rated output; 5 volts maximum.
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PHONO INPUT
TRANSFORMER

on the rear panel depends on the degree of sophistication you
want. Here you will find convenience a.c. outlets, since the
average home is simply not equipped with enough outlets
for a multi -component hi-fi system. Some of the outlets
are unswitched, meaning that any component plugged into
such outlets must be provided with an on -off switch. You
will also find one or more `switched' outlets-those which
are activated by the power on -off switch on the front panel
of the amp. These outlets have power limitations-that is,
they are limited in the amount of a.c. line power they can
safely handle. 100 watts maximum is about what you can

expect from either switched or unswitched outlets.
On the rear panel you will also find input connections for
one or more turntables, the tuner, one or more tape decks,
cassette deck and possibly a cartridge deck as well, and inputs for one or more stereo speaker systems. A well -designed pre -amp will have different phono inputs-magnetic or ceramic.

Program Selector
The program selector, sometimes called the function

TURNTABLE
AM/FM STEREO TUNER
CARTRIDGE TAPE PLAYER
POWER AMPLIFIER
PRE & MAIN SWITCH

selector, chooses the program source that is to be fed to the
input of the pre -amp. These inputs can be one or more
mikes, phono, tuner or tape units such as cassette or open
reel. There may also be one or more auxiliary (labeled
"aux") inputs for other audio signal producing components.

PLUG
AC OUTLET
FUSE

I

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
TAPE DECK
TAPE REC/P.B. CONNECTOR

Fig.

6-Rear panel connections for an integrated amp.

Tape Monitoring
Tape sound can be switched on and off with the tape monitor switch, a useful control when making a recording on a
cassette or open reel deck. If the deck has independent
AUDIO
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Entente Cord jalé

A friendly understanding.
A phrase that perfectly

describes the relationship between
Revox tape recorders and Beyer
microphones. One fine piece of
equipment uniquely
complementing another.
Wherever you go, you'll find
these two thoroughgoing
professionals working together.
On location and in the most
demanding studio situations.
Both Revox and Beyer are
expressions of the same European
dedication to meticulous
craftsmanship and superior
technology.
For example, take the new
Revox A77 Mk IV. It's the
successor to the critically acclaimed Revox A77, the machine
that moved Stereo Review to
comment, "We have never seen a
recorder that could match the
performance of the Revox A77
in all respects, and very few that
even come close:'

Or take the new Beyer M500
microphone. You've never used
anything quite like it. It combines
the sharp attack of a condenser
and the sturdy reliability of a
moving coil with the unduplicatable presence of a ribbon.
And Beyer makes a number of
other microphones to satisfy
virtually any broadcasting or

recording requirement.
Together or separately, these
sophisticated instruments provide
the ideal solution to the problem
of versatile, high quality, low
cost recording.
Your nearest Revox-Beyer
dealer will be pleased to
demonstrate any of these fine
products for you.
After that, you can arrive at
your own friendly understanding.
For additional information and
complete technical specifications,
write: Revox Corporation,
155 Michael Drive, Syosset,
New York 11791.

Illustrations may contain optional extras.

California: 3637 Cahuenga Blvd. West, Hollywood 90068. London: Lamb House, Church St., Chiswick, W42PB.
Switzerland: Regensdorf 8105 ZH, Althardstrasse 146. Also available in Canada.
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recording and playback heads-that is, if it is a 3 -head deckthis switch supplies a double method of monitoring recording quality. When this control is in its "source" position, the
original "before it gets on tape" sound is heard from the
speakers; in the "play" position, the sound is that recorded
on tape. By switching back and forth between the two
switch positions, the source sound can be compared with
the tape sound supplying a clue as to the proper setting of the
"record level" control on the cassette or open reel deck.
Tape Duplicating
You can use the amp to duplicate tapes. If you tape record
FM broadcasts, for example, it is difficult to eliminate unwanted sounds, such as an announcer's comments or advertising break-in. The tape can be edited by cutting and
splicing, but an easier method is to use the technique shown
in Fig. 7. This requires a pair of tape deck input terminals
on the rear apron of the amp. First, tape a complete stereo
FM program, including commercials and announcements,
and then later re-record with another tape deck, wiping
out the unwanted material.

Volume, Balance and Tone Controls
These controls on the amp front panel are rather obvious.
The balance control, for example, when turned to the right
does not increase right channel sound since it cannot do so.
Instead, it reduces left channel volume and so the right channel sounds louder. Also, the volume and balance controls do

not affect the signal supplied to the tape deck for recording.
This does not mean you have no bass or treble control on
tape, for the controls are effective during tape playback

through the pre -amp.
Depending on the amp, some volume controls have a
greater or lesser amount of electronic sophistication. Thus,
some volume controls are assisted by a level -set control.
The level -set control could be a click -stop device reducing
amplifier output by a predetermined amount, such as 15 dB
or 30 dB. The level -set control can then be regarded as a
"coarse" setting, and the volume control as a fine or vernier
adjustment. When a powerful integrated amp is used for
listening at quiet sound levels, the volume control must be
turned down almost to its minimum point, making fine
adjustments for low volume listening levels sometimes
difficult. However, the level -set control can push the volume
down to the required level, thus letting the volume control
have a greater arc of swing. This makes the volume control
setting much less critical.
Another advantage of a level -set control combined with a
volume control is that limiting power output also protects
speakers, especially those of small input power handling
ability from accidental damage that might occur when you
turn up the volume by mistake. Using speakers having small
power -handling capacity with a relatively high -power integrated amplifier may seem anomalous, but the situation
can exist. With speakers of small power -handling capabilities it is advisable to have the level -set control positioned
at -15 dB or -30 dB at all times.

TAPE DECK

TAPE DECK 2

1
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7-Technique for tape duplicating.
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On to the Power Amp

A

OFF

Fig.

8-Amp

The frequency response of an amp is the range of
audio signals the unit will reproduce when an audio
voltage is connected to its input terminals to yield 1
watt of output signal power. By itself, frequency response is meaningless unless some information is
supplied about the amount of deviation, plus and minus,
generally given in dB. A spot frequency can be selected as the reference. Thus, we might consider the output level of 1 watt at 1 kHz as indicative of 0 dB. The
smaller the deviation in dB from the reference, the
better.
An amplifier might have several frequency response figures. The same amp could be described as
having a frequency response of 20 Hz to 18 kHz, ± 1 dB,
or 18 Hz to 25 KHz, ± 3 dB. The deviation in dB is an indication of how far the amp wanders from fidelity.

Speaker Selection
Another highly useful, but possibly seldom used control on
the front panel of the amp is the speaker switch (Fig. 8)
often combined with the power on -off control. Aside from
the power off position, this control could have three speaker
selection settings. If you designate your left speaker as A
and the right speaker as B, then this control can let sound
come through the A speaker only, or the B speaker, or a combined output, that is, both A and B speakers functioning.
There may also be a "speaker off" position, helpful when
listening through headphones and you want the speakers

SOURCE

1

Frequency Response

may be equipped with

a

speaker switch.

The pre -amp in its dual role of amplifier and control center is one of the most important links in the hi-fi system.
We've been following the audio signal since its inception
at the source and so the speaker system is our logical destination. To get there we must go through the main or
power amp-and that's exactly what we will do in the next
49,
installment.
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'A good product has
been made great.
And I am nuts about it !'

Musical accuracy
The basic design goal for all AR speakers
is that of musical accuracy. Or, in the
words of Robert C. Marsh writing about
the AR-2ax in the Chicago Sun -Times,
'they draw little attention to themselves,
but seem to be windows into a world
of music.'

Independent reviewers usually reserve
superlatives for the most expensive
speaker systems. So, when a mediumpriced speaker like the AR-2ax receives
the kind of praise quoted above from
Larry Zide in The American Record
Guide, that's news.
Design goals
At Acoustic Research we manufacture
speakers that are the best we know how
to make, regardless of price. We also offer
speakers in whose design and manufacture cost is a consideration. But in
designing these lower -priced AR speakers,
we try to choose those compromises with
cost that will have the least effect on the
accuracy of sound reproduction.

That's why Mr. Zide was able to say that
the AR-2ax speaker system was 'as close
to being perfectly balanced as any I have
ever heard.'

Audio magaz ne seemed to agree,
reporting that 'this is indeed a superior
loudspeaker with as little coloration (or
less) as anything in its price range.'
They went on to comment in détail:
'Smoothness, as evidenced by the curves
is very good and dispersion is outstanding.
In our experience, few loudspeakers have
equalled, let alone surpassed, the performance of this tweeter. The terrific
performance of the tweeter has been
accomplished simply by applying the laws
of physics (the smaller the radiator, the
better the dispersion) without resorting
to reflecting or deflecting devices which
can introduce coloration.'

In sum, Stereo & Hi Fi Times stated flatly
that, 'in its price category, the AR-2ax
remains at the pinnacle. No one contemplating purchase of speakers should fail
to audition this system.'
As with all AR speaker systems, the
performance specifications of the AR-2ax
are guaranteed for five years.
Woody Herman at home with his AR-2ax
speakers.

Power handling
Another performance characteristic
normally associated with the most expensive speaker systems is the ability to
handle great amounts of amplifier power.
'If you like your music loud,' Larry Zide
said of the AR-2ax, 'this speaker can take
it
and give you superlative sound.
It just does not break up. In my bass tests.
I literally tried to cause power breakup.
At any level that one could stand in a

-

residential room, I could not succeed.'
And from Stereo & Hi Fi Times: 'The
speaker loves power and will take all you
can give it.'

The AR-2ax: 'At the pinnacle.'

Acoustic Research
US office:
10 American Drive
Norwood, Massachusetts 02062

International office:
High Street, Houghton Regis,
Bedfordshire, England
In Canada:
A C Simmonds
Ontario

A
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1
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Introducing one of the
finest collections of stereo receivers
in the world: the NIX 1580.
rower* of the Sony 7065. FM Sensitivity* of :he Pioneer 838. Selectivity* of the Sherwood 7900_ß.
Capture ratio= of the Marar_tz 2270.THD*of the JVC VR-5660.

All specs subject to change without -notice.
Spc:. of competitive rzcivers taker from manufactLrers own pt33lish2d data sheets.
**Ma-ufactur2-'s suggested retail price; op:bnal with dealer.
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tion for output transistors and the
power transformer.
And a special speaker matrix
for surround -sound effects.
Plus lots more we were able
to include and, at $479.95**, save
'you a few bucks in the bargain.
How? It wasn't easy. But we
had help.

The oldest new company
in the business.

And it almost didn't happen..
Before we designed the
MX 1580, we asked ourselves a
simple question: "With so many

excellent AM/FM stereo receivers
around these days, w.vhoneeds
another?"
The answer: nobody. Sc instead of making just "another'
receiver, we collected the most
significant specs ano+ useful features
of five of the best, and "combined"
them in one: the MX 1580.
Of course, some of these five
receivers have features our one
doesn't have (we think you can
manage without two phono inputs,
for example).
But then, ours has features
they don't have; features you
shouldn't do without..
You pay for-and get

what you really need.

The MX 1580 has exclusive
ASNC, which automatically reduces the noise level on weak
stereo stations without reducing
separation on strong ones.
And special thermal protec-

Although we're a completely
separate engineering group and
manufacturing facility, we were
able to draw on the resources of a
company that's been a leader in
the industry since 1915. So we could
afford to wait until we had the
MX 1580 right.
And now it's so right, we
insist that every single one be inspected twice before it's shipped.
(If your MX 1580 isn't right, our
final inspectors don't pass it. Or
ship it.) After all, we have one of
the world's finest stereo collections
to protect.
See and hear MX 2- and
4 -channel receivers, speakers and
automatic turntables at your MX
dealer. For his name, write to:
MX High -Fidelity Components
Series, The Magnavox Company,
1700 Magnavox Way,
Fort Wayne, Ind. 46804:

Features:
Sensitive front-end with three
dual gate MOSFET's and 4-gang
tuning capacitor.
Two 6 -pole linear phase filters for
improved selectivity and phase
response.
High gain IC quadrature FM

detector.
Switchable signal -strength/
center -tuned meter for accurate
tuning.
Phase lock loop IC circuit for FM
stereo multiplex.
Computer designed low pass
audio filters for suppression of
ultrasonic frequencies.
Balanced AM detector for low
distortion AM listening.
TM

We'll be heard from.
Check No. 22 on Reader Service Card
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OCL direct-coupled differential
amplifier for extended frequency
response and wide power
bandwidth.
Automatic Protection Circuit to
protect speakers and amplifiers.
Electronic loudness switch to
provide smooth low- and high frequency boost at low listening
revels.
Extra -heavy heat sink to keep
output transistors cool at maximum
power.
Full complement of controls with
low noise pre-aml3 IC circuit.

High/low filter switches for
special high/low frequency attenuation effect.
Auto -off power switch, when
used with MX automatic turntables, will automatically shut off'
the system when the last record
is played.

*Specifications:
FM Tuner Section:

....

1.8uV
Usable sensitivity (IHF)
Selectivity (IHF)
75dB
Capture ratio UHF)
1.5dB
50dB signal to noise mono .. 2.5uV
50dB
Stereo separation lkH
@ l0kHz 40dB
Harmonic Distortion:
Mono
0.2%
Stereo
0.3"'
97dB
tirage rejection
94dB
Spurious rejection
AM suppression
45dB
AM Tuner Section:
Usable sensitivity (IHF .250uV/m
Selectivity (IHF)
31dB
Amplifier Section:

Continuous power .....
60 watts/Ch
Band
Distortion
Load

20Hz-20k Hz
0, 5%THD
8 ohms

IM distortion
0.8%
Frequency response .. 20H:-25kHz
Dimensions
6"Hx 19"Wx l 5 "D
Weight
30 lbs.
Veneer with
Construction
grained walnut finish.

°
,

o

Equipment Profiles

J
J

McKay Dymek AM -3 AM Tuner and DA -3 Directional tim of one of those recurrent "technological vicious cycles."
AM Antenna
Contrary to popular belief, there is nothing inherently "low
fi" about AM broadcasting rules as promulgated by the FCC.
In fact, there are a few stations around the country that consistently maintain wide frequency response in their AM

i

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

AM -3 TUNER:
Sensitivity: 3 MV for 10 dB S/N. Bandwidth: ("Sharp" Position) ±3kHz; ("Broad" Position) ±8.7kHz. THD: 0.5% for 30%
modulation; 1.0% for 50% modulation; 1.5% for 80%modulation. Audio Output: 200 mV (High Output Jack) for 30% modulation at 1 mV, 1 MHz signal. I.F. Rejection: 25dB. 10kHz
Rejection: 45 dB. Power Consumption: 5 V a.c. 105-125V,
50-60 Hz. Weight: 7 lbs. Dimensions: 16 in. W x 41/2 in. H x
8 in. D. Optional 19" rack mount available. Price: $255.00.

DA -3 ANTENNA:
Frequency Range: 540 to 1600 kHz. Type: Tuned r.f. preamplifier with shielded ferrite loop. Sensitivity: 1 microvolt.
Power Requirements: 110-120 V a.c. 50-60 Hz or 6 volts d.c.
Power Consumption: 4 watts. Dimension: 133/s in. W x 11 in.
H x 91/16 in D. Weight: 61/2 lbs Price: $155.00.
We are often queried by audio enthusiasts as to why our
product reviews seldom stress the performance of the AM
section of high fidelity component tuners or receivers.
Part of the answer lies in the fact that AM radio is the vic-

broadcast operations. One such station in the New York
area is WQXR, whose AM and FM facilities are owned by
the New York Times. A recent check with their chief engineer confirmed that in their last proof -of -performance
check conducted for the FCC, off-the -air AM response was
down 1.5 dB at 30 Hz and extended way out to 15,000 Hz,
where response was -6 dB. At 10,000 Hz, the reading was
-2.4 dB!
Why, then, are most AM circuits sold for consumer use
(hi fi or otherwise) so deficient in frequency response?
Simply because most AM stations rent telephone lines
from the local telephone company to pipe their audio
from studio to transmitter, and most Iines.do not have the
special phone company equalizers which pass higher fidelity
signals. Cognizant of this fact, designers of AM products
generally see no point in incorporating "high-fidelity" AM
circuitry in tuners and receivers since the added cost will
rarely produce audibly superior results in view of these station practices. In addition, if AM circuits were to be designed with the required bandwidth for better frequency
response, selectivity would suffer and, with present crowding of the AM broadcast band, it might be difficult in some
areas to separate one station signal from the next. So, most
designers settle for a "minimal" circuit that, at best,
goes out to about 5,000 Hz. AM becomes the "afterthought"
in the design in a great many products which otherwise
qualify fully as high fidelity components.
Recently, a superb AM tuner has been introduced by the
McKay Dymek Company, located at 675 North Park Avenue,
Pomona, California 91766. We note their complete address
because, as of now, this product, as well as a most unusual
indoor AM antenna which works with it or can be used
with other AM tuners or receivers, is sold by mail order
only. In fact, a toll -free telephone number, 800-854-7769
can be used to order the items or to gain further information regarding them. (Californians dial 800-472-7782.)
As for the Model AM -3 tuner itself, it looks and feels like
a high fidelity comppnent. A well calibrated and illuminated dial scale features a 0-100 logging scale as well, and a
tuning meter off to the left helps you tune optimally to your
favorite AM station. The tuning knob is at the right and its
vernier action (though uncoupled to any sort of flywheel
action) permits precise tuning without having to struggle.
The lower section of the panel has five identical -looking
push buttons. The first of these is a power on -off switch. The
next interacting pair are labelled "broad" and "sharp" and
are used to vary the selectivity of the circuitry. The "sharp"
position provides maximum sensitivity and lowest noise
for weak -signal, long-distance listening while the "broad"
position opens up the bandwidth for "hi-fi" response when
signals are strong enough to enjoy in that fashion. The additional push -buttons select "local" or "distant" reception,
with the local setting introducing approximately 26 dB
of attenuation between the antenna terminals and the
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input to the first tuned r.f. circuit of the tuner. This position
is intended to be used when excessively high inputs (locations close to a transmitter) might cause cross -modulation.
The rear panel is equipped with screw -terminal AM
antenna connection points which are in parallel with a
standard "phono -tip" jack, which can also be used for an
antenna connection point. Low and high outputs are provided, for nominal outputs of 200 mV or 20 mV. In addition,
a level control affecting both of these output jacks permits
the user to adjust output level to match that of other program
sources such as disc or tape. The U.S. version of the tuner (it
is manufactured in New Zealand) is equipped with a 1/4 ampere slow -blow fuse and the usual line cord. Since the
McKay Dymek AM -3 tuner has no built -in -ferrite antenna,
one must use either an external length of wire as a traditional AM antenna or a suitable separate ferrite antenna,
such as the DA -3 which will be described later. In addition,
a proper ground should be connected to the "ground" side
of the antenna terminals. While all of this may seem a bit
unfamiliar to the American AM listener not accustomed to
having to do anything about an AM antenna, it's all part of
what makes the AM -3 tuner perform as well as it does.
does.
0 dB= 130 mV
(MEASURED FOR 30% MODULATION
o
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Fig.

1-AGC characteristics.

An internal look at the tuner discloses several modules
including an r.f. section, an i.f./AGC/AM detector section,
a regulated power supply section and a 10-kHz "whistle
filter" module which is an active sharp-null filter for the
elimination of 10 -kHz tones that might be produced by the
presence of adjacent channel r.f. signals 10 kHz removed
from tuned frequencies. Such refinements as 10 kHz filters
are rarely needed in "low fi" AM circuits since their bandwidth is usually too narrow to intercept such interfering
signals in the first place. Incoming signals and local oscillator frequency are inductively tuned, rather than by means
of a variable capacitor, and there are a total of three such
variable tuned circuits in the front-end.
Conventional tuned interstage transformers are used in
the well -designed i.f. module which contains four transistors, one of which is used to provide separately developed
AGC voltage back to the r.f. amplifier. The entire solid-state
complement consists of eight bi -polar transistors, two rectifier diodes and a voltage -regulating Zener diode.

The DA -3 Directional Am Antenna
This unusual looking product might well be thought of as
an "active" AM ferrite antenna. By active, we mean that
in addition to the pivotable shielded ferrite loop at the top
of the product, the lower section contains r.f. tuned circuits,
which are adjusted by the user, and a solid state preamplifier. The tuning control is calibrated in the very same frequencies as the normal AM tuner and the user adjusts
frequency to correspond with selected station frequency
on the tuner with which the antenna is used. Incidentally,
although we tested the products as a pair, the antenna is
available separately for use with any AM tuner or the AM
section of any high fidelity receiver. Since the DA -3 provides
gain and tuning, its use should improve the sensitivity and
+8

The specifications listed in McKay Dymek's descriptive
literature do not conform with our usual presentation and
measurement techniques as they apply to AM or FM products, so that a direct comparison between the published
specifications and our measured results are not always
possible. Utilizing a standard dummy antenna as pre-
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Laboratory Measurements
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scribed in the IHF Tuner Measurement standards, we measured a sensitivity of 9 microvolts, which is an excellent figure and involves a 20 dB signal -to noise and distortion ratio,
rather than the 10 dB S/N (only) ratio listed by the manufacturer. Image rejection, measured at a tuned frequency of
600 kHz and 1000 kHz was an impressive 67 dB, while i.f.
rejection measured 58 dB. We do not quite understand how
the manufacturer arrived at the 25 dB figure which they
publish, unless they have some far more conservative way
of measuring this parameter. Signal-to-noise ratio was
an impressive 52 dB with 1 mV of r.f. input at 1000 kHz. We
did get full agreement insofar as THD measurements were
concerned. In fact, THD for 30% modulation measured 0.4%,
a bit lower than the 0.5% claimed.
Not listed in the published specifications summarized
above is the AGC characteristic. It is this characteristic
which helps to maintain constant (or nearly constant)
audio output over a wide range of r.f. input signal levels.
Stronger signals develop AGC voltage which is used to reduce
the gain in the r.f. system, thereby reducing noise content in the output as well. A plot of audio output level versus
input signal strength is shown in Fig. 1 and output variation
is seen to vary less than 6 dB from a low level signal of 30µV
to a strong signal of 100,000 pV. There is less than a 2 dB variation in output from 75 µV input and above.
Perhaps the most impressive thing about this AM tuner
is its audio frequency response. The curves shown in Fig. 2
show that when operated in the "broad" position, full fidelity within ±3 dB is maintained from 40 Hz to nearly 9 kHZ.
Of course, in the "sharp" selectivity position, frequency response is restricted, as shown in the lower curve.

2-Audio frequency

response of the AM -3.

selectivity (though not the fidelity) of any AM set with
which it is used. If, in the past, you found that the usual ferrite stick on your present set couldn't pull in all the stations
you wanted to hear and you were reluctant to go to the expense and bother of stringing an old-fashioned AM "aerial"
61
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to remedy the situation (somehow the word aerial fits
here, better than the word antenna, which of course
means the same thing ...), then the DA -3 might well be
just what you are looking for. In addition to its tuning dial,
it has a power on -off switch and a sensitivity control.
There weren't many measurements we could make for
this novel product, since the stated sensitivity of "1 microvolt" has little meaning unless we associate its use with a
particular AM tuner. Too, since there is no way to hook up
an AM generator to the device (except through the use of
a standard AM loop), our tests were largely confined to
listening tests in which we alternated between an outside long-wire antenna (about 30 feet, about 10 feet above
ground level) and the DA -3. One thing that was immediately apparent was the ability to "tune" the device (combined use of the sensitivity control and rotation of the
ferrite section) for the elimination of bothersome electrical noise caused by the flourescent fixtures in our laboratory. Anyone who has tried to listen to "good AM" in the
presence of such lighting will know just what we mean.
We were able to literally "tune out" this electrical interference on all but the very weakest signals received, and
some of those weak signals were clearly received from
distances up to several hundred miles away! We connected the DA -3 to a typical hi-fi receiver's external AM antenna terminals and again, the improvement in reception was quite apparent.

But to this reviewer, the chief attraction of the combination was the fidelity of the AM reception we were able to
achieve when tuning to the aforementioned station,
WQXR-AM. We conducted a series of A -B tests, switching
alternately between WQXR-FM (received on a stereo FM
receiver set to mono) and WQXR-AM. Of course, we were
still able to distinguish the difference in frequency response
between a high -end roll off at 9 kHz and the 15 kHz response
of FM, but the difference was not nearly as great as most
people might suppose. As a further test, we compared the
AM sound of the DA-3/AM-3 combination with that of our
test receiver's own AM circuitry, and the difference was
very great indeed, pointing up the limited fidelity of the
integrated receiver's minimal AM performance in no uncertain terms.
Certainly, the limitations imposed by AM broadcasting
techniques in general may discourage a great many audio
buffs from rushing right out to spend $255.00 for the AM -3
or even $410 for the combination of DA -3 and the AM -3
tuner. For those who enjoy AM-DX'ing, and for those fortunate enough to be served by an AM station that does broadcast wide -response audio (a phone call to your favorite station's chief engineer should provide you with the needed
information), here at last is a pair of products that successfully concentrates on good AM performance.
Leonard Feldman
Check No. 70 on Reader Service Card

portunity of testing one of the new Superscope CD -302s.
Pleased and curious-curious to find out what-if anythinghad been left out and what sacrifices had possibly been
made to bring the machine in at a price this low. Surely,
we mused, the thing will look cheap...
But the CD -302 doesn't look cheap at all; it looks handsome
as do the other Superscope machines, all in black and
silver with a nicely finished walnut base. Toward the left
rear of the top is an inclined plastic panel under which are
the two VU meters. Just in front of these are two level controls and three push buttons for tape (CrO2 and. LN), limiter,
and Dolby. Illuminated indication for these three functions
appears in the space between the two VU meters. In front,
to the left, is the on/off switch, a headphone jack, and the
microphone sockets. At the right are five piano -key
switches for RECORD, FAST FORWARD, REWIND, PLAY,
and STOP. This last also acts as the eject button; a first
push for stop, and a second for eject. Behind the cas-

Superscope CD -302 Cassette Recorder

.

sette compartment, which is illuminated, is a digital
counter with reset button, and on the rear panel are the
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response: Standard tape, 40 to 10 kHz; Cr02
tape, 40 to 14 kHz. Signal/Noise Ratio: -48 dB, -60 dB with
Dolby. Input Sensitivity: Line, 60 mV at 270 kilohms impedance; mike, -72 dB at low impedance. Bias Frequency:
85 kHz. Wow and Flutter: 0.2 percent. Meter: D.c., governor controlled. Output Level: Line, 0.775 V; headphone,
44 mV at 8 ohms. Dimensions: 121/2 in. W x 31/4 in. H x 87/8 in.
D. Weight: 6 lbs. Price: $189.95.
It goes very nearly without saying that a cassette recorder must have a Dolby or some other noise -reduction
system to bring it into the high-fidelity class these days, but
it also must be admitted that such system additions are not
particularly cheap! And what with the costs of materials
skyrocketing, not to mention world-wide inflation, these
cassette machines are not going to get any cheaper. So a
Dolbyized recorder selling for less than $200.00 in the present-day market place is quite an attractive proposition
for many people, and thus we were pleased to have the op-

Fig.

1-Underneath view of Superscope CD -302.
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standard input and output sockets, as well as a DIN socket,
Dolby calibration controls, and an internal/external Dolby
switch. Sharp-eyed readers will have noticed only one thing
missing-a pause control. (See Editor's note.) I almost forgot
-the unit does have an automatic shut -device that disengages the tape -drive mechanism at the end of a cassette.

Measurements
Figure 2 shows the playback response with a standard
test tape, and Fig. 3 shows the record/play response at
0 and -20 VU with a C-60 Cr02. Very similar results were obtained with Norelco and TDK Cr02 tapes-probably because
they all use the same kind of basic materials. The upper -3
dB point for -20 VU was 15.5 kHz-rather better than the conservative 14 kHz quoted in the specifications! The 0 VU curve
shows the effect of tape saturation inherent with cassette
tapes playing at 13/4 ips, and it underlines the importance
of keeping those high -frequency peaks below that 0 VU
mark on the meter. Figure 4 shows the response with a
Sony low -noise tape which had a -3 dB point at a respectable
14 kHz, and Fig. 5 compares the results obtained with three
others: Maxell UD, Capitol 2, and Memorex MRX2. All gave
excellent results with this machine. Distortion at 0 VU, 1
kHz, was 1.5 percent with Cr02 and 2.5 percent with low noise tapes (see Fig. 6). Distortion versus frequency can be
seen in Fig. 7. Signal-to-noise came out at -54 dB (DIN
weighted), increasing to -60 dB with Dolby for Cr02 tapes
and an average of 2 dB less with low -noise tapes.
Line input for 0 VU was 30 mV, and the output then was
approximately 900 mV. The signal required at the microphone inputs for 0 VU was 0.25 mV. The limiter functioned
at +2.5 VU with a fairly slow time constant. Wow and flutter was better than the specifications at 0.18 percent (record/play, DIN 45507), and cassette rewind time for a C-60
was 98 seconds. The Dolby system was checked and found
to be within specifications, and finally speed was checked
and found to be a bit under 1 percent slow.

Listening Tests
Several tapes were made, mostly from discs, but two inexpensive dynamic microphones from Calectro were used
for some direct recordings, both with and without the benefit of Dolbyization. Here the limiter proved useful as levels
can be unpredictable and peak limiting is easier on the
ears than blasts of distortion! Incidentally, the Dolby system
can be used independently of the rest of the recorder, thus
permitting playback processing of Dolby FM broadcasts,
for example. All the controls worked well, and the CD-302
is well made mechanically, with no signs of skimping.
Are there any criticisms? Well,
must confess that I
missed that pause control, as I do a lot of taping and find it
I
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NOW AMPLIFIERS
ARE TESTED:
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Fig. 7-Distortion versus frequency for two record levels.
almost a necessity. However,
do know many people
hardly use such a control and some will never notice its
absence. After all, the Superscope CD -302 is a fine recorder,
capable of a standard of performance equal to that achieved
by machines costing almost twice as much. Thus, it is really
amazing value for money. The only question is, how long
will the price remain at $189.95?
George W. Tillett
FREQUENCY

I

SQUARE
WAVE

NOW AMPLIFIERS
ARE USED:

Editor's Note: Superscope informs us that a new version of this machine, the CD -302A with a locking pause control located next to
the stop button, is now available in most areas at the same price,
$189.95.
Check No. 71 on Reader Service Card

Shure Model M688 Stereo Microphone Mixer

MUSIC (Guitar)
Today's better pre -amplifiers and power
amplifiers pass standard testing procedures with an A+. Does this mean, then,
that the amplifiers are "perfect"? Only if
the tests are "perfect"- and none are.
For a test to be perfect, it must accurately
simulate the stresses and demands under
which the device is normally used. For ex-

ample, a dynamometer reading tells an
auto mechanic very little about the cornering and high speed stability of a race car.
The final and truest test of a racing machine is its performance under racing conditions. Likewise, until tests can be devised
that accurately simulate the demands of
music reproduction, the final test of amplifier performance must rely on the human
ear. Before you invest in an amplifier, give
it the final test: the listening test.

audio research

corporation
Box 6003/Minneapolis, Minnesota 55406
Tel: (612) 721-2961
Check No. 4 on Reader Service Card

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Inputs: Four, balanced low impedance or unbalanced
high impedance. Gain: Low -impedance mic inputs to high impedance output, 59 dB; high -impedance mic to high -impedance output, 36 dB. Frequency Response: ±3 dB from 40
to 20,000 Hz. Output Load Impedances: Microphone output,
25 to 600 ohms; Auxiliary high -impedance output, 50,000
ohms or more; Mix Bus, 2700 ohms or more. Distortion:
Less than 1% THD at high -impedance auxiliary output at 2.0
volts. Controls: Three mic level controls and channel
selector switches for inputs 1, 2, and 3; separate level control for mic 4, with output fed to slide pot feeding either
right or left channels; dual level control for auxiliary input; dual master level control; low or high impedance
selector switches for each mic input; stereo/mono selector
switch. Dimensions: 113/s in. W, 7 in. D, 23/4 in H. Weight:
5 lbs. Price: $127.80.
For such a versatile instrument as this Stereo Microphone
Mixer, listing all the specifications would require considerably more space than is available, but the foregoing should
cover the important ones.
Considering the small size of this device, it contains a lot
of circuitry. There are four separate preamplifier stages,
each equipped with a low -impedance -matching transformer, one additional booster stage for the panning facility of mic 4, and two additional stages for each channel as
booster and output stages; and an impedance -matching
transformer to provide a low -impedance source for feeding
into microphone inputs on the equipment which follows
the mixer. Each input may be switched to low or high impedance inputs independently of all the others, and three
of the inputs may be switched to either right or left channels, while the fourth feeds a pan -pot whose output feeds
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either channel or both to a controlled degree. Furthermore,
the unit contains a well -filtered power supply which furnishes, in addition to the power required to operate the
preamp, a source of 21 volts d.c. at 5 mA for accessories which
may be employed with the mixer.
The microphone inputs are accessed through three-pin
audio connectors such as Cannon XLR-3-12C, Switchcraft
A3M, or Amphenol 91-453 plugs, using pins 2 and 3 for low
impedance inputs and pins 1 and 3 for high -impedance
inputs. Pin 1 is always ground on these types of plugs. For the
mic output a similar three -pin receptacle is used. Inputs
should always be from female receptacles, and outputs
male, which is the standard followed here. The slide
switches used for mic impedance and channel selection
indicate care in their selection, since they do not project
out from the mounting surface, but have screw -type slots,
allowing them to be actuated by a fingernail, yet protecting from inadvertent operation by a careless finger.
Inputs to the high -impedance auxiliary circuits are by
means of phono receptacles, and levels are controlled by a
dual pot. Mix bus outputs are also accessible from phono
receptacles, permitting two similar units to be paralleled
to double the number of available inputs, and phono receptacles are also used for the high impedance auxiliary outputs.
The mix bus, which may be connected to the mix bus
of another unit, is at the input of the booster stage which
just precedes the output transistor stage. Such an interconnection would permit feeding two separate outputs-for
example, to a recorder and to a P.A. system, if such application was necessary. But in any case, where more than four
microphones are needed, the duplication of facilities would
permit the operation.
Another feature of this mixer is the selection of linear
taper pots for the individual mic level controls (which are
(Continued from page

1-Rear view of the M688. Note the use of professional
receptacles for the microphone inputs.
Fig.

the type that would be used in a broadcast mixer console),
and the use of audio taper controls for the auxiliary and
master controls.

Performance
Since the response curve of this unit measured essentially
flat over the entire audio spectrum, no curve is shown. Distortion measured less than 0.6 percent at 1000 Hz, rising to
0.8 percent at 40 Hz, all at 2 volts output at the auxiliary high impedance output. Clipping occurred at a high -impedance
microphone input at 350 mV, resulting in an output of 6.9
volts. Hum and noise measured 64 dB below 1 volt with all
controls maximum, and 82 dB down with all controls at

minimum.
All in all, this mixer could well make it possible for the recordist to turn out professional -type results with a little
practice. It is flexible enough to permit a variety of mixing
and channeling to suit almost any need. In addition, it
could well serve as the input for a capable P.A. system even
by itself, yet by duplicating the equipment the available
inputs are doubled. For the average hi-fi recording enthusiast, however, one of these mixers would practically "put
a studio into his system."
C. G. McProud
Check No. 72 on Reader Service Card
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Speaker Tests Phase Response
Richard C. Heyser

THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE

of

a

speaker consists of both an amplitude of sound pressure level and a
phase of that sound pressure. Frequency response is measured by
applying a sine wave of voltage to the
speaker terminals and measuring
the resultant pressure. This will be of
the form.
P = A sin (2 .ir ft + 0).
The number A is the amplitude of the
pressure and tells us "howmuch"
sound pressure is generated at the
frequency, F. The angle (2
= 0) is
the phase of the sound pressure and
contains the information telling us
"when" the sound arrives at our
microphone position. The number O
is the initial phase of the angle and is
a measure of the polarity of the sound
pressure. Since phase is an angle, it
is measured in degrees.
While the standard exists for measurement of amplitude, there is as
yet no agreed -upon standard for phase
measurement, because it is such a
new measurement for loudspeakers.
In order to provide an accurate measurement of phase which can be
defined on an absolute basis, AUDIO
uses an interim standard which we
have defined specifically for these
tests and which has been derived
from both speaker and microphone
convention. If a positive voltage is
applied to the positive (or red)
terminal, the cone should move
outward from the magnet assembly.
(Unfortunately, while the great
majority of speaker system manufacturers use this standard, there are
few notable exceptions). If this
a
speaker were used as a direct radiator
in the conventional manner, this
means that a sound pressure increase
will occur in front of the speaker with
application of a properly -phased
voltage. Pressure -calibrated micro -

ift

AUDIO

phones are polarized so that a pressure
increase generates a positive voltage
at the positive terminal. AUDIO has
joined these two conventions to
determine a phase standard. An
absolute reference of zero degrees of
phase is defined when a positive going voltage applied to the positive
marked speaker terminal produces
a pressure increase exactly in phase
with that voltage when the time
delay of the air path between speaker
and microphone is removed from the
measurement. The definition of
what constitutes a phase lag or lead
directly follows the defined physical
basis of the measurement. A retardation of phase with no change in
amplitude constitutes time delay.
One industry benefit of absolute
phase is that it is possible to know
that a pressure increase in the recording microphone of a session can be
properly processed by simple bookkeeping to assure that the ultimate
listener will also experience a pressure increase during the proper time
sequence. For those who feel that a
pistol shot (an overpressure followed
by an underpressure) must sound the
same whether it is a pop or suck,
considerations of absolute phase are
meaningless. There is some evidence, however, that the difference
is not inaudible. AUDIO has taken the
step of introducing phase measurements and standardizing them in
order to fill an industry gap. We hope
others soon follow.
More significant to the readers of
the speaker reviews is the fact that
you have a basis for comparing different speakers for their compatibility in quad and stereo reproduction.
We all know that an out -of -phase
woofer can seriously impair low frequency response. Consider the
effect of an in -phase woofer but
out -of -phase midrange or tweeter.

DECEMBER 1974

All that is required to cause an audible
difference in stereo is to reverse the
midrange of one channel relative to
the other. The principal problem will
be an instrumental wandering as
one changes seating position and as
a function of pitch. As long as both
channels of a stereo installation are
phased
the
same,
instrumental
wander will seldom be a problem,
but change one channel and problems
arise. If you are considering expanding an existing stereo installation
into quad, the phase measurements
we provide can be of great value in
deciding what to purchase that will
be compatible with what you now
have.
From a diagnostic point of view, the
phase response can quickly reveal
sonic difficulties. A wandering minstrel in stereo in quite fine, unless
he were supposed to be firmly placed
for artistic balance when the session
was recorded. Human sound perception does a remarkable job of recreat-

ing a stereo or quad ensemble of
sounds from rigidly fixed speakers. In
general, we come to expect that a serious audition should present the sonic
illusion of artistic presence and con-

figuration.

Twenty-four

foot wide

pianos were swell gimmicks in the
early days of stereo, but their charm
has somewhat diminished with audience maturity.
Flanging and phase effects are good
techniques for artistic embellishment

of

performance, particularly of what
come to be known as electronic
music. One might suspect that comparable manipulation of the phase of a
signal purported to represent a natural
sound may not yield a completely realistic reproduction. A rapid change of
phase spectrum with seating location
will yield such unnatural affects assuming that the change is other than
a

has
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that represented by distance only.
Speakers having highly angle -and position -dependent phase spectra
generally demand sitting on a carefully determined chalk mark for good
stereo imagery of direct sound.
The classic 12 -dB -per -octave crossover network demands a phase reversal between drivers in order that
the pressure amplitude spectrum not
have a dip at the crossover frequency.
It can be shown rather easily that the
only independent passive crossover
networks capable of complementary
phase and amplitude response are the

ANNOUNCING
a whole new program

professional development
courses in multitrack
recording technology.
BEGINNING JANUARY 6, 1975

-

Fundamentals Of Audio
Technology
30 hrs. Introduction
to fundamental concepts in audio
technology.
Enrollment/Tuition fee $255.
NEW 100

101

-

- Studio Technology and Practice

-multitrack
60 hrs. Our most popular course in
recording technology.

Enrollment/Tuition fee $435.

-

-

102 Practical Disc Recording
40 hrs. The study of tape to disc transfer including hands-on operating classes.
Enrollment/Tuition fee $270.
NEW CR110

- Console Lab - 30 hrs.

A laboratory course utilizing Neve,
Dolby & Ampex equipment.
Enrollment/Tuition fee $285.

Producer's/Arranger's Studio Workshop

-recording
36 hrs. A survey of state of the art in
technology for the artistproducer/arranger.
Enrollment/Tuition fee $250.

-

NEW Digital Logic Design Seminar
32 hrs. An introduction to digital logic
with applications to audio technology.
Enrollment/Tuition fee $250.

Audio Systems Design Seminar -36 hrs.
Introduction to Advanced techniques in
the electrical design of audio systems.
Enrollment/Tuition fee $325.
For Detailed Information Contact:

institute of audio
research, inc.
64 university
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new york, n.y.
10003
212 677-7580
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6 -dB per -octave RC networks. Subtractive networks in which the signal
to one channel is subtracted from the
input to yield the complementary
channel can be made ideal for any
crossover slope. The phase and amplitude frequency response readily shows
how well the speaker designer met

his goal.

The fly in the ointment is that the
speakers are not in the same physical
and acoustic location. You might be
able to touch the cone of the woofer
but its effective acoustic position may
be a number of inches inside the enclosure. Many manufacturers place
the tweeter well in front where
little diffraction of sound can take
place. The time difference between
crossed -over drivers can then be
enough to upset the ideal crossover
conditions. This causes both amplitude
and phase disruptions. Is this bad?
In some cases it is and in others it is
not, but you know what to listen for

when supplied with the complete frequency response.
Historically the great majority of
audio networks (amplifiers, tone controls, etc.) have been of minimum
phase type. The logarithmic simplicity
of being able to add dBs to calculate
network cascading, quickly forced the
engineer to use the amplitude response for all his measurements.
Because he didn't have to worry
about phase reponse-it came along
iA well behaved fashion-he got used
to a situation where "flattening" the
frequency response gave better
square waves and such. It wasn't
until quite recently, when we began
seriously
making speaker phase
measurements, that most engineers
began understanding why it didn't
follow that flattening a louspeaker
amplitude response did not always
produce the best transient response.
That will only happen with a minimum phase transfer function, and
many times a loudspeaker is non minimum phase.
You will ocasionally see situations
where phase transitions occur which
are in excess of 360 degrees. These
measurements are accurate and
meaningful. In mathematical terms:
nature does not function modulo 2,r.
The presence of such a characteristic
is indicative of a generally non minimum phase behavior. A network with such properties has a
narrow band "ringing" sonic characteristic. It is not necessary to exhibit
the sonic equivalent of resonance.
This is a common characteristic you
often hear on long distance telephone
communication due to extreme all pass equalization.
72

General non -minimum phase
acoustic performance is evident from
a joint inspection of the amplitude
and phase spectrum. A theoretical
derivation of the geometric features
to be expected for amplitude and
phase has recently been presented in
technical literature by this author. In
the plots presented by AUDIO, the
overall characteristic of a minimum
phase speaker are as follows: A peak
in amplitude should occur at a maximum downward slope of phase with
linear increasing frequency. A dip in
amplitude should occur at a maximum upward slope in phase. A peak
in phase should occur at a maximum
upward slope in amplitude, and a dip
in phase should occur at a maximum
downward slope in amplitude. It
may sound complicated but it is
easy to verify a minimum phase network once you get the hang of it. An
easy way to remember the behavior
is to imagine the peak and slope
relationships between a sine wave
and a cosine wave plotted as a linear
function of frequency. If the amplitude
plot is a sine wave, then the phase
plot will be a cosine wave if the device is minimum phase.
The interest in minimum phaseness centers around the fact that the
majority of equalizer circuits you can
use are also minimum phase in transfer characteristic. This means that
equalization of a minimum phase
speaker by conventional amplitude
equalizers will result in more accurate
sound. Conventional amplitude equalizers of a non -minimum phase response irregularly may improve the
sound or actually make it less accurate
depending on the irregularity. The
concern lies with accurate sound.
The actual acoustic crossover frequency may be readily determined
from the phase response. This is immediately obvious on a linear frequency basis. Occasionally an embarassing discrepancy may be noted
between the acoustic crossover and
that frequency specified by the manufacturer. If the actual acoustic crossover frequency is very far below the
stated crossover, then beware of a
higher frequency unit being driven
near
its
lower
limit.
acoustic
"Stretching" a midrange or tweeter
can lead to relatively high driver
distortion.
The acoustic position of drivers can
be obtained from the phase measure-

ment made on

linear frequency

surements on each driver because
they are so far apart in space that one
(Continued on page 82)
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The Philips Motional Feedback'System.
It challenges the giants.
Don't be bullied onto believing that size alone means quality.
The Philips Motional Feedback System is óttl'_y 113/2 x 15 x 83/2
inches small. Yet it stands up to speakers may more times
its size.

The reason is a piezoelectric transducer in the apex of the
woofer. This enables the Philips unit to literally "listen" to itself
...and electronically correct any distortion. You've got to hear it
to believe it.

But the piezoelectric "sensor" is only part of the story.
There's also a 3 -way speaker system (woofer, mid -range
and tweeter): electronic and passive crossover networks. Plus
integral bi-amplification...A 20 watt amp to drive the tweeter
and mid -range; Another 40 watt amp for the woofer...A total
of.60 watts of continuous sine wave power, rated in accordance
with the most recent F.T.C. ruling.

Low Frequency Amplifier: Minimum continuous average
sine wave ("RMS") power: 40 watts. Bandwidth: 35 Hz to 1000
Hz. Maximum total harmonic distortion: 0.2%. Load impedance: 4 Ohras. High Frequency Amplifier: Minimum continuous average sine wave ("RMS") power: 20 watts. Bandwidth:
400 Hz to 20 kHz. Maximum total harmonic distortion: 0.2%.
Load impedance: 8 ohms.
The result is a powerful, high performance sound system in
a walnut finished 0.764 cubic foot cabinet. At better audio dealers now. The size will speak for itself.

PHILIPS I-RGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS.

Distributed by
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORPORATION
100 East 42 Street
NewYork, NewYork 10017
i M-IN. V.
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The Beyer M.500
You'll call it a revelation.
For you've never used a
microphone quite like the
M.500. It combines the
sharp attack of a condenser and the sturdy reliability of a moving coil
with the unduplicatable
warmth of a ribbon. And
at $140, it may be the
best investment you'll
ever make. Complete
technical specifications
available upon request.

Average White Band
AWB: AVERAGE WHITE BAND
ATLANTIC SD 7308
This is the hardest rock we get this
month, folks, and despite the name of
this group of six Scots (that's right, rockers from Scotland) they are not heavy
metal, not average and most of the
time they sound like a very good
Black band.
So what is that name all about?
don't know. As it happened went to
New York's Bottom Line (one of the
few civilized rock clubs around) out of
curiosity and my sense of adventure
just to take a listen, before I heard this
recording. First I was surprised to see
six clean, smiling Britishers grace the
stage without one pimple between
them. "Okay," said I, "this is going to
be a waste of time." Boy, was wrong.
The rhythm section started up with
solid thunk that (with a little help from
Al Jolson's make-up man) could qualify
them for James Brown's Band. Then a
rather skinny bass player who spoke
with a definate Scottish accent stood
up to the microphone and a slightly
counterfeit Marvin Gaye came out of
his vocal cords. "This must be a tape.
But, no, it's live," think.
The Bottom Line has a superior
sound system and good acoustics, but
I

I

I

Another innovation from
Beyer Dynamic,
the microphone people

I

Revox Corporation

this kind of chicanery is far beyond
them. So started to listen in earnest
as the two saxophonists played with a
R&B vengeance you don't usually hear
this far downtown from Harlem. My
first impressions disappeared as the
Average White Band played to my total delight what later found out were
elongated versions of most of the album cuts. They area very original band
despite my first inclination to typecast them. They are a very good band,
that may indeed close the musical circle of exposing many a white audience to more of the marvelous music
that is now taking over the R&B (nee
Black) music scene today. A lot of campuses can't possibly afford to book the
30 -odd man O'Jay entourage. But, they
can afford Kool and The Gang or the
Average White Band. AWB is not necessarily a copy group miming another
Black band, but an honest presentation of a musical form that has
mostly Black practitioners. Six excellent musicians that happen to be
white who appreciate and are both
comfortable and
capable in this
milieu. They need not make any
apologies to anyone anymore than
Johnny Mathis or Sammy Davis
should. Mathis and Davis are Black
I

I

155 Michael Drive, Syosset, N. Y. 11791
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A

Making a statement like that is really sticking
your neck out. But not if you're SAE. We
possess many sound facts to back up our
claim: a decade of manufacturing experience; the most accomplished engineers;
the finest parts; the most faithful reproduction of the recorded signal; unparalleled
specifications and an unprecedented five
year warranty.
A superb selection of "separates" allows
you to create a variety of systems. Only SAE
offers you this high degree of diversification

ñamoeezzeídfr flee aw//zodóezzm
Mail coupon today for free detailed information on SAE components

r

SAE, Inc., Dep't. A1274
P.O. Box 60271 Terminal Annex
Los Angeles, Calif. 90060

Please send Free Product Information on SAE Components.
NAME
ADDRESS

while maintaining "state-of-the-art" quality.

CITY

Visit your nearest SAE dealer today for a
demonstration. Hearing IS believing.

STATE
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Ampzilla
is

here...
Why spend $750 to $1200 dollars for

kan

amplifier? The Great

American Sound Company

with a full complementary series connected outfor much less. In short
AMPZILLA is here. In the
September 1974 Popular Electronics, Hirsch -Houck Labs
says '... solidly in the audio
'monster amplifier class
using 8 ohm loads
THD was less
than 0.01% for all power levels
up
to 200 watts
.. '(per channel)'
all in
all we cannot imagine a less expensive way of obtaining several hundred watts.' Yes, we, your friendly GAS company, have the goods
complete with a fan for ultra cool operation. Available with direct reading power meters in kit ($375) or fully assembled ($525). Also the
'same amp bit no meters in kit ($340) and assembled ($475). Write us
for complete specs, or read Popular Electronics, September 1974.
sells one

,

.

...

.

.

...
...

.

.

singers with a style that is more
white than Black. So, enough of that.
AWB's material is all original, with
the exception of Work To Do, which
was penned by the Isley Brothers.
Pick Up The Pieces is the most comprehensive of the nine cuts by the
Average White Band. It shows off
their intrumental prowess excellently.
Got The Love will probably get the
most airplay, along with Work To Do,
but the whole album is quite good. My
only complaint is that this first AWB
album is a collection of singles from a
band that has quite a bit of stretch -out
scope and ability. But, let's be honest,
only feel this way because I have seen
them live before the album came out.
Besides you can't get on the air with a
19 -minute instrumental even if you
are a giant and known by everyone.
If you pick up a copy of this record
and like it, would like to recommend
some others you should know about. If
you have any of the below, I know you
I

will enjoy adding the Average White
Band to your collection. Good listening.

Available directly from

THE GREAT AMERICAN SOUND COMPANY, INC.
8780 Shoreham Drive, West Hollywood, California 90069
Check No. 18 on Reader Service Card

Now that the AT 12S
with genuine
Shibata stylus is here...
all other stereo cartridges
over $50 are obsolete!
Better p9rfYnance from existing sterec records, and
ideal operation of any CD -4
discrete play3ack system is
yours vvt-e- jou select an

audio-technica
four chanre cartridge.

to 45,000 Hz and
above, while minimizing record wear and
offering superb tracking.
Write today for free
literature and list of

audio-technica
dealers
nearest
you.

audio technica
33

I

genuine Shibata tips that permit response

Now four nodels,
including the new
AT12S at only $49.95
sugges-ed retail. All with

AUDIO-TECI-NI' U.S., INC., Dept. 124A,

YOU'RE GONNA LOVE YOURSELF IN
THE MORNING: BONNIE KOLOC
OVATION OVQD 1438 (QS)
Bonnie Koloc is an artist who has
been somewhat lost in the mus -biz
shuffle. Her voice is known better than
her name. Her clear, smooth, somewhat Judy Collins-ish voice is one you
and I have heard many times without
knowing whose it was. From the first
cut recognized the voice as one that
was familiar, but from where? The
last cut on the album is a very nice song
titled Mother Country. Aha, that was
the give away. TV commercial-

Shlawassee Avenue, Fairlawn, Ohio 44313

Check No. 2 on Reader Service Card
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Mother Country has been with us
quite awhile, it is the signature of an
ad campaign for an airline. One with
eminently good taste in commercials to boot. So that was Bonnie Koloc,
and what a pleasure it is to hear the
whole song. You will probably never
HEAR Mother Country on your local ra-
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dio station, the identification is too
strong. It's a shame, for the song is a
million times more worthwhile than
some of the chest -thumping bleatings
about the USA that have trashed up the
airways (radio) recently. The other
nine songs are just as good or even better, with You're Gonna Love Yourself
In The Morning, Guilty Of Rock And
Roll and Roll Me On The Water all
competing for top honors.
Bonnie Koloc's voice is superb, obviously no accident. It is a musically
polished and honed instrument. She
controls and caresses a lyric like few
can anymore. Her style is an honest
presentation of a singer who knows
she has total control and she didn't
obtain that from singing in the
shower. Ms. Koloc never strains, she
doesn't have to: the production is complementary to the true musicanship
she possesses. Her voice reminds me
of a fine Bordeaux, that I can no
longer afford, golden in color, a bit

sweet, but full of spunk and body, a
rare refreshment. A premier crux.
The QS recording is just as fine, even
on a Sony 2020, RM position; clean,
open, distinct, well mixed and pure. A
credit to all of Sansui's hard work. The
separation and smoothness are an asset to even heighten the appreciation
of Bonnie Koloc's lovely voice.

CLIMAX BLUES
DIRECTION

BAND:

SENSE

OF

SIRE SAS -7501

Outta sight! Climax really out does
itself. This is without a doubt a hallmark album for them and Rock in
general. The opening cut, Amerita/

makes you think twice about where
groups like The Dolls, Slayed, et al. are
coming from or trying to take us to!
This disc shows more versatility in the
band than they have given us before.
This quartet is not a bunch of one chord Johnnys. They really rummage
around in Style Supermarket and
place a new imprint on things we
almost heard before. They pull it off
with aplomb and class that are hard
to fault.
The recording is resplendent, full,
loud, and distinct. It's worthy of every

Now, you can hear the full
rainbows of sound that are
there in your recordings or
in the waves of your favorite
stereo broadcasts. Tracer I
delivers that spectrum with the
crystal clarity of fresh rain
presented to a spring morn'. Transparency and presence,-that's Tracer I,
forming a new standard of comparison
that your good ear will know the
moment you listen. A sound that is the result of
speaker characteristics combined in ways unachieved 'til now ...including cross -over elimination that inhibits phase distortion
linear response dual phase coupling solid state tweeter full
spectrum efficiency. Bring that good
ear to your hi-fi dealer. Treat it
to this auditory excellence. Then
observe the price tag. You'll find it hard
to believe. For Tracer I delivers all that
fidelity and presence an a new standard of
value! (Dealers: Your inquiries are invited)

... and makes it fresh -rain clear!

Of Direction, is alone worth the
price of the album. If they were offering a bargain with their excellent
two -for package, FM Live (Sire
2-7411), this single record is Fort Knox.
FM Live showed us that the Climax
Blues Band is not another run of the
mill English band. They are strong,
precise performers, a rocker band
with taste, texture and style. Their
energy is never misused. They don't
smother their vocals in decibels
'cause they can sing; likewise their
instruments 'cause they can play.
Their instrumental lines are as fluid
and multi -textured as can be. Here,
on Sense Of Direction, they explore
and achieve new heights. They are
a Blues band that's likable even to
folks who don't like Blues bands.
Intelligible words (though not
necessarily very profound) and intelligent utilization of sound musical
basic are a welcome relief since they
serve only as the skeleton for a very
developed musical entity. Really

BMLElectronics, Inc.

Sense
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watt your speakers can handle without mudding up. The Climax Blues
Band's
versatility
is
disarmingly
unexpected if you don't know their
stuff well. This record following so
close behind the double album,
FM Live, was a surprise, but provides
us a valid view of a band in concert
and in the studio. The sound is spectacular in either case and the performances outstanding. Pick up on
both and you get three for the price of
two. Anyway you cut it, you get a
great band doing its thing really well!

Acoustics Division
Wneeling

IL

60090

P.O Box 711

312 271-7755

.
Check No.
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Jazz & Blues
McCoy Tyner: Sama Layuca
Musicians: McCoy Tyner, piano;
Bobby Hutcherson, vibes, marimba;
Gary Bartz, alto sax; Azar Lawrence,
soprano and tenor saxes; John Stubblefield, oboe, flute; Buster Williams,
bass; Billy Hart, drums; Mtume,
conga drums, percussion, and Guillermi Franco, percussion.
Songs: Sama Layuca, Above The Rainbow, La Cubana, Desert Cry, Paradox.
Milestone M-9056, stereo, $6.98.
Sama Layuca is similar to earlier
Blue Note releases on which a number of the company's established
stars would act as sidemen for the
given leader on his date. That's about
as far as the similarities go. On the
Blue Notes, the same group would
often be used (with minor personnel
changes), except that the members
of the group would be juxtaposed from
sidemen to leaders and vice-versadepending whose date it was. Blue
Note achieved a certain sound on
many of their Lps by using their
various cliques of musicians in this
manner.
Milestone is not doing the same
thing. The compositions on Sama
Layuca are exclusively by Tyner. And,
the sound is distinctly Tyner.
Mallet -man
Bobby
Hutcherson
appears as Tyner's guest for the first
time since the 1969 recording of lime

for Tyner (Blue Note 84307). Behold,
Above the Rainbow, a duet he performs on marimba with Tyner. He
is a reservoir of musical ideas. His
technique is flawless with but few
rivals. Rainbow is like daydreaming. One apparently dissimilar idea
overtakes the next, as the simultaneous statements of Tyner and Hutcherson vie for your attention. Individually, the ideas seem to be drifting in
various directions. Only when in
sequence and at the end of the piece
as the last few notes are etched out
does it appear that the ideas represent a changing state of mind, from
chaos to relaxation.
Gary Bartz' alto voice is another
welcome addition. Bartz takes a
looping excursion on Paradox. This
tune makes use of rather appealing
dissonances and tempo changes
(from an up -tempo 4 to a half-time
thing). Most of the solos occuroverthe
halved tempo. The rhythm section
operates in such a mariner as to imply
the half-time swing, rather than
have everyone play straight time
and frustrate the freedom of the
piece.
Sama Layuca, the title cut, is in the
style of Walk Spirit, Talk Spirit. The
one complaint I have about this track
is the unnecessary fade after the final
ensemble, just as Tyner steps in with
a few closing remarks.
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Desert Cry features John Stubblefield stating the theme on oboe and
as a solo voice throughout the piece.
Tyner used excellent judgment in
choosing the oboe for this lethargic
composition. The somewhat Eastern
and nasal tone of the oboe and the
basic construction of the melody
(fewer notes of longer duration)
suggest the intense humidity and
sluggishness of the desert.
With the added percussion, three

horns, marimba, and vibes on this
recording, the overall sound hints at
the larger ensembles of Tyner's Song
of the New World (Milestone 9049).
However, the large, complex orchestrations of that outing are not present
here. Consequently, Tyner's basic
quartet with Lawrence, Williams,
Hart is not as restricted as might be
expected. And, the personality and
musical intimacy of the quartet is
not at all sacrified by the augmented
instrumentation present.
Since
the
Enlightenment
Lp,
Buster Williams has replaced Joonie
Booth on bass and Billy Hart takes
over for Al Mouzon. Both Williams and
Hart have worked with Tyner before
and can be heard on Tyner's released
Asante album recorded in 1970.
Hence, there is rather evident
musical rapport herein.
Williams is perhaps the most underrated bassist around today. Don't
forget him whenever you hear the
names Richard Davis or Ron Carter.
Time
floats magically whenever
Williams is performing.
Notice
how he shapes and contours his bass
lines, bending notes with the utmost grace and agility, in anticipating horn and piano lines. If this Lp
isn't sufficient evidence of this,
Dexter Gordon's Generation Lp will
dismiss all doubts.
Billy Hart's style is similar to
Mouzon's. Hart, however, is tastier
and knows more about dynamic
levels. His cymbals are pleasantly
low pitched. And, either he or a studio
engineer was wise enough not to
stuff the drums with pillows which
invariably produce a bogus and dead
sound.
We haven't mentioned much about
Tyner's playing. But, it doesn't vary
from its usual stratospheric standards
anyway. He probably even improved
AUDIO
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say probably
since Enlightenment.
because his talents, like the universe
which undergoes continuous expansion, are of such proportions that
minor changes from album to album
are undetectible by us commonfolk.
Sama Layuca-a most worthwhile
Eric Henry
experience.
I

Keith Jarrett: Solo Concerts-Bremen
& Laussanne
ECM 1035-1037

Move over, Chick Corea. Keith
Jarret's Solo Concerts are proof positive of his mastery of all the 88 keys
on the piano-forte. Jarrett, in his own
jazz, country or whatever style touches
upon every musical element. Blues,
classical
his fingers blend them all
in a simultaneous array of beautiful
piano sounds. It's rather difficult to
say much more about his style without
losing the essence of what it really

proper recognition only as they age,
expect this to attain classic proportions in years hence.
There is a booklet which comes
with this beautifully boxed set that
you will be able to read in a matter
of minutes, unless you get hung up
looking at the 'pictures as did. There
is some pertinent information, but
it's not nearly as important as the
music. The six sides of piano improvisations amount to a bit less than an
afternoon's listening-if you hit each
side only once, a rather difficult
limitation.
Eric Henry

Clifford Brown & Max Roach at Basin
St.

Trip TLP 5311, mono, $6.98.
Clifford Brown With Strings
Trip TLP 5502, mono, $6.98.
Clifford Brown, certainly one of the
most gifted of the neo -bop trumpet
players, was killed in an automobile
accident in 1956 at the age of 25.
Had he lived, he might have established himself as one of the greats
of the jazz trumpet in a line that includes Armstrong, Beiderbecke, Berigan, Gillespie and Roy Eldridge. As
it was, in the few years he was on

I

THE GNOME FILLS A VARIETY OF NEEDSI
TO THE SEASONED
It's the
PERFORMER
extra voice that completes

...

...

composition while leaving
expensive equipment free for
more demanding tasks.
*TO THE BEGINNER ... It's a
low cost introduction to synthesizers that won't be obsolete
when more expensive instrue

ELECTRONICS, INC.
INTRODUCES

(6N0fitiE

THE

MICRO -SYNTHESIZER
KIT
43740 GNOME KIT
$48.95

plus shipping

Si

insurance

4 lbs.

ments are purchased.
TO THOSE IN BETWEEN... the
GNOM E's portability and ease of
operation make it great for "toy
boxes" sound effects or just
for fun.
PAIA's FREE CATALOG
features the GNOME and
other electronic music kits.
Check our Reader Service
Number or Write: PAIA
Electronics, Dept. A, 1020
W. Wilshire Blvd., Okla.
City, OK 73116

Check No. 25 on Reader Service Card

THE STR P 12 IS ONE OF THE BEST SPEAKERS
Here's Why:
MONEY CAN BUY.
Better Frequency Response

r-

+5l

when you hear it. It's a style that
is distinctively its own; and determining what characterizes it as complex as unraveling a Chinese puzzle
or Zen Buddhist koan.
The three -record set comprises the
entire live broadcasts Jarrett did in
Bremen and Laussanne. Like Chick
Corea on his Piano Improvisations,
Jarrett gets a chance here to do
everything which would ordinarily
be restricted or shortened in the confines of a quartet or larger orchestra.
But, Jarrett is taking everything that
a large orchestra could say, and he is
playing it through what may be considered his small orchestra-the piano.
There is nothing negative to say
about the music. It sets the standard
for solo keyboard performances on
record for 1974. It may not win any
high honors outside jazz circles since
it is not music that is easily or necessarily at all reproducible wholly or
in part by anyone's favorite commercial group. Rather, these sides are
works of art; it is as simple as that.
And, works or art proverbially receive
is

o-
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P12 Frequency Response
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Note the absence of peaks in the 50-70 hz range. Some manufacturers deliberately
they accomplish this
put peaks in this range to make their systems sound bassy
by placing the system resonance in this range. But since useable response only
resonance
the 20-35 hz
goes down to at best one half octave below the system
range must be sacrificed to gain this boominess. Manufacturers that use this
technique usually do not publish impedance curves because they show clearly
where the system resonance lies. This brings us to the next reason why the P12 is
so good.

-

The Impedance Curve
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P12 Impedance Curve
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Superior Flexability
Full range controls on both the tweeter and midrange allow you to adjust the
volume of both drivers independently from all the way off to all the way on. This
insures that the P12 will sound as good in your living room as it did in the
showroom.

Tomorrow's Technology

- Yesterday's Craftsmanship

The P12 uses a sophisticated coupling cavity to extend the bass response of its
"bottom loaded" woofer. Also three space age piezoelectric tweeters are housed
in the P12's beautiful hand -made, hand -finished 80 lb. floor standing enclosure.

Better Warranty

$289.

Five years.
We will be pleased to send you an information package
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Notice tha the P12 has a system resonance of 31 hz which insures good response
down to 20 hz. Also notice that the impedance curve is reasonably flat over most
of its range.

on our complete line if you will write or call:
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3614 La Grande Boulevard

Sacramento, CA 95823
916 / 422.0440

the scene, he was regarded in the
early 50s as the strongest and most
individualistic trumpet player to
come out of the Dizzy Gillespie -Fats
Navarro bop tradition.
In Clifford Brown & Max Roach at
Basin St., Brown's articulate, percuswarm -toned trumpet lines
sive,
mesh beautifully with the sound of
tenor man Sunny Rollins, pianist
Richie Powell (who was lost in the
automobile accident with Brown),
and drummer Roach. Whether on
sizzling solos at breakaway tempos

Announcing The WhiskerThe most effective method of

deep -cleaning records ever
created.
Simply place your record
on The Whisker turntable.
Moisten the record with static
neutralizing fluid. (Provided.)
Insert the Whisker brush into the

center spindle in lock position.
Press the "on" switch and let the
brush rotate twice.
That's all there is to it.

or at

a more moderate pace, Brown
always phrased cleanly and crisply.
On tunes like What is This Thing Called
Love, Love is a Many-Splendored
Thing, and I'll Remember April,
Brown's progressions do not stray too
far from the base chord. Unlike some
of the "farther-out" bopsters, he pre-

ferred to embroider rather than obscure melodies with pretty, well constructed twists and turns.
Because of his penchant for melodic
improvisation, Emarcy Records gave
Brown an opportunity to record an

The motorized brush, containing several thousand soft
natural bristles, provides 13,000
square inches of groove contact
per minute. In just 15 seconds
your record is immaculate
Cleaner than at any time since

-

pressing.
Records are your biggest
musical investment. The Whisker
is the soundest way to keep

them clean.

Let's clean up

the record industry!
44._..i/

A precision

crafted instrument
that sets a new standard
in its field.

r

u IN introductory price $60.00 aim

rpm Industries
in

6334 Arizona Place Dept. A
Los Angeles, California 90045
Sirs: I've looked at my record and want to come clean!
Enclosed is my check (Or Money
Order) for $60.00. Send me The
Whisker, Postage Prepaid.
name
I'm interested; want more informa address
tion. Please send me your Brochure.
I

I

I'm a dealer and may want to offer
The Whisker to my customers. Please

send me detailed information.

al

city

state

np

Phone

MI
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album of standards accompanied by
a large string ensemble. Originally
released in 1955, the album, titled
Clifford Brown With Strings, was
plainly meant to cash in on the popularity of the lush Jackie Gleason
LPs that spotlighted cornetist Bobby
Hackett. The Brown album is, however, only partially successful. The
trumpeter's incisive and aggressive
sound seems to do constant battle
with the violins and cellos, and his
harsh, edgy tone is not completely
comfortable with the "mood music"
setting. The monaural sound quality
on both discs is satisfactory.
Oscar Peterson Featuring

Stephane

Grappelli
Prestige P 24041, $6.98.
This splendid two -record set proves,
once and for all, that, at his best, Oscar
Peterson is the absolute boss of the
jazz piano. The Prestige collection,
which teams the pianist with French
jazz violinist Grappelli, and a superb
rhythm team consisting of expatriate
drummer Kenny Clarke and Swedish
bassist
Neils
Henning Pederson,
has more variety and pacing than
most of Peterson's recent releases.
Many facets of the Peterson technique
are explored here, and that's what
màkes the music a joy. There is less

of

the

unrelenting, overpowering

Peterson swing, and more emphasis
on a relaxed, down-home beat, a
soulful, funky -roots kind of jazz, with
Peterson and Grappelli romping merrily at medium tempos through tunes
like Them There Eyes, Making
Whoopee, and Walking My Baby Back
Home. Each of the soloists and their
rhythm section hit high levels of rapport and communication.
The Peterson -Grappelli treatment
of ballads has enormous appeal. The
playing
is
brilliant, imaginative
and poignant with Peterson exploring the melodies of songs like Flamingo, Looking at You, My One and
Only Love, The Folks Who Live on the
Hill, and Autumn Leaves with the elegant, graceful decorations and dazzling technique strongly. reminiscent
of his master, Art Tatum. Grappelli
responds to Peterson's work and embellishes the pianists' melodic lines
with pensive warmth and charm.
The album is not totally without the
high-powered Peterson drive; Thou
Swell comes on like gangbusters,
full of lithe, cascading breaks with
Grappelli's flying fingers matching
those of the pianist, and the rhythm
section swinging crisply and compulsively. Don't miss Oscar Peterson
Featuring Stephane Grappelli, it's
an exciting and rewarding album,
and the stereo sound is first rate.
80
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Canby's Capsules

J

Edward Tatnall Canby

PHILIPS RETROSPECT

Note: At

a

new top price, Philips imported

LPs

are in effect an elite product. Worth the extra cost? Here are typical recent

releases. E.T.C.

Mahler: Das Klagende Lied. Harper,
Procter, Hollweg; Concertgebouw
Orch., Neth. Radio Chorus, Haitink.
Philips 6500 587, stereo, $7.95.

Not well known, this early Mahler venture into the big orchestral song cycle
(here with chorus and several solos) antedates "Das Lied von der Erde" by almost 30 years. A good deal of noisy middle Wagner in it-but unforgettable
music too and plenty of weird mysticism. Gorgeous recording, excellent solos
perfectly balanced with chorus and orch. (Cf. Columbia's version with an extra.

movement, recently relocated.)
Dvorák: Piano Quintet, Op. 81; String
Quintet, Op. 97. Stephen Bishop,
Members Berlin Philh. Octet. Philips
6500 363, stereo, $7.95.

Dvorák's complex sun -and -shade Romanticism, thick textured but direct in
appeal, is well served-Stephen Bishop's extraordinary snap -and -crackle piano
enthusiasm balances the more suave old-world playing of the Berlin strings
(not from the Berlin Philharmonic). The later String Quintet is OK too-its
American -based texture is more folksy and tuneful (composed in Iowa), a la
"New World" Symphony.

Milhaud:

Four short "Seasons", composed apart, from 1934 thru 1953, each for small instr.
group, brassy and woodwindy, plus a featured solo-violin, viola, two pianos,
trombone. Typical Milhaud-dense, complicated texture, a French elegance
and lightness and a sound spectrum like shards of broken glass. Evidently an
older disc, marking Milhaud's recent death. Good but very slightly edgy in
sound. (Partly the music!)

Les Quatre Saisons. Ens.
de solistes de Concerts Lamoureux,
Milhaud. Philips 6504 111, stereo,

$7.95.

Mozart: Clarinet Concerto; Bassoon
Concerto; Andante for Flute, K. 315.
Jack Brymer, cl., Michael Chapman,
fg., Claude Monteux, fl.; Ac. of St.
Martin -in -the -Fields, Marringer. Philips 6500 378, stereo, $7.95.

Mozart: Don Giovanni. Wixell, Arroyo,

Superb recording of three "concerted" works, the early Bassoon Concerto to
the late Clarinet. Modern small-orch. performances, the soloists beautifully
balanced and never too close or loud; a wonderfully cool and accurate clarinet,
a dexterous bassoon and a fine flute in the one -movement flute concerto
(unfinished). Sounds gorgeous via matrix -with -logic! Might as well be coded
for quadr.

$31.80.

The excellent Colin Davis did this one all wrong-with a typical jet -age mix of
"international" soloists who do a skillful but stylistically coarse version-and
this the most subtle opera of them all. Compared to the standard of the great
pre -War Glyndebourne recording (Fritz Busch), this is just a recital of famous
singing names, though the orch. plays very nicely. couldn't take it.

Bach: Christmas Oratorio. Ameling,
Fassbaender, Laubenthal, Prey, Bavarian Radio Symph Orch. & Cho.,
Jochum. Philips 6703 037, 3 stereo
discs, $23.85.

A big, traditional concert -type recording of the six Bach cantatas for Xmas,
with standard instruments, huge sound, big, close-up soloists, rather heavy
tempi (and bouncy fast movements)-all as of Jochum's older generation.
OK, but better try Telefunken's more modern styling with Harnoncourt, unless
you like the old fashioned approach.

MOZART I MUSICI
Symphonies K.81, 75, 112, 128. Philips

Without

Kanaw, Freni, Burrows, Chorus
and Orch. Royal Opera House, Colin
Davis. Philips 6707 022, 4 stereo discs,
Te

I

6500 535.

Divertimenti

K. 247, 251;
248. Philips 6500 538.

March, K.

Violin Concerto in A, K.219; Eine
Kleine Nachtmusik; Adagio and
Fugue, K.546. Roberto Michelucci, vl.
Philips 6500 537. (all above $7.95 in
stereo.)

AUDIO

a doubt the finest set of mainly early Mozart discs so far-out of Italy,
where Mozart's own style was largely determined. The mature I musici,
still with that clear, sunny sound of incredible purity, now infinitely wise in
style and shaping, make an interesting contrast to more Northern (and
Western) Mozart, more brilliant, glassy smooth, lean and festive, harder than
the Salzburg-Vienna playing, more controlled than the English, more understanding than the American. The small string group (with added winds) is
recorded with a clean, large sound, the very best for recorded Mozart. You could
pay $15 apiece for these and get your $ worth! See also others. The Mozart
Symphonies are mature Italian -styled works from age 14-16, and hard to
believe.
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CATALOG
nd FM DIRECTORY
Get all the newest and latest information on the new McIntosh Solid State equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In addition you will
receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.

MX 113
FM/FM STEREO - AM TUNER AND PREAMPLIFIER
McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904
Dept.

SEND

1

I

TODAY!

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.
Check No. 20 on Reader Service Card

HELP!
Anytime you have a
question about your
Audio subscription,

GUARANTEES PERFECT "ON

CUE" & "ON SPEED" TAPES!

Tape Strobe P.O. Box 151
Copiague, New York 11726

tape Strobes

-

@ $39.95 each.'

-

NO

'

I

'
'

C.O.D.'s SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

OF ADDRESS
If you're about to
move, please let us
know approximately
four weeks before

L

the move comes

"*0.

about. Or, if there is anything wrong with
your current mailing label, please let us
know on this form also. Simply affix your
present label here, and carefully print the
updated information below.

15 ips
30 ips)
Deluxe AA (71/2 ips
E Deluxe BB (33/4 ips 71/2 ips 15 ips)
71/2 ips)
33/4 ips
Deluxe CC (17/s ips
50 Cycle model @ $5.00 extra
Add 75e each for postage & handling
Total amount of order
(N. Y. residents add sales tax)

-

HERE

CHANGE

- - - - - - -- - Nam
send

LABEL

on your inquiry.

Detects slippage and uneven speed
Eliminates errors of timing, cueing,
measurement and calibration
Indicates mechanical damage
Easy to use
and worn transports

I

AFFIX

please include a
mailing label to insure prompt service

PLEASE HELP US TO SERVE YOU BETTER

1

AUDIO MAGAZINE
134 N. 13th Street

Name

Phila., Pa. 19107

-

Name

Company

City
State

Zip

combine as though from one source,
you should note the behavior of the
transition between drivers. The transition in phase should be uniform
without severe discontinuities.
The frequency response may, in
certain cases, have a special form of
redundancy such that the amplitude
response and the phase response are
mathematically connected. When
this occurs, we can use simple
methods to "flatten" the amplitude
response and the phase response will
also be automatically corrected. The
transient performance of the loudspeaker with this property can thus be
simultaneously corrected for most accurate timbre by the use of conventional frequency equalization. A
device which has this type of redundancy is said to be "minimum phase."
The term derives from the early days
of network theory when it was observed that it was possible to design a
great many different networks that
all had the same amplitude response
but only one of them had a minimum
accumulation of phase lag (negative
phase shift) as you swept up through
the frequency range. All others had a
greater phase accumulation and were
called "non -minimum phase."
Technically, a minimum phase behavior has all of its zeros in the left
half frequency plane Mathematically,
this places all logarithmic singularities
where an analysis based on steadystate frequency can be made unequivocally, and there is only one possible
amplitude response for each possible
phase response. If you know one of
them, you know the other. The mathematical relation between amplitude and phase is then that of Hilbert
transform. In audio networks most of
our concern rests only with the description of frequency performance as
an amplitude part and a phase part,
since these are logarithmic expressions of the transfer function. We, in
fact, use amplitude and phase BECAUSE they are logarithmic. Cascading networks (which multiplies frequency responses) may thus be treated
by ADDING the amplitude responses
in dB to get the amplitude of the resultant, and ADDING the phase re-

Address

82
City

Check No. 44 on Reader Service Card

phase response would be meaningless.
A time delay corresponding to an offset of just under one foot will have a
phase spectrum with a uniform phase
slope passing through 360 degrees for
every kiloHertz increase in frequency.
Even if you do not subscribe to the philosophy that all the sound should re-

sponses in degrees (or possibly radians)
to get the resultant phase. It makes
audio analysis much easier.

(Please Print)

Address

72)

Stab

Zip
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Classified
FOR SALE
AT LASTIII
THE DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED
ANNOUNCES THREE OF THEIR NEWEST
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:
DKL 3-"Hand-Tuning" service for Decca
Mk V and 'Export'.
DKL 4-Individually engineered crossover
networks for "ULTRA -DEFINITION" in
bi- and tri -amplification.
DKL 5-Infinity 2000A speaker modifications

for "ULTRA -DEFINITION".
For details, please contact the DKL LABORATORY,
INCORPORATED,
P.O.
BOX 683,
Severna Park, Maryland, 21146, or call (301)
647-8918, evenings, 8-11 p.m., eastern time.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF TAMPA, 1531
SOUTH DALE MABRY, TAMPA,
FLORIDA
33609.

SPEAKER SPECIALIST. TOBY Corporation of
America, 4620 Camp Bowie, Fort Worth, Texas
76107.

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes. Catalogue $1.00. House of
Records, Hillburn, New York 10931.
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER PLANS: Novel circuit
very effective/inexpensive, requires no inductors. Ten knobs (octave bands) compensate

your Hi-Fi/Tape providing better listening.
Complete plans rushed only $3.00 GREEN
BANK SCIENTIFIC, Box 100C, Green Bank,
WVa. 24944.

OPERA TAPES. Historical performances of
past 40 years. Unbelievable treasures and
rarities. ALSO LP RECORDS. Free catalog. Ed
Rosen, 66-33 Saunders St., Rego Park, N.Y.
11374.

CUSTOM LOADED NAME BRAND POPULAR
RECORDING TAPE; REELS, CASSETTES, CARTRIDGES. SAVE OVER 50%-HIGH ENERGY
CASSETTES 10 FOR $17.00 PD. MJS, 1126
Cobb St., San Mateo, Calif. 94401.

PROTECT YOUR LPs. Poly sleeves for jackets
8¢ round bottom inner sleeves 6¢ Poly lined
paper sleeves 15¢ White jackets 30¢ Postage
$1.00. House of Records, Hilburn, New York
10931.

AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIONICS TRANSMISSION LINE SPEAKERS, BANG & OLUFSEN,
BOZAK, BRAUN, CROWN, DBX, KLIPSCH,
KMAL, LINN SONDEK, NAKAMICHI, PHASE
LINEAR,
RADFORD, REVOX, TANDBERG,
BEYER & SENNHEISER MICS, and other fine

INFRA WOOFERT14, world's largest, deepest,
most powerful sub -woofer system can be had
only at Music and Sound, Ltd. 50 dB per octave crossover, bandpass 16
$1295.

hz....

FULTON F.M.I. SUB -WOOFER, for the closest

approximation to dipole definition-$300!
Also, the rave five -way Fulton/R.T.R. super
speakers. Shipped prepaid/insured. Music
and Sound, Ltd., 111/2 Old York Road, Willow
Grove, Pa. 19090 (215) 659-9251.
AKG, ALTEC, AUDIO RESEARCH, Beyer,
CROWN, DAHLQUIST, DECCA, INFINITY, KLH
9s. Koss, Mark Levinson, Ortofon, PHASE
LINEAR, PML, REVOX, SAE, Sennheiser, Se querra, Sony, Stanton, Supex, Tandberg, TAS CAM, Thorens, etc....
HI -Fl HAVEN
28 Easton Ave.
New Brunswick, N.J. 08901
201-249-5130

HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!! Earn more
than just spare money in your spare time. We
need campus representatives to sell name

brand stereo components at discount prices
in your area. High commission, no investment required. Serious inquiries only, please.
Contact: Mike Santillo K&L Sound Services
Co. 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.
ROGERS B.B.C. MONITOR,

IMF, B&W Ltd.,

Celestion, Radford, Decca, ERA, Connoisseur,
Audionics TL -90, Goldring, Revox, Beyer, Lamb
and more. Custom design and modifications.
SUFFOLK AUDIO, INC. 1105 Mass. Ave., Cam.
bridge, Mass. 02138. (617) 868-1080.

J

instruments for the reproduction of music.
Custom design and construction, component
analysis, consultations, demonstration by appointment. Send for list of top grade used
equipment. AUDIO SYSTEMS AND DESIGN,
5421 South 84th St., Lincoln, Nebraska 68516
(402) 489-9888 and 4408 Capital Ave., Omaha,
Nebraska 68131, (402) 556-7559.
RECORDING TAPE CLOSEOUT: Dozen reels
2400', $12.00. Dozen 1200', $8.00. 24 reels
900', $6.00. 24 600', $5.00. Postpaid, Guaranteed. Mitchell, Box 132, Flushing, N.Y. 11367.
SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices.
TAPE CENTER Box 43058, Washington, D.C.

20012.
ONE STOP for all your professional audio

requirements. Bottom line oriented. F. T. C.
Brewer Company, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola,
Florida 32505.

-

NAB HUB ADAPTERS
Fit Revox, Crown,
TEAC, Robert, $3/Pair postpaid. No C.O.D.
Quantity prices available. John Kountz, 1065
Van Dyke Dr., Laguna Beach, Calif. 92651.
LOWEST DISCOUNT
PRICES ANYWHERE
on audio equipment. All major brands discounted. Write for quotes, K&L Sound Services, 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass.
02172.
DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at
Discount prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton,
Empire, Grado and ADC. Send for free catalog.
LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A, P.O. Box 69
Kensington Station, Brooklyn, New York 11218.

THE MONEY SAVER! Write STEREO SPECTRUM, Box 1818, Miami Beach, FL 33139.
THE AUDIO RESEARCH ROOM. The complete
range of Audio Research equipment on display
under ideal listening conditions. By appointment C.M. Santmire. AUDIO SYSTEMS & DESIGN, 5421 South 84th St., Lincoln, Nebraska
68516 (402) 489.9888.

AMPEX TAPE-NEW 1800' on 7" reel 12 for
$18 POSTPAID; 1200' 12 for $13 POSTPAIDfree list-WIDE RESPONSE, 6114A SANTA
MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CA. 90038.

CANADIAN

WARRANTIES! Write for our
quotes on your stereo component needs.
Browne's, 541 Danforth, Sudbury, Ontario.
ELECTROENCEPHALOPHONE: brainwave mon-

itor, Professional biofeedback instruments.
Bainbridge, WA. 98110.

J&J 8102-A,

PIEZO-ELECTRIC TWEETERS. Write for specifications & prices. The EAR DRUM, 5146 W.
Imperial Hwy., Los Angeles, Calif. 90045.

...

NEW AND AMAZING
The sound sensation that's sweeping the nation. Rolen Star with unusual characteristics
changes walls, floors and ceilings into speakers. Act Now! Send for free literature. James
A. White, 5302 Pine St., Phila., Pa. 19143.

AUDIO RESEARCH MAGNEPLANARS and
Electronics, ESS, Infinity, Ohm, Dahlquist,
EPI, Audionics, Radford, Crown, Citation,
BGW, Transcriptor, Linn-Sondek, Keith Monks,
ERA, Connoisseur, SME, Supex, Decca, Grace,
Sony, Spectrum Scanning Tuner, Epicure
Amplifier. Marantz 500, DBX, ADC, Nakamichi, B&O, Tandberg, Celestion, Marc Levinson,
Stax, Dayton-Wright, others. THE GRAMOPHONE LTD., 757 Asp St., Norman, Okla.
73069. 405-364.9477.
CANADA'S FIRST AUDIO RESEARCH DEALER.
SP -3, Dual 76, Electronic Crossovers. Tympani
IA and Tympani II (Tri-amped). Prices will be
less than USA plus duties. Also McIntosh,
SAE, Citation, ESS. Tandberg, JBL, Ortofon
and Allen & Heath Mixers. Contact: PETER
LOUGHNANE, HI FIDELITY SHOP, 1600 BAY-

VIEW AVE., TORONTO, ONTARIO M4G 367.
416-487-4613.

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS AND SAVE UP
TO 50%. You can assemble your own high
quality, multi -element stereo speakers in a
few hours and save up to half the cost of
comparable speakers. Send for our free 32 page catalog of speaker kits, raw speakers
and accessories. SPEAKERLAB, Dept. A2, 5500
-35th N.E., Seattle, WA 98105.

Rates: 350 per word per insertion for noncommercial advertisements; 6010 per word for commercial advertisements.
Frequency discounts as follows: 3 times, less 10%; 6 times, less 15%; 12 times, less 20%. Closing date is the FIRST
of the second month preceding the date of issue. Payment must accompany all orders. Use the handy self-addressed,
postage paid card at the back of this issue. When replying to AUDIO box number ads, send letters c/o AUDIO, 134 North
13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. For more information about classified advertising, circle Reader Service Card #135.
AUDIO
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FOR SALE

-

Who knows?

CANADIANS
DYNACO COMPONENTS AT
TREMENDOUS
DISCOUNTS. Write En -Jay
Sales. Hornepayne, Ontario.
CYBERACOUSTIC LABORATORY: only one of
its kind! Featuring Crown, IMF, AKG, UREI,
RTR, DBX, Infinity, Rabco, Decca, Transduction, more. Crown warranty service. Custom
specially modified Crown tape recorders: Audiomodtronics by our engineers. Barclay
503 Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa. 19072; 215667-3048.

What is new in recorded music.
What favorites have been re -issued.
Whether tapes are available.
What can be obtained in quadraphonic.

-

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
Thieves Warehouse of New Orleans, 3528 18th
St., Unit 2, Metarie, LA. 70002.

Schwann knows.

V15-III-$50 plus your old cartridge.
Shipped prepaid. STEREO SHOP, 107 Third
Ave. SE, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401.
SHURE

Schwann is that world-famous, ever -so useful compendium of record and tape
information. Issued in two volumes-lists
60,000 currently available records and
tapes in many different categories to suit
every taste and every need. Schwann
knows plenty and tells all!

WESTCHESTER AND FAIRFIELD COUNTY
AUDIOPHILES TAKE NOTE! THE AUDIOPHILE,
231 BEDFORD STREET, STAMFORD, CONN.

specializes in equipment for the connoisseur.
Audio Research, ADC, Citation, Crown, Hege man, IMF, Infinity, Janszen, Philips, SAE,
SME, TEAC, Technics, Thorens and many
more. (203) 348-3551 (Closed Mondays).
NEW CATALOG of raw speakers, network kits
& network parts, audio test equipment, fabric
& foam speaker grids, speaker systems, electronic crossovers & active filters. Distributors
wanted for our line of network kits and parts.
MIKE LEWIS/TSR, Inc., 3673 West 113th St.,

Schwann -1 Monthly.

Special new listing section has
latest releases: records, 8 -track cartridge and cassette
tapes. Nearly 45,000 total listings on 773 labels in
classical, recent popular, rock, jazz, musical shows,
country, opera, ballet, electronic, quadrasonic, etc.
95¢ at your dealer's.

Inglewood, Calif., 90303, 213/678-1979.

....

NOW AVAILABLE
FAMOUS REFLECTING
SYSTEM'S 41/2" REPLACEMENT DRIVERS.
$7.98 POSTPAID. BIG QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.
FREE SPECIFICATIONS. AURATONE, BOX 58014A, DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA 92014.

Schwann -2

Semi-annual catalog for specialized categories: pop more than two years old, classic jazz, older
and re-released mono and reprocessed stereo classical
recordings, classical on lesser -known labels, international pop & folk on domestic labels, spoken, educational, religious, etc. 85¢ at your dealer's.

SCOTCH MAGNETIC TAPE, discount Box 167A

Orwigsburg, Pa.

Get more pleasure.
There's more joy in recorded music when you get exactly what you want.
Keep Schwann at hand, and always refer to it before you buy.

---------------SPECIAL PRICE SAMPLE OFFER

If your favorite store doesn't carry Schwann, order samples by mail, but please

try your dealer first. Prices include postage and handling.
Latest Schwann -1 (monthly)

$1.50
$1.25

Latest Schwann -2 (semi-annual)
Combination Offer: latest Schwann -1 (monthly) and
latest Schwann -2 (semi-annual)
Newly revised Basic Record Library booklet.

$2.50

Lists 1,000 suggestions in classical music by musical periods for your enjoyment.
Send 250 for cost of handling, also 100 stamped self-addressed long envelope.

enclose $
Name

for the items checked above.

I

Address

AUDIO DEALERS ATTENTION!!! Let us design
your "house brand" speaker systems. Our
engineers can put some quality into this
neglected item. We design systems to suit
your needs, supply parts and source list, cabinet plans, schematics & diagrams & cost
figures. You arrange for local enclosure construction & system assembly and/or sell kits.
Write for complete details on your letterhead
TSR Engineering. 3673 West 113th St., Inglewood, Ca. 90303, 213/678-1979.

NEUMANN MICS & ACCESSORIES. DBX
Gately Pro kits and mixers. Most models in
stock. Immediate prepaid shipment. Master charge. Write or call Dick McGrew Recording
Service. 902 N. Industrial Blvd., Dallas, Texas
75207. 214-691-5107.
THE WORLD'S ONLY "ULTRA -DEFINITION"
RECORD PLAYING SYSTEM is available
through THE DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED, BOX 683, SEVERNA PARK, MARYLAND 21146. Our system will create a SIGNIFICANT SONIC IMPROVEMENT IN ANY
SOUND SYSTEM.
NEW 14" NAB AMPEX aluminum flanges have
never been removed from original box. Package of 10 $8.20 prepaid. Soundd Investment
Co. POB 338 Dunwoody, Ga. 30338.

CERWIN-VEGA PRODUCTS

State

City
Dealer's Name

&

Zip

581.7436.

CAN HAVE FAMOUS "ULTRADEFINITION" in an inexpensive format. HOW?
The ONLY way is with a DKL LABORATORY
MODIFIED DYNACO PAS -3X!! Contact THE
DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED, BOX
683, SEVERNA PARK, MARYLAND 21146.
NOW YOU

Address

Schwann Record &Tape Guide
137 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass. 02116

(312)

AU
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LOGIC MICRO/MINI-

COMPUTER NEWS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MINNESOTA'S FINEST DEALER! Audio Research, B&O, Dahlquist, Magneplanar. Designinstallation -service AUDIO DESIGNS LTD.,
15724 Wayzata Blvd., Wayzata, Minnesota

SCA ADAPTOR KIT $15.00. Send $1.00 for
diagram and information to: Arnold McGall

55391.

-

ALL TYPES.
Definitive booklet describes applications; how
to improve speaker systems; $5.00, credited to
first purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box
2009, Huntington, Conn. 06484.
ELECTRONIC

CROSSOVERS

AUDIO EXCELLENCE from Advent, Audio Research, BGW, B&O, Fulton, Grace, Dahlquist,
Levinson, Infinity, Quintessence, Phase Linear, SAE, STAX, Supex, RTR, Revox 700, Na -

kamichi, Tandberg, Technics, Magneplanar.
"Certified Audio Consultant." STEREO SHOP,
107 Third Ave. SE, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401.
319-365-1324.

THE SS-3 PORTABLE MIXING CONSOLE provides unmatched performance in remote recording applications. Available in 2, 4, 8, 16
and 24 track configurations. Write for specs.
Reply Box No. A47-1.

INCOMPARABLE RTR LOUDSPEAKERS . . .
Sony direct drive turntables. Phase Linear,
SAE, Integral Systems. ADC, XLM, SME,
Quintessence, Infinity, Hegeman, others.
SAC certified. Bowden's Audio, Georgetown
Square, Athens, Georgia 30601. 404-549-9156.
NOISE RESISTORS-%W, 5%, carbon
10-3, 3 Meg. for 31/24 each. Fifty of
one value for $1.25. (10% discount over $50.)
754 postage/handling. COMPONENTS CENTER -A, Box 134, New York, NY 10038.
LOW

film from

FINEST CUSTOM CASSETTE LABELS: Free
samples. TARZAC, 638 Muskogee Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia 23509.
THE

DKL

LABORATORY

SPECIALIZES

in

"ULTRA -DEFINITION" sound systems. We
create realistic and life -like sound with selectively matched components for the Infinity
Servo -Statik & 2000A, IMF Studio Illa &
ALS40A and the Fulton Modular systems. Our
recommended components assure maximum
efficiency and compatibility. For details
and/or personal consultations, contact: The
DKL Laboratory, Incorporated, Box 683,
Severna Park, Md. 21146. (301) 647-8918,
evenings 8-11 PM.
ATTENTION

RABCO SL-8E OWNERS Il!!!!
"ULTRA -DEFINITION" can be yours for only

$90.00. HOW???? Ask THE DKL LABORATORY,
INCORPORATED, (301) 647-8918, EVENINGS,
8.11 PM.

-

MAGNEPLANAR T-1U MINT! (Off-white cover).
Am moving, must sacrifice
$675.00. Bob
McCoy, 919-288.0811 after 6:00 EDT.
ADVENT,
CROWN
INTERNATIONAL, McINTOSH, REVOX, THORENS, SME, IMF, JBL,
EPI, CITATION, BEYER. FULL SERVICE ON
ALL EQUIPMENT!!!
STEREO SOUND
320 Route 10,
East Hanover, New Jersey 07936.
(201) 386-0050
FINALLY III "ULTRA -DEFINITION" amplifiers
designed SPECIFICALLY for ELECTROSTATIC
SPEAKERS. Unequaled as an ELECTROSTATIC
TWEETER AMP, our smaller unit is also IDEAL
for ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES. Interested?? Contact THE DKL LABORATORY, INC.,
P.O. BOX 683, Severna Park, Maryland 21146.
ORTOFON
SUPEX CARTRIDGE OWNERS;
our Micro-Preamp outperforms any transformer. Free literature. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06484.

-

AUDIO

9

LOGIC
NEWSLETTER'
SAMPLE COPY

Clarkes-Crossing, Fairport, New York 14450.

FIREWORKS

-

NEWS

Commercial
Display Fireworks, Sources,
Construction, Black Powder, Fuse, Literature.
Firecrackers To Bombshells! Interesting Catalog-254, With Sample-$1.00 Pyro Press,
Box 12010-P, Lexington, Kentucky 40511.
AR, KLH, ADVENT, DYNACO, RECTILINEAR,
ADC OWNERS-Our electronic equalizer gives
your speakers a full octave of new bass, plus

three broadband tone controls. Three reviews,
literature, from NORMAN LABORATORIES,
2278 Industrial Boulevard, Norman, Oklahoma
73069.
SINGLE EDGE RAZOR BLADES, Tape Editing
$20/M. Flyer. RALTEC, 25884 Highland, Cleveland, Ohio 44143.
SONY TC-134SD Cassette Deck w/Dolby. Used
5 hrs. $180. Doug Rein, R.R.I., Winthrop,
Minn. 55396.

QUOTES ON 60 POPULAR BRANDS. Specializing in "high end" and hard to find equipment
-Ace Audio, Cizek, Fulton, Phase Linear,
Phillips-much, much more. Sound Center,
219 E. 17th, Bloomington, Indiana. (812) 3324252.
NORTHWEST'S

FINEST AUDIO DEALERAudio Research, Dayton Wright, IMF, Fulton,
Hartley, Mark Levinson, Dahlquist, Infinity,
Radford, Crown, BGW, Quad, Decca, Supex,
Phase Linear, Braun, Tandberg, Linn Sondek,
and Many More. HARTLEY ELECTRONICS,
1502 Butternut, Richland, WA 99352 (509)
947-5026 after 5:00 PM weekdays, all day
weekends.

"ULTRA DEFINITION" can be obtained with
our SPECIAL BI -AMPLIFIED FULTON J-MODULAR SYSTEM. Our system will produce UNBELIEVABLY REALISTIC SOUND. For details,
contact the DKL LABORATORY, (301) 6478918, evenings 8-11 P.M.
CANADIANS
TERREX ASSOCIATES provides the finest in
consultation and components, featuring the
new Fulton Modular Speakers and systems!
Begin with the rave FMI 80, 100, 120 or other
fine speaker and add the fantastic Fulton sub woofer (response to 22 Hz) and electrostatic
tweeter array (response to 48 KHz). Available
complete as FMI Model J.
Terrex Associates, Box 235, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3J 3R4. (204) 889-0513.

TUNED ROCK

high intensity touring/permanent installation sound
systems, including narrow band (5hz!) feedback suppression, detailed regenerative response, Acousta-Voicing/environmental equalization (±Idb at your ears), room design/

measurement/treatment, <15% articulation
loss of consonants, 1000's of customized professional products including . . . fiberglass
horns, consoles, comp/rms/peak limiters,
18db continuously variable electronic crossovers, digital/acoustic delays, omnipressors,
phasors, reverb, echo, doubling/tripling effects, P.A. noise reduction, plezo transducers,

... J.B.L./Altec

Pro.,

Tascam, U.R.E.I., Eventide, Gately, Schoeps,
Beyer, Crown, Community
Light/Sound,
Mom's Audio, McIntosh, Bozak, Allen Heath,
etc., etc. All shipped prepaid/Insured. Music
& Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove,
Pa. 19090. (215) 659-9251.

Inventors/Engineers

1

.00

PO8 252

WALDWICK, N.J. 07463

FOR SALE
FLORIDA AUDIOPHILES! Phase Linear, IMF,
Linn Sondek, Klipsch, RTR, B&O, Revox,
Quad, Thorens, cabinets. Sony, Marantz,
Barzilay, Sales & repairs.
INTERIORS PLUS
SOUND, 3038 N. Federal Highway, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33306. (305) 566-3511.
ARP SYNTHESIZERS!
Pro -Soloist $920, Odyssey $1150, String Ensemble $1380, #2600 $2310. Dickstein Distributing, 1120 Quincy Avenue, Scranton,
Pennsylvania 18510.

"live" broadcasts.
Complete Met broadcast cast list, $1.00, deductible from first order. Hathaway, 49A
Merbrook, Merion, Pa. 19066.
OPERA TAPES-RECORDS

STEREO CARTRIDGES AND STYLUS REPLACEMENTS for ADC, B&O, GRADO, EMPIRE,
MICRO -ACOUSTIC,
PICKERING, ORTOFON,
SHURE, STANTON. NEEDLE IN A HAYSTACK,
INC., 6749 Springfield Mall, Springfield, Va.
22150.

PERFECTLY CLEARTM ultra hi-fi record Burwen
Laboratories BL-2. The East Bay City Jazz
Band-Big Bear Stomp, Oriental Strut, Louisi -an -i -a,
Blues My Naughty Sweetie Gives to
Me, Dan Le rue d'Antibes, etc. $10.50 each
postpaid. $70.00 postpaid in lots of 10. Send
check or money order. Massachusetts residents add 3% sales tax. Dealers wanted. Bur wen Laboratories, Inc., 209 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, Massachusetts 01803. 617273-1488.
STEREO WORKSHOP In Berkeley, Calif. has

FULTON,

MAGNEPLANAR,

DAHLQUIST,

BRAUN, KLIPSCH, RADFORD, AUDIONICS,
LEVINSON, SUPEX, QUINTESSENCE, NAIM,
GRACE, LINN-SONDEK, etc.! 2985 College
Ave., P.O. Box 951, Berkeley, Calif. 94701Open weekdays 2-8, Sat. 12-6, closed Sun/Mon
-(415) 843-5836.

THE ULTIMATE CARTRIDGE! Supex moving coil with Levinson pre-preamp for incredible
transparency and smoothness. Stereo Workshop in Berkeley, Calif.
THE ULTIMATE PRE-AMP! New Levinson JC-2
is only $950. Unbelievable detail, yet sweet
and open. Stereo Workshop In Berkeley,

Calif.

P.A.'s. Customized

frequency shifters from

$

LOGIC NEWSLETTER

MAGAZINE-Covering

KLI PSCHORN-KLI PSCHORN-KLI PSCHORN
Only the finest in Audio. Superior Sound
Stereo Center, 2780 Erie Blvd. E., Syracuse,
N.Y. 13224.
IMF, B&W, DAHLQUIST, Nakamichi, Sequerra,
Quad, Braun, B&O, McIntosh, Tandberg,
Phase Linear, and many others. Also wide
Crown, Revox, Advent, Stax, Ortofon, Beyer,
selection of first-class used equipment. Expert advice. No sale final until you are satisfied. AUDIO CONSULTANTS, 517 Davis St.,
Evanston, Illinois 60201. (312) 864-9565.
BEST BARE SPEAKERS, kits, construction advice, low prices. Request catalog. Lambda
Systems, P.O. Box 243, Beach Grove, Indiana
46107.

AUDIO COMPONENTS-lowest prices on all
major brands. Write for quotes: Audio, Suite
47-947A Dyer Avenue, Cranston, Rhode Island
02920.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

OREGON AUDIOPHILES: Hear some uncom-

HONG KONG, TAIWAN, JAPAN, Asia Directory.

monly good things -Radford, Crown, Quintessence, Mark Levinson, BGW, Yamaha, Integral
Systems, Magneplanar, Dayton -Wright, Ohm,
Quad, Janszen, Audionics, Decca, Supex,
Stax, SME, Thorens, Transcriptors, Vestige!,
Linn-Sondek, Braun, Ferrograph, Grace, Sony
Pro -Mikes and Mixers, Super Woofer Systems, Passive Crossovers, Transmission -Line
Speaker Kits, Basic Drivers. AUDIO-Uncommon Inc., 8600 N.E. Sandy Blvd., Portland,

World products information. Mail-orders, bulk orders. Listings. Directory and Information
$1.00 today. World Trade Inquiries. Box 6224,
Spokane, Wash. 99207.

ATTENTION
WESTERN NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES -Personalized, friendly service, quality equipment, and
good prices have made our new store a success. In addition to the incomparable Audio
Research line, we carry the complete RTR
speaker line, Hegeman (la, II), SAE, Quintessence, Thorens, Connoisseur, Phillips, Dok-

Oregon 97220. 503-254-6202.
RTR EXCLUSIVE PHILA. SHOWROOM All RTR
Speakers on demo including the new 400E
HPR12 Super Magnum and 88D. Don't buy
any speaker until you've heard RTR, call for
an appointment 215-667-3048 or write 503
Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa. 19072.

reduce
tone arm friction, damp spurious resonances,
minimize torsional forces, improve tracking,
and reduce record wear. For S.M.E.'s-$30.00.
For Rabco SL-8(E)-$100.00. For Transcriptors
PROPRIETARY

-free.

CUSTOMIZED

MODS

NOW

Listen to our calibrated Ortofon/Supex moving
coils, B&O/Grace/Micro-Acoustics. From the
laboratories of Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old
York Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 6599251.

+ Levinson Cartridge Preamp +
CANADIANS: Shure M91ED $24.88; Dynaco
A25 $68.00; Pioneer SX424 $179.95; Dual 1216
$119.00; Leak Delta 75 $289.00; Garrard Mini
changer $13.99. Free Hi-Fi discount catalog.
Etco (Au), Box 741, Montreal H3C 2V2.
CROWN SX744 USED; Crown CX722 used; Infinity monitors used; Crown IC150 used. Barclay, dealer -(215) 667-3048.

CANADIAN AUDIOPHILES
TERREX ASSOCIATES makes available DAHLIts
QUIST PHASED ARRAY SPEAKERS.
smoothness throughout an extended range,
diffraction control and time delay compensation have intrigued knowledgeable audiophiles.
We feature the Dahlquists at less than U.S.

plus- customs.
Terrex Associates, Box 235, St. James Postal
Station, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3J 3R4. (204)
889-0513.
DRAW YOUR SLIDE! Sizes 31/4
50 and 2 x 2-$2.75 per 100.
Radio Mat Slide Company, 444 N. Peninsula
Drive, Daytona Beach, Fla. 32018.
TYPE OR
x

4-$2.25 per

RECORDING TAPES, Rock bottom prices. McCord Electronics, Box 276A, Sylvania, Ohio
43560.
101/2" RECORDER SPECIALISTS: Fresh new
Scotch L/N 3600 ft. on new 1/4" NAB center
metal reels five for $33.00 or 10 Ampex 2500
ft. new Acetate tape on new metal reels same
price. Add $.65@ for a new box. Reconditioned metal 101/2" reels NAB centers $2.00@,
New metal reels $4.00@. Edital splicing tabs
for 1/4" tape 300 $2.00. Soundd Investment,
POB 88338, Dunwoody, Ga. 30338.

CENTRAL NEW YORK HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS

-

Britain's finest loudspeakers on demonstra-

tion -THE IMF STUDIO AND ALS40-as well
as Marantz, Pioneer, Revox, Beyer, Epicure (3
lines), Thorens, Ortofon, XLM, Discwasher .. .
THE SOUND SHOP, 96 Seneca Street, Geneva,
N.Y. 14456 (315) 781-0215.

8 -TRACK TAPES 55¢. Directory Manufactures.
Send $3.00 Star Enterprises, 35-AM2 Wood crest, Dayton, Ohio 45405.

WE MUST HAVE YOUR USED COMPONENTS

Premium Trade or Cash for:
McIntosh tube (pre) amps & tuners, Marantz
tube (pre) amps 7 tuners, Marantz 7(T), 15, 16
(B). Futterman H-3, J.B.L. 400, 500, 600 series
electronics, J.B.L. Hartsfield, L-101, Metrogon,
Minigon Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old York
Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 659-9251.
YOUR ROOM IS THE MISSING LINK
state of the art system is usually junk in
the typical poor listening environment, and
therefore a rip-off. Our acoustical consulting
divisions will have a calibrated "reverberation
curve vs. frequency" measurement performed
in your room, and our engineering dept.'s plan
of correction, loudspeaker placement, and
room equalization, all at no cost with your
purchase or upgrade. Music & Sound Ltd.,
11'/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090.
A

(215) 659-9251.

CONSIDER YOUR SOURCE FOR SOUND
I.

Credentials
College instructors in audio/acoustics, Inventors/graduate electrical engineers, Recording & disc mastering engineers;
Members: United Inventors & Engineers
Acoustical Society of America
Institute of Electronic
Engineers

II. Facilities
Anechoic Chamber
$50,000 research laboratory
Factory authorized "A" warranty stations
III. Our Distinguished Suppliers
Audio Research, Sequerra, Transcriptors,
F.M.I./R.T.R.. Linn Sondek, Nakamichi,
Dayton Wright, Dahlquist, Crown, Infinity,
I.M.F., London Decca, Quad, Rogers,
Spendor, Stax, B&O, Grace, Supex, Micro
Acoustics, Custom Rabco, Braun, Revox A700, Ortofon, Damped S.M.E., Scully, dbx,
Mark Levinson,
1000's of PROFESSIONAL products (see
Tuned Rock P.A. ad).
Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow
Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 659-9251.
Whom Would You Trust?
SPEAKER -AMPLIFIER COMBINATIONS. Original Bose system with built-in amplifiers, 22 speakers in each. Sold originally
for $2000/pair. Sell $1200/pair. Philip Rane,
87 Franklin, Reading, Mass. 617-944-8325.
BOSE 2201

-

SAVE!

KITS!

-

CABINETS
AMPLIFIER
LOUDSPEAKERS
Genuine walnut, heavy gauge chassis, top
components. Quality throughout at factory
savings. Pride & performance combined, buy
& build THE FINEST. Free catalog. Ruxton,
Dept. Al, P.O. Box 30312, Santa Barbara, Ca.
93105.
KLIPSCHORNS, STYLE B, PAIR, MINT, WALNUT OIL, BLACK GRILLE CLOTH, NEVER REGISTERED, ORIGINAL CARTONS, $1685.00.
BELLE KLIPSCH SPEAKERS, PAIR, NEW,
NEVER USED, IN FACTORY SEALED CARTONS, WALNUT OIL, BLACK GRILLE CLOTH,
$1540.00. ALL SHIPPED PREPAID. 318-8680451. MR. BERTRAM, 1215 CAPT SHREVE
DRIVE, APT #3, SHREVEPORT, LA 71105.
RECORD SEARCHING? DISContinued . . . Records. 216 N. Rose, Burbank, Calif. 91505.
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order, Infinity, Transcriptors, Levinson, Supex,
Ortofon, B&O, Cerwin Vega, Sherwood, Linn
Sondek, KMAL, Dahlquist, ADC, Soundcraftsmen, Technics, Fulton Music, Onkyo, Rabco,
IMF, Phase Linear, more. The Stereo Emporium, 3407 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.
14217. 716-874-3372.
THE EAR DRUM IS GOING STRONG

with plenty of crossover parts plus raw frame
speakers rrom ALTEC, JBL, BOZAK, CELESTION, PEERLESS, NORELCO, SENNHEISER,
ELECTRO-VOICE, GAUSS, HEPPNER, CTS,
UTAH, TRUSONIC, UNIVERSITY AND PIEZOELECTRIC TWEETERS. ELECTRONIC X-OVERS,
TOO! Plenty of technical information available.
If you want to do it yourself, and do it right,
the EAR DRUM is the only place to go. Open
11 til 7 (or later) 7 days. THE EAR DRUM,
5146 W. Imperial Hwy., Los Angeles, Ca.
90045. 213/641-1930.
TAPES FROM HIGH FIDELITY transcriptions
made 1930s. Sample cassette and list $2.
TRANSCRIPTIONS Box 214, Lakewood, Ca.
90714.

WISCONSIN'S NEWEST AUDIO RESEARCH
dealer, now stocking Magneplanar Tympani
1B & 111 speakers, SP3A, D76, EC -2, & EC -4
electronics. Also -Crown, Quintessence, ESS,
Dahlquist, Transcriptors, Epicure, Phase Linear, RTR, SAE, Infinity, Citation, Bozak, FMI,
Nakamichi, Revox, AR-LST, Tandberg, 50 other
brands. WACK SALES CO., 5722 W. North Ave.,
Milwaukee, Wis. 53208.
AREA AUDIOBALTIMORE -WASHINGTON
PHILES REJOICE! At last a store for you. Come
to Myriad Sound and hear the finest in state
of the art audio equipment. Featuring the complete Audio Research line, Polk Audio Model
Nines, ESS Heils, Janszen, S.A.E., Altec, Citation, R.T.R., B&O, Thorens, S.M.E. etc. all
accompanied by Fred Huggins himself. Main
store at 9619 Reisterstown Rd., Garrison, Md.
21055 (2 miles North of Balt. Beltway exit 20)
(301) 363-1733.
ELECTRONIC WORKSHOP has only the finest
in audio. You know the names. Come to our
unique acoustical
State of the Art Room
environment where sophisticated listeners can

-a

evaluate top -rank components. You'll find it's
an experience. Systems from $425 to $10,000.
Literature available. Dept. A, 10 East 8th
Street, NYC. (212) 473-0140.
KLH MODEL NINE Electrostatic Speakers
$600, MARANTZ 19 Receiver $600, M. E. Frank,
527 Allen Street, Syracuse, New York 13210
(315) 476-9102.

FULL RANGE ELECTROSTATICS. One pair
Sigma speakers with coupling system. A. Fulton, 1004-173 Cooper St., Ottawa, Canada K2P
0E9.
NIXON RESIGNATION SPEECH, Ford's swearing in, various news reports; special reports.
Two 7" reels -$38.50, four cassettes -$45.00,
ppd. Mono only. TARZAC, 638 Muskogee
Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia 23509.
JAPANESE TRANSISTORS, wholesale prices,
free catalog. WEST PACIFIC ELECTRONICS,
Box 25837, W. Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
BAY AREA AUDIOPHILES: AUDIO RESEARCH,
AUDIONICS, BRAUN, CONNOISSEUR, CROWN,
DAHLQUIST, DECCA, DYNACO, FERROGRAPH,
F.M.I., GRACE, KMAL, LINN SONDEK, MAGNE PAN, MARK LEVINSON, NAKAMICHI, PANASONIC (SP-10), QUINTESSENCE, RADFORD,
R.T.R., SEQUERRA, SHURE, SUPER, TAND BERG, WIN LABS, McINTOSH (USED). Compare any of our products through our switch-

ing device using 1/1 Mark Levinson master
tapes at GARLAND AUDIO, 2960 Stevens Creek
Blvd., Suite D, San Jose, Calif. 95128 (408)
244-6724.
TEAC

3340-S-6 mos. old. Full Warranty. $700

or Best Offer. Jeffrey Hall, 203 S. Bullock,
Saginaw, Mich. 48602. 517-799-6176.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS-Direct from factory. Kits
or assembled. Howard Sound Labs, 408 Wood lawn Ave., N. Belmont, N.C. 28012.

ACCUTRACKOR-Tonearm protractor sets up
your tonearm-cartridge for lowest distortion.
Precision made to .001". $5.00 including case.
Ed Nielsen 1235 Milton, Schaumburg, Ill.
60172.
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
ADC, Advent, AKG, AR-LST, Audio -Research,
BGW, Citation, Crown, Dahlquist, DBX, Dy -

naco,

FMI, Janszen,

Linn

Sondek, Magne planar, Marantz, Micro -Acoustics, Ohm, Phase
Linear, Philips, Quintessence, Rabco, Revox,
RTR, Sennheiser, SME, Stax, Supex, Tand berg, Yamaha.
Sound Company
4701 College Ave., (714) 582-4148
3675 Sports Arena Blvd., (714) 224.2844

MINT PAIR OF IMF MONITOR Mk Ill's, only
$1400. Call Lee at 1-617.494-8586.

IMF LOUDSPEAKERS; Monitors featured. C/M
Laboratories ultimate preamp $360. Futterman

handbuilt tubed amplifiers. Transcriptors
turntables. Decca SC4E cartridge, only $89.
Beovox 2600 speakers, mint $179 pair. Metrotec stereo equalizer, mint $70. Grado Laboratory turntable, demo $95. Beam Echo English
tubed amplifier, new $195. Leak TL10 integrated amplifier, mint $95. Leak Varislope III
preamp, mint $50. Almost any audio product
obtainable. WANTED: Marantz
McIntosh
tubed equipment. Trades accepted. Audiocraft,
South Rockwood, Michigan 48179. (313) 379-

-

9945.

-

SALE
Radford SC24Mk11 $299,
SPA50Mk11 $299, Janszen Z412HP $480 pair,
Z410 $280 pair, Z210 $179 pair, Braun 710
$349 pair, Lamb Dolby $139, Audionics TL50
$340 pair. AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, 851 West
DEMO

44th, Indianapolis, Ind. (317) 283-5404.
HAVE 2 PAIR ORIGINAL MAGNEPLANARS,
$750 per pair or best offer. Also 2 Infinity
Servo -Bass units, both redwood with amp/
crossovers-$900 each or best offer. Contact
Audio Workshop, Latham, N.Y. 518.783-9810.
GONE OUT OF BUSINESS. Quad -Acoustical
Mfg. Co.: Bang & Olufson, Radford, and many
spare parts for quad. 20% below current
prices. 5557 Versaille Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46227. (317) 784.7001 (mornings). No collect calls.

IMF SUPER COMPACTS, modified and much
improved. $300 pr. Also ESS Translinear II's,
$350. C.R. Cail, 1984 Wellbourne #2, Atlanta,
Georgia 30324.
JBL PARAGON ultimate stereophonic loudspeaker system. Perfect condition -original
crates. $1800. (214) 526-4996 or H. Campbell,
4232 Edmondson, Dallas, Texas. 75205.

AUDIO

PROFESSIONAL

SOUND

SYSTEMS;

OPEN REEL STEREO TAPE BUYERS".

concert

At last! An open reel catalog, including titles, songs. etc. of
95 long play. 11,-3 hour albums, by American Airlines, Continental Airlines, and Ampex 4 -track stereo tapes includes a
group of "sound effects" tapes by Audio Fidelity). Send $1.00
-and we will also mail you a 140-page Harrison steeo tape
catalog-so you'll get both for $1.00-and
this $1.00 is refundable on your first $10.00
purchase of open reel stereo tapes at our 30%

sound reinforcement systems with EQ., rock
P.A.s and commercial equipment: ALTEC, AKG,
CROWN, SHURE, REVOX and ACOUSTEC
speaker systems. Write ACOUSTEC, 2828 -11th
Avenue S.E., Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2A
0E7.

discount.

CASSETTE LABELS

TRANSIENT OUTPUT MONITOR for audio amplifiers. L.E.D. readout indicates 2 to 1000
watts average and transient power output.
Hand assembled, calibrated, tested. $100. Free
literature. Analogic Design, P.O. Box 7753,
Phila., Pa. 19101.

RAIN WHITE CASSE TIE LABELS. NORELCO CASSETTE CLEANERS
FAMOUS BRAND CASSETTES. METAL OR FIBERGLASS 10 REELS ,SEND
FOR TAPE DISCOUNT SHEETS)
9
10 99
100
1000
QUANTITY
01
CASSETTE LABELSIUNIrsOF 101
02
OIS
025
022
02
CASSETTE MAILER BOXES
03
NORELCO CASSETTE CLEANER
65
50
55
50
SCOTCH CASSETTE SC90HE
2 72
)BOY 2 GET ONE REE)
40
35
10- FIBERGLASS REELS USED
50
50
100
100
90
RO
10 METAL NAB HOLE USED
1

-

AUDIOPHILE DEMOS AND USED AT
WHOLESALE PRICES

PLUS POSTAGE BY WEIGHT AND IONE

SAXITONE TAPE SALES

SAE MK 6 digital

tuner

List $1050

R amp
200/200 RMS List

MINIMUM ORDER. 1500

';..7,U,7,',".7'«':-2'.°12

Used $650

BGW 500

$ 729

Demo $479

FOR SALE

Crown IMA IM

distortion
analyser
ESS Transtatic

List

$ 675

Used $295

I

speakers
Thorens TD 125
BMKI without

tonearm

List $1198

Used $849/pair

List

$ 305

Used $199

List

$

690

Used $399

Sony PS2251/LA
Rabco SL8E (DKL

modified)
ADC XLM

Marantz 2 (30
RMS mono
each)

New $ 440 Used $120/pair
Dyna ST 70
Used $89
Dealers Welcome, send check, BAC., or MC.
ANDERSON STEREO LAB
2244 Neil Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201
(614) 294-4743

...

ARE YOUR TAPES IN DANGER
Playback
on magnetized equipment can ruin them. Now

measure and eliminate damaging
magnetic residuals. Standard Audiophile Han D -Kit $29.75, Delux Han -D -Kit $51.00, delivered
in USA on prepaid orders. Free data on reyou can

quest. Annisco, 1103 N. Delaware, Indianapolis, Indiana 46202.
AUDIOPHILES! On demonstration:
Dahlquist, Nakamichi, Transcriptors, LinnSondek, Infinity, Braun, Advent, Crown, Phase
TEXAS

Linear,
Klipsch,
Radford,
tion and

Ortofon,

Levinson,

Supex,

Quad,

IMF, Keith -Monks, ESS, Decca, B&O,
Stax, Audionics, Philips, Revox, Citamany others. Phone 512-478-7421.

NEW, IMPROVED SME TONE ARMS correctly
mounted in AR turntables. Audio Consultants,
517 Davis St., Evanston, Illinois 60201 (312)

864-9565.

spkrs.-2 pair
w/ST-300 matching transformer. $2000.00.
Hadley Basic amp.-$250.00. (312) 864-9565.
DAYTON-WRIGHT XG-8 Mk II

HIGHEST QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT: IMF
III, $300 ea. Marantz 500, $860; ESS Heil
AMT -1, $225 ea.; Marantz 20B, $500; Quad
ESL's, $250 ea,; Crown CX-824, $1700 w/case;
Crown DC -300, $475; JBL SA660, $365; B&W
DM70, $425 ea., B&W DM2, $195 ea., Tandberg 9000X, $550; Phase Linear 700, $550;
Marantz 7T $225; Marantz 33, $285; Sony
2000F, $380 /wcase; Bose 901, $350 pair; ESS
preamp, $185; ESS 200 watt Basic, $225; Teac
6010, $400; Dual 1219, $125; McIntosh ML -4C,
$650 ea.; McIntosh MPI-4, $480; AR-3a, $165
ea. All guaranteed 90 days parts and labor.
Audio Consultants, 517 Davis St., Evanston,
Illinois 60201. (312) 864-9565.

BUY DIRECT FROM GERMANY. THORENS,
REVOX, BRAUN, DUAL, MIRACORD-ELAC,
OTHERS CARRYING WORLD-FAMOUS -MADEIN-GERMANY"-TAG. BECAUSE WE ARE LOCATED RIGHT HERE WHERE IT'S MANUFACTURED, PRICES ARE LOWER THAN YOU'VE
DREAMED POSSIBLE. EVERYTHING SHIPPED
IN
FACTORY-CARTONS.
FOR QUOTATION
WRITE TO: GLOBAL AUDIO, P.O. BOX 1372,
D-5020 FRECHEN, WEST GERMANY.

INFINITY SPC PREAMP, $350.00. Excellent.
Russ Goddard, 1171 W. Latimer, Campbell,
Ca. 95008. (408) 374-4697.
AT LAST! IMF LOUDSPEAKERS ON DEMONSTRATION
IN N. CALIF.
Studio IIIA's,

ALS40A's, and the amazing Super Compacts.
Monitor Ill's available on special order. Call
or write RUSS GODDARD, custom IMF dealer,
1171 W. Latimer, Campbell, Ca. 95008. (408)
374-4697.
SPEAKERS: IMF Studios,
excellent with
matched new woofers plus original spare,
$500. Magneplanar 1-U, pair near mint, $700/
offers. AMPS: Phase-Linear 400, excellent,
$350. Audio Research Dual 50 F-1B, excellent,
$325. PRE-AMP: Citation 11, excellent, $175.
TAPE MACHINES: Tascam Series 70 1/2 -inch
4 -channel, 701 electronics, sync., mint-never
used. Complete or prefer sell electronics &
heads only-offers? Teac 7030 GSL, selling
mint electronics & heads, offers? Crown
CX-822, excellent, case, mic preamps, etc.,
$1350, or offers for deck without extras, or
transport only? Concertone Series 90-, 71/2 &
15 ips, with 1/2 & '/4 track heads, complete

electronics, manuals-all near mint. Brand
new capstan & roller. $350. MISCELLANEOUS:
Empire 598 record player with mint 1000 ZEX
and good 1000 ZE cartridges, $200/offers.
Burwen Model 1000 Dynamic Noise Filter,
mint, offers over $2000. Sennheiser CV -571
reverb, mint $200. Most above have shipping
boxes and manuals, etc.
P.O. Box 284, State College, Pa. 16801, or
phone 814-237-2873.
ONE NEW AUDIO RESEARCH SP-3A and
slightly used D50fib. $950. Cross, 1817 Birch,
Richland, Wash. 99352.
VERY SOPHISTICATED 12" woofer. Patented
15 magnet magnetic structure. 200 watts RMS

ohm. $32.50. Piezo super horn tweeters
$7.95 P.P. Cont. U.S.A. Use two piezo horns
with this woofer and no crossover for a very
linear system from 38 Hz to 30 Khz. Daily Mfg.
Co. (Mfr. of quality loudspeaker systems since
1951) 100 Liberty St., Rockwell, N.C. 28138.
8
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TELEDAPTER EASILY CONNECTS TO ANY TV &
STEREO SYSTEM. Using our coupling and matrix circuit, teledapter takes
a low
impedance output Iron, the television and delivers two HIGH
IMPEDANCE CHANNELS OF SIMULATED STEREO. to drive any
amplifier- Frequency response is maintained so you can hear the tinkle of
bells or booming bas
unds a t happens on TV. With servicewarranty
and hookup nin
crions $16.95 ppd. Guaranteed to make your TV 100%
The

TE -200

more enjoyable.
OUR NEW TE -300 00E -UHF HIT! TUNER IS NOW AVAILABLE. A
complete and self contained 110 volt to r. VHF -UHF antenna connec.
Recording and amp output jacks. Fire year service warranty
0149.95 ppd. From our factory.
MASTER CHARGE NO. for
TE -200
TE -300
SEND'.
CHECK
or
35.00 for C.O.D.
TO. RHOADES NATIONAL CO. DEPT AD

-

1

P.O. BOO 817

HENDERSONVILIE, TENNESSEE 37075

NAME

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BUY DIRECT FROM ENGLAND'S HIFI MAIL
ORDER SPECIALIST! SAVE ON LEAK, DECCA,
TANDBERG, REVOX, GOLD SPEAKERS, B&O,
JORDAN,
CELESTION,
TRANSCRIPTOR,
WATTS, LOWTHER, KEF, ROGERS, MORDAUNT
SHORT, (SAMPLE QUOTE SME 3009 TONEARM
BY INSURED AIRPOST $105.55) SHIPPING
LISTS FREE OR SEND $2.00 BILLS TO INCLUDE LITERATURE. GOODWIN LTD., 7
BROADWAY, WOODGREEN LONDON N22.
PHONE 888-0077. VISITORS WELCOME.

IN PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE WE OFFER: Infinit_?, Crown, Revox, Fulton, Sennheiser, Philips, Urotofon, ESS, SAE, Beyer, DBX, Altec,
Technics direct drives, RTR, McIntosh, JBL,

KLIPSHORN CORNER SPEAKER Light Oak
3313 West End Ave., Nashville, Tenn. 37203.

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

FOR SALE
MATCHED PAIR, LOWTHER-HEGEMON CORNER HORNS, MAHOGANY, $850.00 FIRM. BILL
ELLIOTT, 7805 CAMINO REAL, MIAMI, FLORIDA, 33143. (305) 279-8548.

-

ONE AUDIO RESEARCH SP -3 Pre -amp and one
Dual 75 amp. Superb condition. Reasonable
prices. (215) WI 5-7185, Levittown, Pa.

AKAI GX-280D-SS, in original carton. Never
used. $675 FOB. Larry Riley, 4A Couch Street,
Plattsburgh, New York 12901. 518-561-8333.
DAYTON-WRIGHT SPEAKERS, Preamp-equalz e r. 519-945-8486.
i

PROFESSIONAL AMPEX 300 Transport, 71/2 &
15 ips, set of full track heads, $400. Modified
Sony MX -12 mixer, input transformers, and
pan pots added, $130. Brent Gabrielsen, 2031
W. 2nd PI., Mesa, Arizona 85201.
BROADCAST QUALITY MIXER for creative D.J.

audiophiles with facilities for simultaneous
mixing of two stereo phonographs, a tape
machine and a microphone. Precue for all inputs with built in monitor headphone amplifier. Discoteques, small radio stations, background music systems. Send for literature.
$325.00. GLI, Box 2076, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11202.
(212) 875-6992.
A.R.C. SP 3-$550.00; D -75's-$650.00 EACH; EC
4-$215.00. BOZAK SPEAKERS, "CONCERT
GRANDS", (FACTORY BIAMPED), IMMACULATE, WARRANTY CARDS, B410 SYSTEM.
PAIR -$1000.00. SONY TTS-3000/RABCO SL8E/
V15-$200.00 AUDIO & DESIGN TONE -ARM
(COMPLETE) -$40.00.
SHIPPING
PREPAI D,
PRICES NEGOTIABLE. P. HALEY, 1021 HAZEL
PLACE, MEXICO, MISSOURI 65265.

PORTLAND'S OWN HAWTHORNE STEREO offers the sophistication and expertise of the
East with the friendliness of the West. Featured lines: AKG, Advent, Audio Research,
Beyer, Braun, Citation, Dahlquist, Infinity,
Linn-Sondek, Magneplanar, Marantz, McIntosh, Nakamichi, Phase Linear, Philips, RTR,
Rabco, SAE, Sennheiser, Sony Corp., Sound -

craftsman, Spectro-Acoustic shipped from
stock to your door -fully pretested and insured. Write for information and price quotations: Hawthorne Stereo, 3580 S.E. Hawthorne
Blvd., Portland, Oregon 97214.
COMPONENTS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR
LOUDSPEAKERS: Audio Research T -3A, 1B,
Braun LV 1020, Dahlquist DQ10, Dayton Wright XG-8 MKIIB, ESS, Fulton J Modular
System, Hartley Concert Master, Hegeman 1A,
& 2, IMF Monitor, Studio, ALS 40, Magne planar MG2167-F, RTR 280 DR, ESR 6, 15.
COMPONENTS: Audio Research, BGW, Burwen,
Connoisseur, Dayton -Wright, Hervic, LinnSondek, M&K super woofers and crossovers
for T-3ATM, 1B, etc., Mark Levinson Products,
Ortofon, Panasonic SP 10, Quad, Quintessence, Radford, SAE, Shure, SME, Supex,
Thorens Transcriptor and SEQUERRA. Bro-

chures available.
PAUL HEATH AUDIO
354 STATE STREET
ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14608
(716) 232-2828

AMPLIFIER KITS -60-60W RMS basic amplifier only $149.50. The very latest low distortion
stable design in easy to assemble kit form
with quality components for substantial savings over retail. Buy factory direct and save.
Send stamped self-addressed envelope for exciting full details. Ruxton Electronic, P.O. Box
30312, Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105.
DAYTON-WRIGHT XG-8 Mk1I with ST -300. 4
panels $2300. 2 panels $1500. Firm. Natural
aluminum finish. Still warranty. Private. 416225-8619 (Toronto, Canada).
CONCERT HALL REALISM-Thorens TD -124,
Ortofon Arm & Pick -Up; Revox Model #G36
Recorder; Marantz Stereo Console Model #7;
Marantz Dual 35 Watt Model 8B Amplifier;
Marantz Stereo FM Tuner Model 10B; (2) Dy naco Mark Ill Amplifiers; (2) 15" Tannoy Dual
Concentric Monitors in Folder -Horn Enclosures
with (2) Altec Tweeters, Birch Enclosures, size
approximately 3' L x 2' H x 11/2' D; Large Custom Equipment Cabinet (Birch) or, Casters,
Folding Louvered -Doors, approx. size 61/2' H x
41/2' W x 11/2' D. Original investment over
$4,000.00, Asking $3,000. H. T. Samuels, 336
Wende Way, Glen Burnie, Md. 21061.
LEARN HOW fine audio equipment works. Add

knowledge to your pleasure. Order "Reproduction of Sound", P.Pd. $3.50
Audio Knowledge
Box 961
Lancaster, Ohio 43130
TELEPHONE TAPPED???
Car Followed??
Office Bugged?? Countermeasure Equipment
Catalog $1.00. SECURITY, Box 671AU, Westwood, N.J. 07675.
.

.

CUSTOM SPEAKER ENCLOSURE FABRICATING. Perfectionist. Extremely reasonable.
Foam grid material. Audio Box Al2-1.

PANASONIC, GARRARD, DYNACO, Kenwood,
Marantz, Pioneer, McIntosh, Sony, Ampex, AR,
Advent, KLH, Rectilinear, Soundcraftsman,
Audio Technica, any and all brands, at up to
60% off. That's right -60%! Write for free
price quote on any Hi-Fi equipment. If we
don't have it, we'll get it. All equipment in
excellent condition in factory sealed boxes.
Hurry! Some supplies limited. Write H. Simon
Sales Co. Ltd., 4048 Bernice Rd., Seaford, N.Y.

Transcriptors, Klipsch, Citation, Decca, SME,
Sequerra, Micro/Acoustics, Lamb, Dahlquist,
Tannoy, Yamaha, Soundcraftsmen, Marantz,
and more ... Also custom room equalization,
individually damped Altec & JBL Monitors and
an ongoing equipment evaluation program,
The House of Sound, 821 Kent Ave., Baltimore,
Md. 21228.
TEAC 3300S new $550.00. Rabco ST4 new
$125.00. Need school money. Call Ray, (913)
841-3775.
CROWN DC300 Power Amp $475.00; Magne-

planars Tym l's $575.00. (216) 292-2864.
CANADIAN BOWERS & WILKINS DM70C Con-

tinental, white. Like new. Montreal 514-3658758.
MARANTZ MODEL 7 Preamplifier, mint $200.
Dyna FM3 factory built tuner, $75. Robert
Leffert, RFD 2, Lancaster, N.H. 03584.
DENVER'S SPECIALISTS in High Definition
Sound Systems offer Audio Research, B&O,
Crown, ESS, IMF, Klipsch, Phase Linear, Quad,
Radford, Transcriptor, Yamaha and more. Visit
ListenUp, 685 South Pearl, Denver, Colorado
80209. 303-778-0780.

AKAI GX-600D 101/2" new, won in raffle $495.
Lafayette Stereo K-600 tube preamps $75
each. Eico HF -60 watt tube amps $60 each.
Concertone 801A portable reverse recorder
$150. Lafayette 20A amp preamp $25. Pat
Martines, 410 Oakwood Road, Huntington
Station, N.Y. 11746. (516) HA 3-3614.

REVOX-MARANTZ-RABCO, new or like new.
Rabco ST-4, Revox A-77, Marantz 120B tuner,
3300 Preamplifier, 250 Amplifier, Imperial 9
loudspeakers. 913-267-2200.
STEREOPUS

-A

new quarterly

publication

honestly reviews the latest in quality audio
equipment. In depth analysis, emphasis on
how equipment sounds, including effect of
associated equipment. First issue reviews Infinity monitor and RSL Max loudspeakers,
Crown DC -300a and Phase Linear 400 power
amps, Grace and Microacoustics cartridges,
and more. $9.00/year (Foreign $12.00) (Four
issues) StereOpus, P.O. Box 269, Fort Walton
Beach, Florida 32548.
AUDIO RESEARCH DUAL 75A; Panasonic SP 10, customized Rabco SL -8E and Decca London V; hand polished, solid -oil walnut trim/
frame for ARC Tympani l's J. O'Connell, 22
Bremond St., Belleville, N.J. 07109.
ONE TANNOY WINDSOR GRF $300. Two JBL
LE8T, new $100. McIntosh Ml75 $175, MC60
$100. FR54 Tonearm, new $60. HP330BR Analyzer $200. HP521C Counter $50. Two Onkyo
TW-7S Tweeter, new $130. Ohtsuka, 849 Santiago St., San Francisco, Calif. 94116. 415681-4767.

INCH VIDEO TAPE. $7.25 PER HOUR on
7" reel. Low headwear. 0.9 mil polyester. Free
literature. OREGON MAGNETICS Box 13374,
Portland, Oregon 97213.
1/2

11783.

MARTEX POWER AMPS -50 watts rms x2$219.95, 100 watts rms x2 with output meters
-$395.00, post prepaid. Stereo Sound, 4419
John Marr Dr., Annandale, Va. 22003. (703)
941-5707.

BRAND NEW PIONEER QX-949 Quadraphonic
receiver $500.00. John Simpson, 3912 Big Sky
N.E., Albuquerque, N. Mexico 87111.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF BETHESDA, P. O.
BOX 34251, WEST BETHESDA, MD. 20034.
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FOR SALE

EQUIPMENT WANTED

EQUIPMENT WANTED

SONY 366, 3 head quad. Top condition.
$295.00. George Toot, 2102 Ridgecrest, Massillon, Ohio.

WANTED: PAIR OF OHM F SPEAKERS. May
be new, used, or demo. State price and condition. A. Blanchard, P.O. Box 2034, Burlington, N.C. 27215. (919) 227.7208.

SOUTH FLORIDA'S ONLY AUDIO RESEARCH
DEALER. Full Audio Research Systems on display: SP3-A/Dual 76/Dual 51/Magneplanar
Tympani I-B/Tympani IIIA. Plus Advent, B&O,

FISHER 800C, FISHER 600T, SCOTT 296,
STATE PRICE FIRST CORRESPONDENCE.
P. HALEY, 1021 HAZEL PLACE, MEXICO, MISSOURI 65265.

MARANTZ 7C AND 8B. State condition and
price. J. Fong, 1238 Green, San Francisco,
Calif. 94109.

2, 5, 8, 8-B,

ESS,

Harman-Kardon,

McIntosh,

Marantz,

Phase Linear, SAE, Supex, Stax, SME, Senn heiser, Tandberg, TEAC, Thorens, Techñics,

Nakamichi, Mark Levinson. Complete audio
counselling and custom installations. Sound
and Sight, 20 N. Federal Highway, Boca Raton,
33432, (305) 391.1843; 141 Lakeview Avenue,
West Palm Beach 33401, (305) 655-2236.

HEATH AR -15, large Advents, Dual 1019 or
1218 w/cover, Shure V151I. Bob McCoy, 1100
Buckingham Rd., Greensboro, N.C. 27408. 919288-0811.

stereo recorder with 4 -track playback head in portable
case in immaculate condition. Complete with
remote control and manual. Price $1,100.
AMPEX MX -10 stereo mixers. Price $250. each.
AMPEX AG -4406-4 71/2/15 ips portable recorder 4 months old with 2 -track head assy.
and many extras. Price $4,500.
Jim Stemke, 3749 N. Sayre Ave., Chicago, Ill.
60634 (312) 545.0393.

woofer(s). State price. Within reasonable
driving distance of Toledo. Wm. Eckle, 3656
Torrance Dr., Toledo, Ohio 43612.

BASF TAPE-LP35LH 1800'-$3.99; KR casettes C90-$2.59, C60-$1.79. Add 10% for
shipping. Stereo Sound, 4419 John Marr Dr.,
Annandale, Va. 22003.

WANTED: 19" SILVER Anodized Rack mount
panel for Marantz 10B. (Face panel only-O.K.)
Will buy or trade for original. Evenings, (May
call collect) (1-313.779-2731).

TRANSCRIPTOR GLASS SKELTON w/vestial
arm $350 plus 10% shipping. Stereo Sound,
4419 John Marr Dr., Annandale, Va. 22003.
(703) 941-5707.

INFORMATION ON NEUMAN QM -69 FET
Microphone. Wanted: used AKG D224E imcs,
Stevenson 4 channel mixer, Stellavox SQ7
and accessories. Please state age, condition
and prices wanted. Paul Hargitt, 5715R Port
Au Prince Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46224.

AMPEX AG-500.2 71/2/15 ips

2-track

WANTED: COLLECTOR SEEKS EITHER 78 -rpm
or 1.p. recordings by Richard Crooks-new or
excellent condition only. Send lists, pricesprompt reply. D. Greenwood, 7130 Kopman,
Houston, Tex. 77017.

FACT: One of the largest and oldest exotic
audio stores is now open at their brand new
location. No other store combines the display
facilities, the equipment and the service quite
like TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO LTD. in all of

the United States.
A. ROOMS-three perfect sound rooms with
complete working demonstration-generally
live tape.

EQUIPMENT-Dayton Wright XG8MklIB
speakers and SPS preamps. Cambridge Audio
TL 200 transmission line speakers and P140X,
P7OX amplifiers. J. E. Sudgen "Class A" amps.
ERA 48 pole belt -driven turntables. Radford,
Quad, Revox, Audionics, AKG, B&O, B&W Ltd.,
B.

Crown, BGW, Celestion, DBX, Epicure, Technics, SAE, Infinity, Sequerra, Phase Linear,
Supex, Levinson, Grace, Transcriptors, ESS,
Braun, Magneplanar, Yamaha, Stax, Marantz,
Harman-Kardon, Wizard Phono., Ortofon, GAS.
C. SERVICE-Anechoic Chamber, test equipment from Hewlett Packard, Crown, B&K
Sound Technology, etc.
D. USED EQUIPMENT-Ton! Dahlquist DQ10,
Audio Research D51, D76, SP3A & speakers,
RTR 28DR, Phase Linear 4000, Quintessence,
Infinity Monitors, preamp, IMF speakers and
amp, much, much, more.
TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO, LTD., 773 NIAGARA FALLS BLVD., BUFFALO, NEW YORK
14226. 834.3100 & 834-3101.

-35

REEL TO REEL TAPES
tapes-Big band
and classical. $200 value only $49. (215) 2579068.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
CASH FOR YOUR unwanted stereo LP's and
reel to reel tapes. Record House, Hillburn, New
York 10931.

PAIR EXCELLENT WALNUT AR5's. GARRETT,
5402 KINGSWAY, CINCINNATI, OHIO 45215.

AUDIO

I

WANTED, ALTEC 803BS, 802, 804 drivers, &
500 Hz horns. Or Heath "Legato" w/15"

WANTED TWO KENWOOD KL -5080 speakers
in excellent condition. 1-608-365-8000 (call

collect).

HOBBYIST NEEDS ULTRA -MINIATURE LOUD-

SPEAKERS-Maximus, Realistic Minimus -1,
Criterion 20A, Allied KN2310, others. Working
or not. Evans, Box 2194, Philadelphia, Pa.
19103 or call (215) 686-5009 weekdays. Will
pay top market.

WANTED-Two Karlson twelve or fifteen inch
speaker enclosures, state price FOB shipping
point, model and other pertinent details. Foley,
18-144 Second Ave., S.E., Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada T1A 2K7.

WANTED: WHARFEDALE Super 12CS/AL or
FS/AL and Super 8CS/AL or FS/AL speakers.
Arthur H. Banner, 270 Crown St., Brooklyn,
N.Y. 11225.

SEEBURG AP1-33, 50 LP's automatic player.
State price, condition. Harold Ivey, P.O. Box
K-172, Biloxi, Miss. 39534.

WANTED: Two Empire speakers model 9000 or
9000M. Ian Legge, 2004 W. 44th Ave., Vancouver, B.C., Canada, V6M 2E9.
SONY 854.4S, or TEAC 3340S, Advent 100(A)
Dolbys-must be in mint condition. MJS, 1126
Cobb St., San Mateo, Calif. 94401.

MARANTZ TUBE Model 1, 6, or 7-C Pre -amp.
or 9A Power Amp, 3 x -over. Dave
Harms, 725 W. 7th St.. Sedalia, Mo. 65301.

TAPE RECORDINGS
RENT CASSETTE or Open Reel Prerecorded
tape. All Labels. Catalog 75¢. Tape & Time,
P.O. Box 740, Hopkins, Minn. 55343.

EVERYTHING ON OPEN

REEL!

Prerecorded

classical/popular tapes. Latest releases. DolQuad. 96 -page catalogue $1. Barclay Room 857A, 11 Broadway, NYC
10004.

by.

Crocker,

LIVE OPERA TAPES. Professional reel, cassette

copies. Extensive sound coded catalogue.
Quality guaranteed. Also records. A Fischer,
Box 83 Fordham Station, Bronx, N.Y. 10458.
WANTED: TAPE COPY OF 46th ACADEMY
AWARDS PROGRAM, APRIL 2, 1974. STATE
QUALITY, TERMS. J. FRAZIER, 513 LAKE WOOD, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 44502.

- -

-

TAPES
RARE
VERY RARE
Inexpensive
List $1.00. Larry Klein, 1936 N. Clark, Chicago,

60614.

TAPES &
TAPE RECORDERS
CAPITOL

STACK -PACKS. Scotch

cassettes,

cartridges, reels. Discount prices. Lawson's,
Box 510, Livermore, Ca. 94550.
8 -TRACK TAPES ;1.75
By joining Star Tape Club. Buy as many as
you want or none. No obligation. Big name
hit tapes. Rock, Soul, Popular, Best at Religious, Bluegrass, Classical, Country, Jazz, also
Party. Join direct from this ad. Send $4.00 to:
STAR ENTERPRISES
35 -AM Woodcrest Ave., Dayton, O. 45405.

BLANK CASSETTES: C-20 thru C-90, 40¢ to
84¢; custom lengths. Free sample. TARZAC,
638 Muskogee Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia,
23509.
MAKE YOUR OWN TAPES. 45 minute blank 8
track cartridges $12.00 per dozen. Send MO
or Cashier's Check today. Bob Musial, Box
11907-A, Chicago, 60611.

LIVE OPERA CONCERT TAPES Collector's
Vault, 625 South Governor, Iowa City, Iowa
52240.

RECORDS

McINTOSH-MC2300-MC2100.

BIG LP CATALOG-Jazz, big bands, radio
shows from 1930's -50's. All the old favorites!
Send 10¢ to Tulip Records, P.O. Box 3155-A,
San Rafael, Calif. 94902.

WANTED: THORENS 124 TURNTABLE: Marantz 7C pre -amplifier, 8B power amplifiersmint condition. John Simpson, 3912 Big Sky
N.E. Albuquerque, N. Mexico 87111.

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING for out-of -print
records, you should've been looking for us.
Discontinued, 216N Rose, Burbank, California
91505.

Pasiecznik,
Crest, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974.

KLIPSCH CORNWALL, Belle-Klipsch or Heresy.
Pair E -V T-350 tweeters. R. Vanderbilt, 1800
Shore Blvd., Pt. Pleasant, N.J. 08742. 201-8992022.
ELECTRONICS FOR 700 SERIES Crown
corder. Box 26541, Tempe, Ariz.

re-

INFINITY SERVO I SPEAKERS OR SYSTEM.
State age, condition, and selling price. Williams 6604 Wayne Ave., Phila., 19119.

FREE 200 -PAGE CATALOG. 1,400 New Stereo

Recordings. Renaissance, Baroque, Classical,
Romantic, Modern Music. Not sold in stores.
Not listed in Schwann's. Highest quality!
Budget label prices! Available only by mail.
MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY, Box 932 AU,
New York, N.Y. 10023.

SOUNDTRACKS-JAZZ-POP.

Vincent,

Box

5202, Long Island City, N.Y. 11105.
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new, different 45's-$3.95 postRECORDS
paid. Free gift with order. Discount tape catalog. Arcan Products, Rt. 1 Box 278-A, Waldorf,
Md. 20601.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMPRITE SPEAKERS SERVICE
655 Sixth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010
212-CH3-4812

SHOW ALBUMS -Rare. Out of Print LP's. 52
page list 50f. Broadway/Hollywood Recordings
Georgetown, Conn. 06829.

STEREO MASTERS, RECORDS AND ALBUMS.

PSYCHIC MEDITATION -WITCHCRAFT MUSIC
RECORDS. Free Brochure! (Dealers Welcome)
Brotherhood, Box 1363, Spring Valley, California 92077.

OLDIES-45 RPM Original hits, Catalog 50¢
C&S Record Sales. Box 197, Wampsville, N.Y.
13163.
HAVE THOUSANDS OF RECORDS. WOULD
LIKE TO HEAR FROM COLLECTORS OF
SWEET, SWING, JAZZ, C/W, COMEDY. Sid
Rosen, Box 181, Toronto 19, Canada.

-

-

QUADRAPHONIC RECORDS AND TAPES
at discount
ALL labels over 500 titles
prices! For your free illustrated copy of the
world's most complete quad catalog, write:
SOUND CONCEPTS, 2713 West Radan, Dept.
C12, Peoria, Illinois 61604.
SOUNDTRACK RECORD ALBUMS-Mall Auc-

tion. Free List-Whalon, 2321A Hill -Redondo
Beach, Calif. 90278.

-

SOUNDTRACKS/OC, JAZZ/PERSONALITY
FREE NEWSLETTER! RTSA, 3700 S. Plaza
Drive, Bldg. F/211, Santa Ana, California
92704.

FILM MUSIC -SOUNDTRACKS -Send
wants and we'll quote immediately. F. C.
Flanders, 6016 Bellona Ave., Baltimore, Md.
RARE

21212.

-

Soundtracks, Shows,
Personalities. Reasonable Prices. Large New
Catalog, Free. Hiott, Box 440471, Miami, Fla.
RARE RECORDINGS

33144.
FILM -STAGE SOUNDTRACKS. Large free list.
A. Lutsky, Box 557342, Miami, Fla. 33155.
CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks, Personalities of Thirties, Forties. Box 225, New York,
N.Y. 10028.

JUMP RECORDS! BLUE ANGEL RECORDS!
Again available! Teagarden, Nichols, McHargue, VanEps, Gowans, O'Brien, Stacy,
Miller, Ash, Terry, Matlock, Rowles, Venuti,
LaVere, Fontana, Kellaway, Criss, Pass, Edison, etc. P. O. Box 382, Hermosa Beach, California 90254.

- -

-

Soundtracks
Personalities O.C. Indicate List: Ray Macknic,
P.O. Box 7511, Van Nuys, Calif. 91409 U.S.A.
SOLD @ AUCTION

JAZZ

UNDERGROUND RECORDS, English imports,
regular albums, 45's and tapes. Low prices.
Free catalog. Audyssey Records, Dept. D, Box
503, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
JAZZ-Personalities, Soundtracks & O.C. Auction Lists From: Ray Macknic, 16114 Napa St.,
Sepulveda, Calif. 91343, U.S.A.

Check our prices. Newest type high level cut-

ting equipment featuring: Neumann VMS 70
Computer control lathe, Parametric Equalization, Dolby, DBX, and the new SX74 Cutting
System by Neumann. Special package prices
on album and single record production.
Stereo LP masters $30.00/side. 7" stereo
masters $10.00/side. 1000 45 RPM stereo
singles $217.50 including mastering. Write or
call for brochure. Dick McGrew Recording
Service, 7027 Twin Hills, Dallas, Texas 75231,
214-691-5107.
DON'T PAY the high mail order prices. Thieves
Warehouse is coming to your area. Franchises
available. Thieves Warehouse, P.O. Box 8057,
Pensacola, Florida 32505.

AND AMPLIFIERS:
factory authorized service station, Complete
overhaul and rebuilding service. Techniarts,
Box 1716 Washington, D.C. 20013 301-4451112.

CROWN

RECORDERS

ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
UNIQUE APPROACH TO AUDIO REPORTING
Introducing the new AUDIO REVIEW, an entirely unique bi -monthly publication featuring
in-depth coverage of the audio field; new

equipment announcements/descriptions,

PRO-

FESSIONAL EQUIPMENT REVIEWS/RATINGS
RECOMMENDATIONS/OPINIONS,
sensational
revealing audio articles presenting issues
and ideas other magazines ignore. New, expanded EQUIPMENT BUYERS DISCOUNT
SERVICE. The New AUDIO REVIEW covers the
field of audio in its entirety. Special Introductory Subscription Rate: $8.00/year. (6
issues). AUDIO REVIEW, Box 175, North Branford, CT 06471.
CUSTOM PRINTED CASSETTE LABELS: 50 to
1,000+. Finest quality. Complimentary samples. TARZAC, 638 Muskogee Avenue, Norfolk,
Virginia 23509.
TAPE
spec.
each.
Place,

RECORDER HEADS brought back to
Wear removed. Brilliant finish. $10.00
One day service. E. Maher, 5 Evans
Orinda, Calif. 94563.

NEEDLE AND STYLUS CARE SERVICE

If you are unsure as to the condition of your
stylus, forward your stylus, carefully packed,
to: Needle in a Haystack, Inc., 6749 Springfield Mall, Springfield, Va. 22150, together
with remittance of $1.00. Your stylus will be
inspected and returned within 48 hours with
a report stating its condition.

AUDIO/VISUAL ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
System Design, Sound, Background Music.
Intercom, CCTV, CAN, ETV, MAN, 1st Phone,
Supervise and coordinate installations. Write:

Accrutek Engineering Co.
P.O. Box 525

Duarte, Ca. 91010

SER VICES
AUSTRALIAN TAPE RECORDISTS ASSOCIATION INC. Makes friends with your tape recorder-cassette or reel. Tapespondance,
Monthly Magazine, Round Robins, Blind Services. Members throughout Australia and the
World. Annual subscription U.S. $4.50 or $8.25
magazine by airmail.
BOX 970 G.P.O. ADELAIDE SOUTH AUSTRALIA
5001.

CASSETTE DUPLICATION
10-100
100-1,000
C-30
90¢ each
83¢ each
C-60
$1.10 each
$1.00 each
C-90
$1.54 each
$1.40 each
Blank labels 2¢ each. Custom labels $27.00/
1,000. Soft Poly boxes 7¢ each. Clear Plastic
boxes 11¢ each.
W. R. WILSON ASSOCIATES,
72 S. Forge Manor Drive,
Phoenixville, Pa. 19460.

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL
PRESS HIGH QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS
FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC
MASTERING. 1819 BROADWAY, NASHVILLE,
TENNESSEE 37203.
MASTERS AND ACETATE DEMOS (STEREO
OR MONO) PRECISION CUT using the Scully Westrex 3D cutting system. Request brochure
-you'll be surprised at our prices. Studio discount available. Trutone Records, Dept. A,
6411 Bergenwood Ave., North Bergen, New
Jersey 07047. 201-868-9332.

SHORT RUN RECORD PRODUCTION (100 &
UP) FROM YOUR TAPES. We do it all -from

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE Tape and
Disc. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing. Masters and pressings. High quality at

reasonable rates. Joseph
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Giovanelli, Audio

Tech Laboratories, 2819 Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. IN9.7134.

THE ABSOLUTE SOUNDTM, in its forthcoming
issue, takes an in-depth look at the Magne planar IIIA, Ampzilla, the Vestige! Tone -Arm,
the Soundcraftsmen Preamp, SAE's new
Power Amps, the Phase Linear 700B. If that
doesn't intrigue you, then consider the reviews
of the Audionics TL90 speaker, the Dyna 400
(both versions), the B&O mmc 6000, the LinnSondek Turntable, and the Ortofon SL-15 II.
Mike Wright will be telling you why transistors sound different from tubes. Noted critic
B. H. Haggin will be setting the record straight
on Toscanini in the first of a series of articles
designed to separate wheat from chaff In
musical matters. This is only the first issue
in Volume 2. Later on there will be reviews of
the new Phase Linear 4000; the Futterman
amp; the Micro/Acoustics cartridge; Radford's
electronics; IMF's new speakers; the Bryston
Pro -2, the Keith Monks arm; the Infinity Servo Statik la; the Renaissance speakers, and
more. Subscriptions are $10 (four issues).
Canadians: either $9 money order or $11 personal check. Add $2 if you want your copies
mailed first class. Foreign: $12.50 (airmail).
The Absolute Sound, Box 5. Northport, New
York 11768. (Volume back issues available at
$3 each or $12 for set.)
I

FLORIDA'S

ONLY

FACTORY -AUTHORIZED

Warranty Station for Crown International. Factory -trained technicians. Also Phase Linear,
other professional lines. Audio Analyst, 3955
Forsyth Road, Orlando, Fla. 32807. 305-6784499.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
hundred. Immediate earning. Beginner's Kit, $1.00 (refundable) Robinson Enterprises, Box 38, Augusta,
STUFF ENVELOPES. $25.00

Ga. 30903.

REPRESENTATIVE FOR SPEAKER SYSTEM
KITS in your area. Huge, never ending, untouched market. High energy, young, together,
sound & business oriented individual will do
best with this investment or commission op-

portunity. Requires very little attention after
establishment in your protected territory. We
must eventually meet for contractual arrangements. Send detailed resume to: Robb Favier/
TSR Engineering, 3673 W. 113th St., Ingle-

wood, Calif. 90303.

AUDIO
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-to

-to

the album
the pressing
the master
jacket LP's or 45's. Trutone Records, Dept.
A, 6411 Bergenwood Ave., North Bergen, New
Jersey 07047. 201-868-9332.
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RADIO PROGRAMS

HIGH FIDELITY

THOUSANDS OF OLD RADIO COMEDIES,
Dramas, Band Remotes, Mysteries, etc. $6.00
for 6 Hour Reels. Catalogue $1.00 (Refundable). Cassettes also available. RADIOVOX
1756 Washtenaw, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.

NOW AVAILABLE
FAMOUS REFLECTING
SYSTEM'S 41/2" REPLACEMENT DRIVERS.
$7.98 POSTPAID. BIG QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.
FREE SPECIFICATIONS. AURATONE, BOX
580-14, DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA 92014.

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS, Reels, $1.00
hour! Cassettes, $2.00 hour! Catalog. $1.25.
AM TREASURES, Box 192M, Babylon, N.Y.

REK-O-KUT now has in stock the original
woven Dacron Polyurethane turntable drive
belts -$7.95 plus $1.00 postage / handling.
REK-O-KUT, 1568 N. Sierra Vista, Fresno, Calif.
93703.

11702.
AGE RADIO -your best source for
radio tapes. Box 25215-D, Portland, Oregon
97225.
GOLDEN

OLD RADIO PROGRAMS on tape and cassette.
Catalogue 504. 30 minute sample tape with
catalogue $1.25. Satellite Broadcasting, Box
512, Miami, Florida 33165.
YESTERDAY'S RADIO PROGRAMS ON TAPE.
Catalog $1.00 refundable first order. Adventures, Dept. A-12, 1301 N. Park Ave., Inglewood, Calif. 90302.

...

HOME MOVIES
CAGNEY! BOGART! DRESSLER! FAIRBANKS!
FLYNN! TEMPLE! SWANSON! Many more!
The usual, the unusual; 16-S8-8mm sound &
silent 200 ft. S8-8mm sampler $2.00 Cat. free.
Thunderbird Bx 4081 -AM, Los Angeles 90054.

1

CABINETS

OLD RADIO SHOWS. Thousands available on
Cassettes, Reels, or Cartridges. Catalogue
$1.00. The Radio Vault. Box 9032-A. Wyoming,
Michigan 49509.

COMPONENT CABINETS

Direct from the factory at low factory prices.
Finished Unfinished Kits. Free brochure.
AUDIO ORIGINALS
546 S. Meridian St.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46225

OLD RADIO PROGRAMS ON TAPE. Thousands
available. Low prices, finest quality, immediate service. Catalogue 254. Nostalgic Radio,
Box 29K, Peoria, III. 61601.

SPEAKERS

VINTAGE RADIO IN QUALITY SOUND ON
REELS, 8 -TRACK, OR CASSETTES. BUY FROM
PROS IN THE BUSINESS WHO KNOW SOUND!
THOUSANDS OF PROGRAMS AVAILABLE.
CATALOGUE: $1.00; SUPPLEMENT: 504 (REFUNDABLE) TO: THE VINTAGE VOICE, BOX
687, TIBURON, CA. 94920.

BOOKS

-

"1975"

MUSICAL SPEAKERS REPAIRED
ALTEC WARRANTY STATION

SURVIVAL/MILITARY
Books/Manuals catalog 35e. Freeze dried survival foods
brochure w/prices 254. Hillcrest Publications,
(IJ-40), McDonald, Ohio 44437.

MUSIC

SHORTWAVE
FIRE Dispatchers. Catalogs
show receivers: exclusive directories of "confidential" channels. Send 104 stamp. Communications, Box 56AU Commack, New York
11725.

30% DISCOUNT. Name Brand Musical Instruments. Free Catalog. Freeport Music, 455R
Route 110, Melville, N.Y. 11746.
GUITAR KITS 1/2 price. The perfect gift. Send
254 for info. Box 9778, Dept. AU13, Towson,
Md. 21204.
HARMONICA KIT -Learn to play the harmonica in just one evening. Yes! After only a few
hours of practice, you'll be playing all your
favorite songs. Kit includes a quality, 10
double hole -10 brass reed harmonica and a
simple to follow instruction book featuring
over 35 popular songs. Remember, in devel-

oping musical talent, the harmonica occupies
a unique position among other instruments.
Its easy manipulation and agreeable tone
promotes an irresistible desire to play. No.
8976 HARMONICA KIT $3.49. Eddie C. Kroll,
2935 Keenwood Road, Norristown, Pa. 19403.

HIGH FIDELITY
DYNAKITS, lowest prices. Underground Hi-Fi
Sales, Rt. 1, Box 177, Arnold, Md. 21012.
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Average no.
copies each
issue during
preceding
12 months

REAL ESTATE
WYOMING RANCH LAND - 10 Acres, $25 Down,
$25 Month, Owner Mike Gauthier, 9418 Florence, Downey, CA 90240.

INDONESIAN MUSIC, records, tapes. Box 309,
Clayton, Cal. 94517.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

corporation which itself is a stockholder or holder of
bonds, mortgages, or other securities of the publishing
corporation have been included in paragraphs 7 and 8
when the interests of such individuals are equivalent to 1
percent or more of the total amount of the stock or
securities of the publishing corporation.
10. This item must be completed for all publications
except those which do not carry advertising other than
the publisher's own and which are named in Sections
132,231, 132,232 and 132,233. Postal Manual (Sections
4355a, 4355b, and 4356 of Title 39, United States Code).

Hughes Electronics Service
45 Dunn St., Asheville, N.C. 28806

HEAR

BOOKS. Send 504 for Catalog. Refundable
with Order. Also Egyptian Dream Book 354.
Books, P.O. Box 11965, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19145.

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND
CIRCULATION, Act of October 23, 1962; Section 4369,
Title 39, United States Code.
1. Date of Filing, October 1, 1974, 2. Title of Publication, AUDIO; 3. Frequency of Issue, Monthly; 4. Location
of Known Office of Publication, 134 N. 13th Street,
Philadelphia, Penna. 19107; 5. Location of the Headquarters or General Business Offices of The Publishers,
134 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, Penna. 19107.
6. Names and Addresses of Publisher, Editor, and
Managing Editor: Publisher, Jay L. Butler, 134 N. 13th
Street, Philadelphia, Penna. 19107; Editor, Eugene
Pitts III, 134 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, Penna. 19107;
Managing Editor, none.
7. Owner, North American Publishing Company, 134
N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, Penna. 19107. I.J. Borowsky,
134 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, Penna. 19107.
8. Known
Bondholders, Mortgagees, and Other
Security Holders Owning or Holding
Percent or More
of Total Amount of Bonds, Mortgages or Other Securities:
None.
9. Paragraphs 7 and 8 include, in cases where the
stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of
the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, also the statements in the two paragraphs
show the affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the
circumstances and conditions under which stockholders
and security holders who do not appear upon the books
of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in
a capacity other than that of a bona -fide owner. Names
and addresses of individuals who are stockholders of a

A.
B.

SITUATIONS WANTED
LIVE IN THE NORTHEAST and would like to
build your electronic kits for 30% list. GuarI

anteed, experienced, references;
livery arranged. (617) 547-0184.

pickup -de-

C.

D.

HELP WANTED
STOP LOOKING!
Find the job you want, where you want nationwide and overseas with Help Wanted Magazine. Over 5,000 jobs monthly. $4 ppd. Raymond Cosgrove, Dept. AD -10, 302 Ribordy
Drive, Eglin Village, Fla. 32542.

RECORDING ENGINEER for AM/FM Broadcasting Station. Must be experienced in all
phases of music and commercial production
for automated and non -automated systems.
FCC license not necessary. Call 201-472-0930.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

INVENTORS WANTED

E.

F.

G.

I

Total no. copies printed
(Net Press Run)
Paid circulation
1. Sales through dealers and

119,701

carriers, street vendors
and counter sales
25,424
2. Mail -Subscriptions
76,169
Total paid circulation
101,593
Free Distribution by Mail,
Carrier or other means
1. Samples, complimentary,
and other free copies
1,323
2. Copies distributed to news
agents, but not sold
16,168
Total distribution
(Sum of C and D)
119,084
Office use, left -over
unaccounted, spoiled
after printing
617
Total (Sum off and F
should equal net press run
shown in Al
119,701

-

Single issue
nearest to

filing date
122,995

26,964
74,768
101,732

2,179
18,000
121,911

1,084

122,995

certify that the statements made by me above are correct

and complete.

JAY L. BUTLER, Publisher

PROSECUTE Your Own Patent Application. All

Material Necessary -Write: Inventors Service,
Box 3574, Washington, D.C. 20007.
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(Continued from page 28)
up with a similar type mike. In 1937 Shure Bros. came out
with their tri -polar mike, the 720A, which was a crystal mike
using a special pressure -gradient crystal along with a regular pressure element. In 1939 both Shure and Western Electric came out with uni -directional mikes. Shure Models 55

electrostatic -type velocity mike on which they held patents.
This microphone required a polarizing voltage from 150 V
d.c. to 350 V d.c. Some models had a frequency response
of 30 to 14,000 Hz. using a polarizing voltage of 350 V. As
the polarizing voltage was reduced, the high end of the
frequency response fell off. These mikes went under the
and 555 used a single dynamic element and an acoustical trade name of "Velotron" and were high impedance denetwork with the patented name "uniphase." Western vices. In 1939 Bruno developed a no -voltage Velotron,
Electric's 639A was a two -element (ribbon and dynamic) which was a forerunner of the present day electrets. They
microphone with three patterns like the Shure 720A, figure used a coating of carnauba wax which was subjected to a
high voltage charge and supposedly held this charge indefinitely. A few years after producing this mike Bruno
Labs. Inc. was no longer in business. I've often wondered
if this mike continued to work after a few years and if not,
whether this was why Bruno went out of business.
This use of the electret principle by Bruno was not the
first. The Japanese had experimented with it as early as
1928 and used an electret in their walky-talkies in WW II.
An American had also filed for a patent on a mike of this
type in 1931 and received it in 1935. Microphone developB
A
ment after 1940 until now has been primarily in improving
existing types and developing mikes for specific applicaFig. 18-Two Brush mikes: A, G2P2S, and B, BR2S.
tions, directivity patterns, size and shape.
Although the double -button carbon mike with stretched
eight, omni, and cardiod (uni -directional). Later, Turner
diaphragm has disappeared, the single -button carbon is
had their 101A, and E. V. had their 725 cardak, and Amerstill used in telephones and wherever a rugged mike with
ican their D9. Western Electric -added three more patterns
to their 639A and called it a 639B, then took the same mike restricted frequency range and high signal output is required.
The condenser mike, which became quite popular in the
and changed the housing to improve the high -end frequency response and make it less vulnerable to shock for 20s and 30s and lost its popularity due to its cumbersome
motion picture production. This mike was given the model size, heavy cable, and power supplies, has made a comeback
due to the new electrets that have none of these disadnumber RA1142.
vantages and some new advantages over other mikes.
In 1937 Western Electric introduced a tubular -type direcThe ribbon velocity is still around although not as popular
tional microphone. This mike was designed for long-range
pickup and was first used to cover the 1937 American Legion as the moving coil and condensers. The crystal mike lost its
appeal in the sound cell type but grew rapidly in the diaParade in New York City. It consisted of the Model 618A
phragm type, particularly in the 50s and 60s when every
pressure -type mike coupled to their D99098 impedance
element which consisted of 55 aluminum alloy tubes whose tape recorder sale included a crystal mike. The crystal mike
evolved into the ceramic type for better climatic performlengths varied by equal amounts from 11/4 in. to 5 ft. When
this mike was used to cover the parade, it was located on ance. Now that the electronic industry is almost all transisthe sixth floor roof of the Empire State Building overlooking torized, the ceramic and crystal mike are losing favor again
because of their high impedance characteristics.
Fifth Avenue and was able to pick up any one of three
Moving coil or pressure dynamics have constantly imbands playing different music at the same time.
proved in all their characteristics, size, shape of directivity
In 1939 RCA developed a very similar mike, and these
patterns, and rugged construction so that today they are
mikes were given various nicknames such as machine-gun
the most popular of all the types.
mike, shot -gun mike, and rifle mike.
We can now buy microphones for any audio application
Another company that developed a different type of
microphone was Bruno Laboratories, Inc. This company that we can dream up, regardless of shape, size, frequency
response, and directivity pattern required. Now if only
specialized in velocity -type microphones. They produced
someone could come up with one that wouldn't go into
the standard magnetic -ribbon velocity mikes under an
acoustic feedback under any conditions.
agreement with Western Electric but also produced an

Annual Index
Subject Index
Amplifiers
High -Voltage Amp Design, James Bon giorno, Feb., 30.
Thermal Design of a High -Power Amplifier, J. L. Veranth, Feb., 24.
Annual Product Directory, October
Directory of Manufacturers, 30; Pre amps, 34; Amps, 38; Receivers, 46:
Multi -Play Turntables, 58; Manual

Turntables and Tone Arms, 64;
Tuners, 68; Phono Cartridges, 72;
Open -Reel Tape Recorders, 74; Cassette and Cartridge Recorders, 79;
Speakers, 92; Equalizers, 118; Headphones, 120; Microphones, 124; Addenda, Dec., 30.
Book Review: Microphones by Lou
Burroughs, David Lane Josephson,
Dec., 56.

Cartridges
Nine CD -4 Phone Cartridges Tested,
March, 36.
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Christmas Buying Guide, Nov., 24.

Construction
Build a Theremin, Robert Brown and
Mark Olsen, Nov., 38.
Build an ES Tweeter/Cone Woofer
System, Jan de Vries and Michael
Lampton, Aug., 28.
Construct a Magnetic-Cartridge Pre amp, Alan G. Ogilvie, June, 40.
A Stereo Control System, Richard S.
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A Dipole Speaker System, Benjamin
B. Bauer, Sept., 50.

Hartley Stereo Speaker Sentry, June,
48.

Hitachi TRQ-2040 Cassette Recorder,

Education

IAR-Classroom to Studio, Solomon

R.

Kunis, Aug., 50.
Education in Audio, Paul Moverman,
July, 26.

Equipment Profiles
AKAI 4000DS Tape Deck, May, 45.
Altec Concept EQ5 Speaker System,
Feb., 64.

Applied Physics Lab APL -101 Speaker,
June, 65.

June, 62.
JVC 4VR-5446 Four -Channel Receiver,
Jan., 44.
Magnavox MX -12 Speaker, May, 40.
Marantz 4400 Stereo/4-Channel Receiver, Sept., 66.
McKay Dymek AM -3 Tuner, Dec., 60.
McKay Dymek DA -3 AM Antenna,
Dec., 60.
Nakamichi Tri -Tracer 1000 Cassette
Recorder, March, 66.

Panasonic

Audioanalyst A-200 Speaker, Jan., 55.
Audionics High -Definition Quadraphonic Decoder, Aug., 64.
BSR 710/X Turntable, Feb., 62.
Bose 1801 Stereo

Amplifier, Jan.,

60.

Crown DC -300A Amplifier, Nov., 64.
Dynaco AF -6 AM/FM Tuner, Sept., 80.
ESS Pre -Amp and Model 200 Power
Amp, May, 48; Addendum, July, 51.
Fairfax FX-350 Speaker System, Nov.,
68.

Strain -Gauge (Semiconductor) Cartridge, Aug., 65.
Pilot 366 Four -Channel Receiver,
March, 60.
Pioneer QX-949 Four -Channel Stereo
Receiver, Apr., 52.
Russound/FMP TMS-1W Tape Recorder Selector Switch, March, 82.
Sansui AU -9500 Integrated Amplifier,
June, 59.
Scott 451C Sound Level Meter, Nov.,

Superscope R-350 AM/FM Stereo Receiver, Feb., 59.
Tandberg TR -1055 FM/AM Stereo
Receiver, July, 40.
Technics by Panasonic RS-279US
Cassette Recorder, Apr., 55.
Technics by Panasonic SA -8000X 2/4 Channel Receiver, Nov., 50.
Technics by Panasonic SL -1200 Direct Drive Turntable System, July, 44.
Thorens TD-125AB Mk. lI Turntable,
Feb., 67: Addenda, Apr., 64.
Wollensak 4780 Cassette Tape Recorder, Aug., 62.
Yamaha CA -1000 Integrated Amp,
Sept., 81.
The Gramophone: Basis for an Industry, Robert E. Brockway, June, 28.

Headphones
Headphones Around the House, Leonard Feldman, May, 24.
Why Electrostatics? Jacob Turner,
May, 22.

74.

Fisher 4060 2/4 -channel Receiver,
June, 56.
Frankman Integrated Stereo Speaker
System, July, 46.
Frazier Concerto F -10W-37 Speaker,

March, 70.
Harman/Kardon 900+ AM/FM Multichannel Receiver, May, 36.

Sequerra Model 1 FM Tuner, Aug., 54.
Sharp RT -480U Stereo Cassette Deck,
Nov., 58.
Sherwood Evolution One Speaker System, Apr., 58.
Shure M688 Pre -Amplifier, Dec., 64.
Superscope CD -302 Cassette Recorder,
Dec., 62.

Loudspeakers
New Loudspeaker
Bass,

With

Extended

William H. Watkins, Dec.,

38.

Speaker Test Explanations, Richard C.
Heyser, Anechoic Frequency Response, Nov., 44; Frequency Response -Phase, Dec., 71: Impedance,
Sept., 33.

Introducing The World's Best Moderately Priced
Tu
CEC, known for its many
years of experience and strict,
uncompromising standards,
now offers the new Model
BD -1000, the most economical turntable in the world
today.

New Model

BD -1000

Specifications
Drive system: Belt Drive
Motor: 4 -pole synchronous motor

Turntable: 30cm aluminum die-cast
turntable, 700 grams
Speed: 33-1/3 and 45 r.p.m. 2 -speed
system
Tone arm: Static balance system
Wow and flutter: 0.12% or less

(WRMS)

S/N ratio: 40 dB or more (JIS)

cordially invited to
see our products on display
at our suite at the Pick Congress Hotel during your visit
You are

Power consumption: 12W
Operation: Manual type, equipped with
oil cueing device
Attached parts: Oil, adaptor for 45
r.p.m., driver, felt legs
Rated voltage: Local voltage
Net weight: 7.5 kg
Overall dimensions: 435 (W) x 357 (D)
x 174 (H) mm

to the Consumer Electronics
Show.

CEC INTERNATIONAL INC
AUDIO
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Toho Estate 504,1-12-12 Shibuya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, Japan
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Marantz Stereo Electrostatic
Headphones you may never
want to take

them off.

Marantz Stereo Electrostatic Headphones are powered
The benefits of Marantz Electrostatic Headphones are
by the EE -1 Energizer- a combination that makes the
as crystal clear as the sound you get. The Marantz SE -1S
SE-1S the ultimate audio experience.
performs virtually free from distortion not just at 1kHz
The EE -1 needs
or 10kHz, but con
Frequency Response of Maranta Model SE -1S Stereo Electrostatic Headphones'.
only .3 watt for a
sistently throughout
100dB sound presthe listening range.
sure level, so it's
The result: Sound
at home with any
quality as close to
SECOND
amplifier. If severely
perfect as techno-ores. nude uasvna seK are
Distortion a 100 dB (SPL).
overdriven, a prologically possible. 2%
tection circuit autoAn unsurpassed frematically shuts the
quency response
energizer off-withfrom 20Hz to 20kHz,
FREQUENCY
SECOND
out an irritating pop.
full dynamic range
and the ability to achieve high sound pressure levels with
Its step-up transformers feature special cores devellow distortion even at low frequencies.
oped by Marantz to provide excellent linearity and low
The SE -1S owes its superiority to an electrostatic
distortion.
transducer diaphragm that's unequalled in its ability to
It accepts two SE -1 headphones so you can share the
track the audio signals from your amplifier. The diaphragm
pleasure of private listening. And headphone/speaker
is six times thinner than the human eardrum and so low
switching is built-in.
in mass that inertia is all but eliminated. The less inertia
The Marantz SE -1S Stereo Electrostatic Headphone
a diaphragm has, the more accurately and instantaneSystem costs $129.95. It's the top of the Marantz line
ously it can track audio signals. And the better its trackthat also includes Marantz Dynamic Headphone Systems
ing ability, the lower its transient distortion. That means
from $39.95. Get our informative headphone brochure
you can listen longer without suffering listening fatigue.
at your Marantz dealer. And try on a pair.
And the lightweight design incorporating soft ear cushions
and accoustical seals lets you wear them comfortably
for hours.
sound
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of Superscope, Inc., P.O. Box 99A, Sun Valley, Calif. 91352. In Europe: Superscope Europe, S.A., Brussels, Belgium. Available in Canada. Prices and models
©1974
subject to change without notice. Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Marantz dealer. Send for free catalog.
Marantz Co., Inc., a subsidiary
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Intro ducI ng
ur new speakers.
They stubbornly maintain
their neutrality.
Ve call them the Neutrals. And that's how we designed them to be neutral, as free of coloration
as possible. Because Technics is convinced neutrality is the key to great speaker performance.
Unfortunately, many speaker designers feel
that they have to add coloration to give their systems "personality" or "presence." But Technics
believes that adding coloring is wrong because it
permanently compromises fidelity. And that the..
best way to introduce special tone emphasis is
with the tone controls on your amp or receiver. So
you can control it.
Technics speakers achieve their unusually high
degree of neutrality without using gimmicks. Instead, they use drivers of proven design. Like
phenolic -ring tweeters, dome-center cone super tweeters, cone -type midranges, and air -suspension woofers. Expertly matched with specially

-

tailored crossover networks. And then precisely
positioned in fully sealed enclosures.
Model
Freq.

free

RE

T-200

sp.:

fiel

Dispeison:
on axis -1m.

T-300

T-400

44-18kHz±3dB 40-20kHz±3dB
-10dB at 35Hz -10c 1B at 301íz
120°
at 10,000 Hz

160°
at 10,030

fe

T-500

3820kHz±3cB 35-20kHz±3dB
-1OdB at 28Hz
-10dB at 25Hz
180°

180°

at 10,000 Hz

a! 10,000 Hz

Power:

minim=
max. music
max. 40UHz

Sensitively:
3,000 cu. ft.

Drivers:
woofer
midrange
tweeter
supertweeter

10

watts

10

watts

100 watts

100 watts

40w-5 min.

50w-5 min.

10w

= 90dB SPL

10w

10"

=

10

watts

190

wall:

90w-5 min.

90dB SPIL 10w=92dB SPL

3"

2'

10w= 92dB SPL

5"

2-10"
5"

31/2"

2-11/2'

12"

10"

11/2"

10 watts
100 watts
100w-5 min.

2-2"

2-2'

tweeter
midrange

tweeter
midrange

Controls:
normal. -3dB

tweeter

tweeter
midrange

Enclosure:
oiled walnut
fully sealed

H-213/4"

W-12"

H-241/2"
W-133/4"

H-27"
W-15"

W -18W4"

D-101/z"

D-12M"

D-131"

0-14W"

H-29"

Each of the four Technics Neutrals has an impressive roster of specifications. The most important ones are stated in the chart. And in terms
that make the numbers meaningful.
Stop in at your dealer and experience Technics
neutrality. The more you listen to it, the more
you'll appreciate why we're so stubborn about
maintaining it.
The Neutrals. The concept is
simple.The execution is precise.
The performance is outstanding.
The name is Technics.
FOR YOUR TECHNICS DEALER, CALL FREE
800 447-4700. IN ILLINOIS, 800 322-4400
G, me
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